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INSTITUTIONAL OVERVIEW 

Iowa Lakes Community College is a public, two-year, non-profit institution of higher education.  

The College offers over 100 academic programs of study, in addition to distance and online 

learning, business and industry certifications, secondary program for regional high schools, and 

adult education and literacy. 

The College was established in 1967 under the provisions of Iowa Code Chapter 260C and 

260D.  President Valerie Newhouse took the helm of Iowa Lakes in 2009 as the seventh 

president of Iowa Lakes Community College.  Under the leadership of President Newhouse, and 

the seven-member elected Board of Trustees, the College continues on a committed strategic 

plan to continuously improve, stimulate growth, and transform student-centered services.  The 

Iowa Lakes’ mission, vision, and values are as follows:   

Table 1 Mission, Vision, Values 

Mission Statement 

 Iowa Lakes Community College provides opportunities for quality lifelong learning 

and promoting economic development for our communities. 

Vision 

 Iowa Lakes Community College will be a premier center of higher education, serving 

as a gateway to success. 

Values 

 Commitment:  Iowa Lakes is dedicated to quality education.  Iowa Lakes is a 

community partner. 

 Respect:  Iowa Lakes believes in the dignity of the individual. 

 Integrity:  Iowa Lakes is committed to developing the integrity, self-worth, well-being, 

and potential of all learners.   

 Diversity:  Iowa Lakes accepts responsibility to include diverse ideologies, cultures, 

perspectives, and opportunities in the college experience. 

 

Student, Faculty, and Staff 

Each year, the College analyzes the most recent student profile data.  As of fall 2016, the College 

has 2,160 students, generating 21,809 credit hours of instruction.  The College mission maintains 

an open-door policy of admitting all individuals.   

Table 2 Student Profile 

Key Characteristics 2016 2015 2014 

Gender: Male 48% 50% 47% 

Gender: Female 52% 50% 53% 

Race/Ethnicity: White 86% 86% 85% 

Age: <=24 84% 86% 84% 

Age: >=25 16% 14% 16% 

Iowa Residents 85% 86% 84% 

Out of State & International  8% 8% 9% 

Funding Source: Loans 54% 56% 52% 

Funding Source: Scholarships 45% 43% 44% 
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Iowa Lakes Community College employs 81 full-time faculty and 70 part-time faculty. The 

College boasts a faculty to student ratio of 1:15. The College employs 133 full-time staff 

members and 132 part-time staff.  College staff provide broad operational support, including 

student-centered services, technical services, and custodial.   

Academic Offerings   

Table 3 General Education Requirements (Iowa Department of Education) 

Degree Program General Education Component 

Associate of Arts 

(AA)  

A two-year Associate of Arts degree prepares a student to transfer to a 

university. 

Associate of Science 

(AS) 

A two-year Associate of Science degree prepares a student to transfer 

to a university. 

Associate of Applied 

Science (AAS) 

A two-year Associate of Applied Science degree prepares a student to 

enter into their vocation of study. 

Diploma A one-year Diploma prepares a student to enter into their vocation of 

study. 

Certificate The certificate credential acknowledges a student’s successful 

completion of designated course sequences. 

 

Academic offerings include the high school concurrent enrollment program which is accredited 

by the National Alliance of Concurrent Enrollment Partnerships (NACEP).   

Instructional Locations and Distance Delivery Programs 

Iowa Lakes encompasses 2,900 square miles with just over 67,600 residents in a five-county 

area.  The five campuses of Iowa Lakes Community College include 30 facilities, occupying 555 

acres of land.   Consistent with the College’ mission, classes are flexibly scheduled to meet the 

demands of student needs.  The College offers daytime and evening programming through 

several forums, including face-to-face, hybrid, and online through the Iowa Community College 

Online Consortium (ICCOC).  Distance education courses are housed on the learning 

management system, Canvas®.  Four programs are offered completely online, and coursework 

for four additional programs are offered online. 

 

Other Key Campus Programs and Resources 

In addition to the credit-based programming discussed in Table 3, the College also offers non-

credit and continuing education courses throughout the five county area for regional 

business/industry and community members.  Success/Advising Centers are located at each of the 

five campuses to assist with many student needs.  The College employs an Advisor to work 

specifically with Veterans, and a bi-lingual Advisor to work with international students.   

 

The 2016 Iowa Lakes Community College AQIP Systems Portfolio follows the Systems 

Portfolio Overview Guide from September 2016.  
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AQIP CATEGORY ONE: HELPING STUDENTS LEARN 

Helping Students Learn focuses on the design, deployment, and effectiveness of teaching-

learning processes (and on the processes required to support them) that underlie the 

institution’s credit and non-credit programs and courses 

INTRODUCTION 

The College goals for student learning and shaping an academic climate arise out of policy 

statements governing Iowa community colleges, set forth in Chapter 260C of the Iowa Code.  

The overarching goals require community colleges to ensure the following:  

 

 Provide the first two years of college work and transfer preparation. 

 Offer career, technical, in-service training, and retraining of workers. 

 Provide programs and courses to high school students. 

 Offer career and technical education and training to individuals with disabilities and to 

individuals who lack high school diplomas. 

 Provide developmental opportunities to underprepared students.   

 

The College mission commits to providing quality education through community partnership, 

developing integrity, and diverse ideologies.  The College has made continuous improvements 

since the last portfolio submission in 2012.  Based on feedback generated from the 2013 Systems 

Appraisal Feedback Report, and internal discussions and forums, College efforts and 

improvements are noted below.   

 

Maturity of Processes and Results 

Maturity of Processes Systematic 

Maturity of Results Systematic 

Important Improvements  Strategic Plan Revision 

 Pilot Technical Math Program 

 NACEP Accreditation 

 Uniform Placement Exam 

 Active Learning Classroom 

Affiliated AQIP Action Projects  Enhance the Use of Technology to 

Improve Teaching and Learning 

 Conquer! 

 Ready, Set, Finish 
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1P1. Common Learning Outcomes focuses on the knowledge, skills, and abilities expected 

of graduates from all programs.  Describe the processes for determining, communicating, 

and ensuring the stated common learning outcomes, and identify who is involved in those 

processes. 

Aligning Common Outcomes to the Mission, Educational Offerings, and Degree Levels of 

the Institution  

Table 1P1-1 Common Learning Outcomes (3.E.2.) 

Common Learning Outcomes 

Within the General Education 

Definition 

Alignment with Mission, 

Vision, Values 

Priorities From 

Strategic Plan 

 Effective Oral and Written 

Communication 

 Critical Thinking Skills 

 Understand Numerical Data 

 Practice Scientific Reasoning 

 Perspective in Ethical, Global, 

Historical and Social Issues 

 Appreciate Fine Arts 

Mission: provide opportunities 

for quality lifelong learning 

Vision:  serving as a gateway to 

success 

Values:  quality education, 

community, integrity and self-

worth of learners, diverse 

ideologies and perspectives 

*Technology and 

Data 

*Student Learning 

*Labor and 

Workforce 

Source:  Iowa Lakes Community College Strategic Plan, Updated 2013, 

http://www.iowalakes.edu/planning_and_development/overview/scope_of_operations/ 

 

The overall Common Learning Outcomes (CLO’s) derive from the general education definition, 

and are prioritized based on the College mission (Table 1, Institutional Overview).  Each 

component of the College’s vision, mission, and values aligns with the College CLO’s.  The 

CLO’s align College degree programs to ensure each student is graduating with similarly 

acquired CLO’s.   

 

The Iowa Department of Education (Iowa DE) requires a general education component 

(identified in Table 1P1-2 below) for Associate of Arts (AA), Associate of Applied Science 

(AAS), and Diploma programs. The Iowa DE requires the general education component “to 

address the ability of students to reason, think, compute, communicate, and adapt to change,” 

and the Iowa DE recommends that the general education component include “human 

development in civil, consumer, environmental, and social responsibilities.”  The College 

demonstrates the virtue of the Iowa Lakes’ mission by contributing to students’ educational 

experience through community engagement, service learning, and economic development. 

(3.B.1) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.iowalakes.edu/planning_and_development/overview/scope_of_operations/
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Table 1P1-2  Iowa Department of Education Required Gen Ed Component (3.B.1.) 

Degree Program General Education Component 

AA Requires 44 general education credits; a maximum of 16 career and 

technical credits. 

AAS Requires at least 12 credit hours of general education courses, with 

at least 1 course from each of the following areas: communications; 

social science or humanities; and mathematics or science. 

AS Requires 41 total general education credits, with 20 math/science 

credits; a maximum of 16 career and technical credits. 

Diploma Requires at least 3 credit hours of general education courses from 

any of the following areas: communications; social science or 

humanities; or mathematics or science. 

Certificate The certificate credential acknowledges a student’s successful 

completion of designated course sequences. 

 

Determining Common Outcomes  

The College holds all common and shared objectives for learning and development that the 

students originate from a broad spectrum of stakeholders, including the Iowa DE, advisory board 

members, faculty members, and the Assessment Review Committee (ARC). The general 

education program is considered to be appropriate to the mission, educational offerings, and 

degree levels of Iowa Lakes.  

 

The College also extensively relies on program advisory boards, which meet at least once per 

year and, among other functions, review the curriculum, and suggest curriculum modifications. 

Program advisory boards are composed of industry experts, alumni, College employees, and 

community members.  

 

Faculty members, program coordinators, and the Assessment Review Committee (ARC) share in 

determining CLO’s.  ARC is a collaborative committee designated to review, improve, and 

approve the following:  1. program reviews; 2. the general education definition; 3. and overall 

student learning outcomes.  The “general education” definition is reviewed every three years and 

approved by the College’s Board of Trustees.  Table 1P1-3 outlines the current “general 

education,” definition, as reviewed by ARC, and approved by the College Board. (4.B.4) 

 

General education is intended to provide breadth of learning to the community college 

experience. General education imparts common knowledge, promotes intellectual inquiry, and 

stimulates the examination of different perspectives, thus enabling people to function effectively 

in a complex and dynamic world. The College also imposes its own minimum general education 

requirements by degree that clarify or exceed the Iowa DE minimum requirements. (3.B.2) 
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Approved-2016 per Assessment Review Committee. 

 

Articulating the Purposes, Content, and Level of Achievement of the Outcomes 

The College’s mission statement can be viewed via the College website and in the strategic plan 

(also online).  Students, faculty, staff, and the general public can review each component of the 

mission statement, outlined below. 

 

Table 1P1-4 Iowa Lakes College Mission Statement (3.B.2) 

Opportunities 

Extend opportunities for personal and professional growth that are responsive to the dynamic 

needs of the individual and society. 

Lifelong Learning 

Provide learner centered activities that empower individuals to reach their potential and fulfill 

their personal and career goals. 

Economic Development 

Support partnerships among business, communities, and labor groups that strengthen the 

economic health and quality of life for area residents. 

Communities 
Promote collaborations with communities that support access to college programs and 

services with sensitivity to diversity and equal opportunities for all. 

College Mission:  http://www.iowalakes.edu/about_us/mission/ 

 

Student learning is assessed through several methods, including, yet not limited to, accreditation 

exams for surgical technicians, medical assistants, the state board of nursing, welding, and other 

ways depending on the academic program.  General education students are given the opportunity 

to take the Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency (CAAP) exam to assess student 

achievement levels. CAAP scores are reviewed and analyzed according to academic area; CAAP 

scores define strengths and provide an opportunity to analyze opportunities to develop 

improvement strategies in specific areas. (4.B.1)   

  

 

Table 1P1-3:  Definition of “General Education” (3.B.2) 

 General education is intended to provide breadth of learning to the community 

college experience.  General education imparts common knowledge, promotes 

intellectual inquiry, and stimulates the examination of different perspectives, thus 

enabling people to function effectively in a complex and dynamic world.   

 General education extends beyond a student's technical, career, or professional field 

and prepares students to meet personal and educational goals and to promote lifelong 

learning.   

 General education emphasizes oral and written communication; critical analysis of 

information; appreciation of diverse cultures; knowledge of mathematical processes 

and natural and physical science investigations; understanding of ethical, global, 

historical and social issues; and appreciation for the fine arts.   

 Iowa Lakes Community College is committed to continuously assess, clarify, 

articulate, and publicize general education. 

http://www.iowalakes.edu/about_us/mission/
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Incorporating in the Curriculum Opportunities for all Students to Achieve the Outcomes  

The College Curriculum Committee approves all curriculum changes, the development of 

additional programs, and/or program needs.  Each degree program includes common outcomes.   

Table 1P1-5 illustrates course requirements that coincide directly with the overall common 

outcomes that represent the College mission, vision, and values.   

 

Table 1P1-5 General Education Requirements Per Degree Option (3.B.3) 

 

In addition to the Curriculum Committee, each program has an advisory board, consisting of 

industry and business professionals, as well as community members.  Program advisory boards 

address challenges and opportunities within the region, reviews and approves curriculum 

changes, and assists with career-ready students.  Table 1P1-6 outlines a sample of recent 

curriculum reviews and changes made as a result of industry needs, advisory feedback, and 

accrediting bodies. (3.B.5)   

 

Table 1P1-6 Program Curriculum Changes 2016 

Program Year 

Start 

Add or 

Remove 

Courses 

Change 

Course 

Content 

Major 

Rqmt 

Change 

Remove 

Option 

Change 

Add 

Option 

Change 

End 

Program 

Change 

Electrical FA16 Yes No Yes No No No 

Engineering FA16 Yes Yes Yes No No No 

HVAC FA16 Yes No Yes No No No 

Wind FA16 Yes Yes Yes No No No 

 

CLO’s are incorporated into each degree program.  The College also pursues general learning 

goals in arts and science, career and technical, and developmental programs.  Additionally, the 

Associate of Arts 
Degree

• 10 Credits 
Communications

• 8 Credits Science

• 5 Credits Math

• 9 Credits Social 
Science

• 9 Credits 
Humanities

• 3 Credits 
Computers

Associate in 
Science Degree

• 10 Credits 
Communications

• 20 Credits 
Science and Math 
(must take one 
course from 
each)

• 6 Credits Social 
Science

• 3 Credits 
Humanities

• 3 Credits 
Computers

Associate in 
Applied Science 

Degree

• A Writing Course

• An Oral 
Communications 
Course

• A Math Course

• A Related 
Applied Science 
Course

• A Social Science 
Course

• A Business Or 
Computer 
Applications 
Course 

Diploma

• A Writing Course

• An Oral 
Communications 
Course

• A Math Course

• A Human 
Relations Course
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College measures and analyzes continued student success rates, with the overall goal for student 

academic success to stay above regional, state, and national averages.  Learning goals per degree 

are listed in Table 1P1-7 below. (3.B.3) 

 

Table 1P1-7 Degree Learning Outcomes Included in Degree Programs (3.B.3) 

Arts & Science Learning Outcomes 

1. Students are able to successfully complete general education and pre-professional 

coursework necessary for the first two years of college. 

2. Students are able to successfully transfer to senior institutions. 

3. Students with diverse backgrounds and abilities are able to access a full range of courses 

for personal enrichment, career exploration, lifelong learning skills, educational 

enhancement, and exploration of new information technologies. 

4. Students are able to explore a multiplicity of avenues in the sciences, humanities, and the 

arts that enhance the appreciation and use of language; the ability to think and reason 

clearly, independently, critically and creatively; and the understanding of the human 

experience and the context in which it occurs. 

5. Students are able to explore an array of educational avenues that lead to global 

awareness, and appreciation of diversity in lifestyle and recognition of citizen rights and 

responsibilities in local, national and world communities. 

Career Option Learning Outcomes 

6. Students are prepared to successfully enter the job market and/or transfer to a four-year 

institution. 

7. Students utilize current technologies in their education experiences. 

8. Students demonstrate a blend of theoretical competence and practical skills proficiency in 

the selected career area. 

9. Students demonstrate an awareness of career growth and the need for lifelong learning. 

Career & Technical Learning Goals 

10. Enable students to become employable. 

11. Students develop effective communication skills. 

12. Enable students to become solution oriented, using critical thinking skills. 

13. Promote among students an appreciation for civic responsibilities. 

Developmental, Preparatory, and Postsecondary Options Student Goals 

14. Provide students with course work and tutoring assistance designed to equip them with 

the basic skills necessary for participation in college-level courses. 

Iowa Lakes Community College Degree Option Mission Statements and Outcomes and Goals 

 

Ensuring the Outcomes Remain Relevant and Aligned with Student, Workplace, and 

Societal Needs 

Students develop and continue their understanding of global, ethical, and social issues within 

each degree program through course curriculum. Moreover, program coordinators and faculty 
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ensure programs are up-to-date with regional workplace trends and employer needs throughout 

the area. (3.B.4)    

 

Program coordinators work closely with advisory boards, external third party accrediting groups, 

and national organizations to ensure that outcomes remain relevant and are aligned with student 

workplace and the needs of a global society.  Table 1P1-8 lists the third-party accrediting agents, 

and other national organizations utilized to ensure programs remain accredited and up-to-date.  

Program coordinators closely monitor trends through involvement with regional, state, and 

national associations to keep up with changes that need to be addressed in student learning 

outcomes.  Local advisory boards offer advice, as well as suggestions and approval for any 

changes made to the program outcomes. 

 

Advisory board members may be local and/or regional depending on specific program and 

industries’ needs and locations.  For example, the Iowa Lakes Wind Technology Program 

Advisory Board is comprised of members from local, statewide and multi-state region to 

encompass the industry’s needs.  The College Cabinet analyze curriculum, core outcomes, 

graduation rates, satisfaction surveys, and placement of graduates to ensure outcomes remain 

relevant and meet industry needs.   

 

Table 1P1-8 Accrediting Societies and Agencies  

 Microsoft Certification:  Administrative Assistant 

 ARCSTSA Accreditation Review Committee on Education in Surgical 

Technology and Surgical Assisting 

 AAMAE-American Association of Medical Assistants Endowment 

 CAAHEP Iowa Board of Nursing 

 Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) 

 National Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) 

 ACI-American Concrete Institution 

 OSHA 

 AWS-American Welding Society 

 AVMA-American Veterinary Medical Association 

 NACEP-National Alliance of Concurrent Enrollment Partnerships 

 Advance Career and Technical Education (CTE)-CareerTech 

 

Based on data from Entering Student Surveys and Student Satisfaction Surveys, both common 

learning outcomes and student learning outcomes remain consistent with long-term and short-

time student goals and expectations. According to student survey feedback, student needs and 

expectations are closely aligned with the overall College common learning outcomes and the 

College mission, vision, and values.   

 

In addition to accrediting organizations and industry associations, the College provides 

opportunities for students to study abroad within specific programs, participate in conferences, 
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such as the Nobel Conference each fall, and gain exposure to cultural diversity through student 

convocations and interaction with international students. (3.B.4) 

 

Designing, Aligning, and Delivering Co-Curricular Activities to Support Learning 

The College offers a wide variety of co-curricular activities to support and enhance learning 

outside the classroom and contribute to the educational experience.  Activities are designed to 

align with pre-professional areas, student interests, and volunteer opportunities, which support 

and enhance learning.  Students can take part in leadership activities through Student Senate and 

Student Ambassadors. Thirty-eight Student Clubs and Organizations offer students opportunities 

for pre-professional, special interest, social and community service. The College recognizes and 

appropriates funds to approved clubs. (3.E.1)  

 

Any group wishing to form a club must provide an explanation of the club’s intended function, 

goals and objectives, tentative budget, equipment needs, facility needs, and insurance needs, as 

well as a brief explanation of how the club will further the education of their members.  At least 

75% of the Student Senate must vote in favor of the new organization/club before the request is 

moved ahead.  Student Senate approval requests are sent to the Student Senate Advisor, 

Executive Dean of Students, and submitted to the President for approval.  All clubs are assigned 

a full-time contracted employee to serve as the advisor. (4.B.2)  

 

An example of an active student and community organization is the Music Club through the 

Iowa Lakes’ Fine Arts Program.  Students and community members perform at and enjoy fall 

and spring Coffee House events each year.  In addition, a musical is performed every other year 

with both student and community involvement.   

 

Table 1P1-9 Co-Curricular Activities to Support Student Learning  

 Musical Performances-Coffee House, Madrigal, Jazz Camps 

 Musicals, every other year 

 Art Shows 

 Infinity Scholars Capstone Projects  

 31 Pre-Professional Clubs: Pharmacy, Biology, Criminal Justice, Vet Tech 

 Intramurals 

 Student Senate 

 Student Ambassadors 

 Presidential Scholars 

 Varsity Sports: 14 teams 

 

The College also provides college-wide learning opportunities outside of the classroom.  

Students, staff, faculty, and community members are invited to two or more convocations yearly, 

which showcase various cultural enrichment productions. Lastly, the College hosts a Core Book 

Club.  The Core Book is based on a topic that impacts one or more common learning outcomes, 

such as awareness of diverse topics, ethnicity, self-direction, and other important topics. (3.B.4, 

3.E.1, 4.B.2) 
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Selecting Tools/Methods/Instruments Used to Assess Attainment of Common Learning 

Outcomes 

The College Assessment Review Committee (ARC), led by faculty, selects tools to assess 

common learning outcomes.  In addition, faculty program coordinators work closely with 

advisory boards to choose instruments to assess common learning outcomes.  Student attainment 

of common learning outcomes are collected yearly.  The College also regularly collects and 

analyzes data regarding institutional effectiveness.  Key data collected, analyzed, and distributed 

are outlined below. 

 

Table 1P1-10 Tools to Assess Common Learning Outcomes (4.B.2) 

Program Review (each program is reviewed every five years) 

 The Program Review Committee includes faculty, staff, and College administration 

 The Program Review includes review of:  syllabi, course competencies, 

enrollment/retention, student competency achievement, advisory board meeting minute 

reviews 

 Program Review Action Plan is revisited throughout the year of review 

 Review Program Articulation Agreements 

Student Success 

 CAAP (Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency) Scores 

 Perkins’ Proficiency Indicators  

 Developmental Course Pass/Fail 

 Individual Program Data:  i.e. AVMA (Veterinary Technician), NCLEX (Nursing), 

AWS (Welding) 

Student Retention/Completion 

 Completion Analyst—analyzes data for the purpose of identifying student support 

needs and improvement strategies 

 Program enrollment data reviewed each year with the College Board of Trustees 

Student Satisfaction 

 Student Satisfaction Inventory Survey data is collected and disbursed to student 

services departments and ARC to identify student support needs 

 

Assessing Common Learning Outcomes 

The College evaluates the assessment of common learning outcomes through annual program 

reviews.  Each academic program, including Arts and Science, is internally reviewed thoroughly 

every five years. Accredited programs such as Veterinary, Nursing, Medical Assistant, Welding, 

Surgical Tech, and others are reviewed as defined by their independent accrediting boards.   

 

To assess common learning outcomes, the College’s ARC reviews the definition of general 

education. The Program Review Committee reviews course enrollment data, alumni employment 

data, advisory board feedback, course syllabi and student assessment results. The Curriculum 

Committee reviews course objectives and competencies, as well as program curriculum.  

 

The College meets with the Iowa DE, Iowa Regent Universities, and other community colleges 

to review common course outcomes, and to improve course transferability among institutions.  

The state curriculum database, CurricUNET®, assists colleges’ as they align course numbering 
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and credits for easy transferability between community colleges and the three Iowa Regent 

Universities.  The CurricUNET® database provides a structure for compliance with Iowa DE 

course and program requirements.  The Records Office has a process to ensure that evaluated 

transfer credits are equivalent to Iowa Lakes courses, or are of equivalent rigor. (4.B.1, 4.B.2, 

4.B.4) 
 

1R1. What are the results for determining if students possess the knowledge, skills, and 

abilities that are expected at each degree? 

Summary and Comparison of Results of Measures  

The College tracks several indicators of student preparation upon graduation.  College 

outcomes/measures tracked and corresponding tools utilized are included, yet not limited to, the 

examples below, though specific program outcomes vary per program requirements; all common 

outcomes are measured and tracked utilizing the same common tools. 

 

Table 1R1-1 Outcomes/Measurements Tracked 

Outcomes/Measure 

 Instructional Effectiveness 

 Job-Training/Career Readiness 

 Global Perspective 

 Student Academic Proficiency 

 Student Satisfaction 

 Educational Goals 

Tool 

 Student Satisfaction Inventory 

(SSI) 

 Grade Point Average 

 CAAP Results 

 Perkins Proficiency 

 Transfer Reports 

 Employment Reports 

 

Table 1R1-2  Noel Levitz 2016 Student Satisfaction Inventory-Instructional Effectiveness 

Indicators Scale of 1 (Definitely Not) to 7 (Definitely Yes) 

Item Iowa Lakes’ Satisfaction 

Rank 

National Satisfaction 

Rank 

Faculty provide timely feedback about 

my academic progress. 

5.70 5.55 

Faculty use a variety of technology 

and media in the classroom. 

5.89 5.81 

Most classes deal with practical 

experiences and applications. 

5.83 5.74 

The quality of instruction I receive in 

most of my classes is excellent. 

5.81 5.79 

Faculty are fair and unbiased in their 

treatment of individual students. 

5.89 5.75 

Faculty are usually available to 

students outside of class.  

5.95 5.92 

There are sufficient courses within my 

program of study available each term. 

5.90 5.56 
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The Iowa Lakes 2016 Student Satisfaction Inventory (SSI) revealed current instructional 

effectiveness within the College.  Table 1R1-2 indicates that Iowa Lakes’ instructional 

effectiveness average ranks higher than national cohort of schools.     

 

The 2016 SSI Survey results are strong comparatively and indicate that instructors are effective 

within the classroom, and programs are offering the appropriate courses for their students.   

 

Table 1R1-3 provides a snapshot of the Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency (CAAP) 

given each spring semester.  Students are eligible to take the CAAP exam if they’ve earned at 

least 45 credits, enrolled at least part-time in an AA or AS program.  Students take five sections 

of the CAAP exam free of charge; students are then able to transfer their scores to a four-year 

institution.  As noted in Table 1R1-3, the College has a significant sample size of students who 

take the CAAP exam.  

 

Table 1R1-3 CAAP Exam Completers 

Year Exam Completers 

2016 132 

2015 114 

2014 196 

2013 60 

 

The College reviews CAAP data in comparison to peer sophomore cohorts from two-year 

colleges.  Table 1R1-4 captures the mean test scores of Iowa Lakes’ students as well as peer 

sophomore cohorts from two-year colleges in 2016.   

 

Table 1R1-4 Iowa Lakes’ CAAP Mean Scores Compared to Peer Sophomore Cohorts 

Cohort Writing Math Reading Critical 

Thinking 

Science 

Reason 

Two-Year Public 

Colleges 2016 

61.0 56.5 59.9 60.5 59.1 

Iowa Lakes 2016 61.4 56.5 59.4 59.8 58.9 

 

Iowa Lakes also captures percentages of students who completed the CAAP exam that achieved 

national proficiency by exam.  The College utilizes national proficiency data to determine 

curriculum strengths and opportunities to improve curriculum in a specific area.  CAAP scores 

are reported on a scale between 40 (low) and 80 (high).  A score of 60 is the approximate 

average.   

 

Table 1R1-5 Iowa Lakes Students Who Achieved National Proficiency Per CAAP Exam 

Year Writing Math Reading Critical 

Thinking 

Science 

Reason 

2013 55% 52% 70% 65% 63% 

2014 37% 54% 37% 48% 48% 

2015 49% 66% 43% NA 53% 

2016 57% 50% 45% 47% 43% 
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The College also measures students achieving national proficiency on one or more CAAP 

individual exams in science, math, reading, writing, and critical thinking.  The College utilizes 

proficiency results to compare and contrast former years; the College also identifies program 

strengths and weaknesses within curriculum and instruction.   

 

Table 1R1-6 Iowa Lakes Students’ Achieving National Proficiency on One or More CAAP 

Test 

Year At Least One 

Test 

Two or More 

Tests 

Three or 

More Tests 

Four or 

More Tests 

All Five 

Tests  

2013 88% 70% 62% 48% 33% 

2014 76% 55% 44% 33% 16% 

2015 81% 60% 41% 29% NA 

2016 77% 63% 48% 34% 22% 

 

Student academic proficiency is measured via students attaining an A or B within credit courses 

(specific for Distance Learning Classes as noted in Table 1R1-7).  The information below 

(National Community 

College Benchmark Project 

Reports) provides a 

glimpse of trends in the 

percentage of students 

receiving an A or B grade 

from distance learning 

courses since the fall 

2014, as well as the 

percentage of students 

receiving an A or B grade 

from all academic credit 

courses since the fall 

2014.  CAAP assessment 

results, as well as grades, 

are indicators of success 

of graduating students 

who either transfer into a four-year institution or begin their career.   

 

Table 1R1-7 Student Grades Distance Learning Classes 
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Transfer reports help College leaders analyze 

the effectiveness of student 

learning and student readiness.  

According to the Iowa Board of 

Regents, Iowa Lakes 

Community College students 

that transferred to a regent 

university, demonstrated an 

average 84% retention rate 

compared to 79% of all other 

Iowa community colleges 

(2016).  In addition, first year 

transfer student grade point 

averages at four-year 

universities were higher on 

average than all other Iowa 

community colleges.  Table 

1R1-9 includes comparative transfer data from past and present cohorts with other Iowa 

community colleges. 

 

The Iowa Lakes’ Strategic Plan Vision 

and Goal #15 is to increase enrollment, 

retention, completion, success, and 

graduation rates of students and 

subgroups.  The overall goal for 2014-

15 transfer students has been attained 

Transfer student retention, persistence, 

completion, and success rates exceeded 

the average transfer student retention, 

persistence, completion, and success 

rates of peer institutions. 

 

Interpretation of Results and Insights 

Gained 

Data referred to in Table 1R1-9 clearly 

indicates that the College is achieving 

the transfer student goal of retention, 

success, and completion at Iowa’s 

regent universities, exceeding the 

percentages of peer institutions.   

 

 

 

 

 

Iowa Lakes Community College

• First Year University GPA Average = 2.79
(2014-15)

• Average Retention One Year After 
Transferring to a Regent University = 84%
(2014-15)

• Average University Graduation Rates Three 
Years After Entry to a Regent University = 
52% (2012-13)

All Iowa Community Colleges

• First Year University GPA Average = 2.67
(2014-15)

• Average Retention One Year After 
Transferring to a Regent University = 79%
(2014-15)

• Average University Graduation Rates Three 
Years After Entry to a Regent University = 
47% (2012-13)

Table 1R1-9 Comparison Transfer Data to Iowa’s Regent 

Universities (2012-2015) 

 

Table 1R1-8 Student Grades Credit Courses 
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1I1. Based on 1R1, what improvements have been implemented or will be implemented in 

the next one to three years?   

Starting with a wide angle lens, the College will review and update the general education 

definition and develop a plan with a timeline to review and update the learning outcomes 

associated with degrees and programs.  As a result of Career Options ending, the College will 

revisit and revise program learning outcomes. 

 

Advising initiatives are underway to increase student access and number of contacts with faculty 

advisors.  Technology improvements are also underway.  The College is exploring the following 

additions for faculty:  1. professional development for faculty; 2. Educational Technologist to 

work with faculty on up-to-date technology to use in the classroom (face-to-face and online). 

 

A close look at CAAP data indicates that the College spent time and money increasing student 

participation in the assessment.  However, the increased number of students is not yielding 

improved scores, it appears to hurt our mean scores.  ARC will continue to encourage student 

participation in CAAP testing, and will monitor mean scores and percent of students who are 

proficient.  Strategies are being implemented to assist at-risk students, and efforts continue to 

focus on academic rigor to ensure students are prepared to advance to the university level.   

The College will continue to hire experienced faculty with both academic and experiential rigor, 

as well as provide adequate professional development opportunities, including and specific to 

technology in the classroom. (4.B.3) 

 

1P2. Program Learning Outcomes focuses on the knowledge, skills, and abilities graduates 

from particular programs are expected to possess.  Describe the processes for determining, 

communicating, and ensuring the stated program learning outcomes and who is involved in 

those processes. 

Aligning Program Learning Outcomes to the Mission, Educational Offerings, and Degree 

Levels of the Institution 

Program Learning Outcomes (PLO’s) align with the overall mission to provide quality lifelong 

learning and promote economic development for our communities. PLO’s are designed to meet 

the expectations of students as individuals.  The development of program learning outcomes is 

demonstrated through the College core values.  The core values advocate for a quality education, 

a commitment to community partnerships, a belief in the dignity of the individual, and a belief in 

the development of integrity and well-being of all learners.  The College core values also 

maintain a responsibility to include diverse ideologies and perspectives within the student 

learning experience.  Students within specific programs have opportunities to experience cultural 

or educational events and participate in service learning activities. (3.E.2) 

 

Determining Program Outcomes 

The process for determining program learning outcomes relies on several relationships, including 

internal and external sources.  Internally, student preparation needs are determined by academic 

deans, program faculty members, and the ARC. Nonetheless, these internal stakeholders place 

significant emphasis on advisory board recommendations, which are required to be shared with 

the Curriculum Committee upon requesting course approval and program modification.  
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Externally, student preparation needs are determined by programmatic accreditation 

organizations (for programs possessing specialized accreditation), Iowa DE requirements (if 

applicable), national and international industry 

standards, and advisory boards.  Employers 

constitute another significant external source of 

information regarding student preparation needs. 

Employer satisfaction surveys are designed to 

inform the College about student preparation 

needs. The information is shared with program 

faculty and their respective Dean. Employers also 

communicate student needs to program faculty. 

Although this particular channel of communication 

is not as formal as employer surveys, it has the 

advantage of providing contemporaneous feedback that faculty program coordinators can use to 

make modifications to the curriculum. (4.B.4) 

 

Articulating the Purposes, Content, and Level of Achievement of the Outcomes 

The College continues its strong practices, as recognized in the 2013 Systems Appraisal 

Feedback Report, in articulating the purposes, content, and level of achievement of the students 

and required preparation of program learning outcomes to student learners, faculty, and staff.  

 

Program learning outcomes are articulated through the forums listed within Table 1P2-1.  

Required preparation, and 

learning objectives continue to be 

published through a variety of 

media, including: marketing 

materials; college catalogs, 

whether electronic and print; 

college catalog course 

descriptions; college program 

websites; course syllabi; 

continuing education catalogs; 

and admission bulletins. 

Required preparation and learning and development objectives are also communicated to 

students during college and admissions visits, open houses, career fair days, summer orientation 

days, express registration days, College 101, and advising sessions. (4.B.1)   

 

Ensuring the Outcomes Remain Relevant and Aligned with Student, Workplace, and 

Societal Needs 

Program Coordinators work with faculty, students, and advisory board members to ensure 

program learning outcomes are current by staying updated in relevant research and industry 

standards.  Moreover, faculty members rely on advisory members, alumni, and employers to 

provide feedback regarding curriculum and alumni and employer feedback.  The College utilizes 

College Course 
Catalogs 

(Electronic or 
Print)

Course Syllabi
College 
Program 
Websites

Advising 
Sessions

Orientation College Visit

Program Learning Outcomes

• Strategic Plan

• College Mission, Vision, Values

• State Regulations

• Industry Standards

• Advisory Board Committee

Needs and Approval

• Accreditation Bodies

Table 1P2-1 Articulating Program Learning Outcomes 
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software, such as EMSI®, to review trends of regional employment needs, analyze workforce 

needs, career-readiness preparation, as well as salary and credentialing data. (3.B.4)   

 

Designing, Aligning, and Delivering Co-Curricular Activities to Support Learning  

Faculty and program coordinators work with advisory boards, students, Student Senate, and 

Executive Deans to design and deliver co-curricular activities, which support student learning.  

Activities are designed with the College mission and program goals in mind. (3.E.1) Activities 

such as community service, mock interviews, etiquette dinners, educational trips, trips to visit 

business and industry outside rural Iowa, participation in Skills USA, on-the-job training, and 

other co-curricular training all contribute to the student educational experience.  The College 

does not have a formal means of assessing learning outcomes of co-curricular activities. (4.B.2) 

 

Selecting Tools/Methods/Instruments Used to Assess Attainment of Program Learning 

Outcomes 

Career and technical programs host an annual local advisory board meeting.  Methods of 

assessment and minimum standards of achievement are reviewed and discussed to ensure 

program graduates are meeting industry standards.  For example, the Iowa Lakes’ Criminal 

Justice Advisory Board includes membership from local and statewide law enforcement 

departments to ensure they are meeting industry and state standards and needs.  Tools selected to 

assess program learning outcomes are chosen by program coordinators with input from advisory 

boards. Assessment methods and instruments are included in the program review process.  

(4.B.2) 

 

Assessing Program Learning Outcomes 

Those involved in the process for assessing program learning outcomes include program 

coordinators and related faculty, executive deans and campus directors/supervisors, third party 

accreditors, advisory boards, as well as staff and faculty involved in the program review process. 

Some program learning outcomes are assessed via the program’s accrediting body; for example, 

nursing, veterinary tech, and surgical tech each have their own accrediting body.  Program 

learning outcomes are also assessed by the program advisory board.  Employers, faculty, and 

alumni assess current program outcome relevancy, and make recommendations for change.  

Program learning outcomes are a part of the program review process where reviewers have the 

opportunity to discuss and provide recommendations for change during the process. (4.B.1, 

4.B.2, 4.B.4)   

 

1R2. What are the results for determining if students possess the knowledge, skills, and 

abilities that are expected in programs? 

Overall Levels of Deployment of Assessment Processes within the Institution 

The College utilizes several tools to determine if students possess the knowledge and skills 

expected within their program of study.  The College utilizes college entrance exams to 

determine if students are ready to begin college-level general education courses.  In addition to 

college entrance exams, the College utilizes program-specific data to determine program 
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proficiencies.  Program coordinators complete technical skill proficiency reports each year. Data 

is reported to the Iowa DE.   

 

The College utilizes several assessments specific to degree programs and credentials.  A list of 

the main assessments and processes are listed in Table 1R2-1 below. 

 

Table 1R2-1 Assessments and Processes within Iowa Lakes Community College 

Assessment Examples Process 

College Entrance ACCUPLACER® 

ACT® 

SAT® 

Incoming college freshman 

may take the ACCUPLACER 

at any campus Success Center 

Third-Party Credential American Welding Society 

(AWS) 

 

Program-specific 

credentialing is dependent 

upon accreditation from the 

third-party 

Program Assessment NCLEX-Nursing Program-specific assessments 

are based on program 

requirements and program 

board (i.e. State Board of 

Nursing). 

CAAP® CAAP tests (writing, reading, 

science, math, critical 

thinking) 

College sophomores with at 

least 45 credits may take the 

exam.   

*The College recently switched from ACT’ ASSET® and COMPASS® to utilizing ACCUPLACER 

for the preferable entrance exam for incoming students. 

 

Summary of Results of Assessments and Comparison of Results with Internal and External 

Benchmarks 

From 2012 through the present, 12% of Iowa Lakes’ students enrolled in at least one 

developmental course in reading, writing, or math.  Table 1R2-2 and Table1R2-3 includes 

student developmental needs based on results of college entrance exams and student success 

rates within developmental courses and in future college-level courses.  Identification of needs 

based on the developmental course data is discussed in 1I2.  Recently, the College replaced 

ASSET® and COMPASS® with ACCUPLACER® to assess student developmental needs.  

 

Table 1R2-2 Student Development Course Needs, 2014-15 

Developmental Writing 32% 

Developmental Reading 31% 

Developmental Math 32% 

Source:  Based on Iowa Lakes’ entrance assessment results, 2014-15 
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Table 1R2-3 Student Success Rates of Developmental Courses, 2012-2016 

Course Pass Rate Retention Rate Future Course 

Success Rate 

Writing Strategies 70% pass rate 46% retention rate 87% success rate in 

next course 

Math Strategies 81% pass rate 48% retention rate 83% success rate in 

the next course 

Reading Strategies 71% pass rate  

Source:  Based on a grade of “D” or above 

 

As mentioned in 1P2, many College programs have program-specific assessments and 

accreditation standards.  The 

Iowa Lakes’ Nursing Program 

is one of the largest programs 

within the College.  The 

Nursing Program has gone 

through significant changes in 

order to best serve student 

academic rigor and experiential 

learning through required 

clinical training.  The Nursing 

Program recently redesigned 

the two degree programs 

according to program 

assessments, as well as 

recommendations from the Iowa Board of Nursing.  The information below provides data prior 

to the changes and the action plan for improvements.  The data below indicates comparative 

figures on attrition, assessment results, and changes to enhance the quality of the nursing 

program.   

 

Table 1R2-5 ADN (Associate Degree in Nursing) and PN (Practical Nursing) NCLEX 

Associate Degree in Nursing Practical Nursing Degree 

Tested 

Between 

# of 1st Time 

Testers 

% Passed Tested 

Between 

# of 1st Time 

Testers 

% Passed 

1/1/12-

12/31/12 

81 80 1/1/12-

12/31/12 

5 80 

1/1/13-

12/31/13 

93 68 1/1/13-

12/31/13 

8 87.5 

1/1/14-

12/31/14 

69 62 1/1/14-

12/31/14 

5 50 

1/1/15-

12/31/15 

80 68.7 1/1/15-

12/31/15 

0 0 

 

0

20

40

60

80

Table 1R2-4 Nursing Attrition Percentages

ADN % Attrition PN % Attrition
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Interpretation of Assessment Results and Insights Gained 

Programs utilize a variety of assessments to determine if students possess the knowledge, skills 

and abilities expected in the program. Short and long range data from assessments, student 

demographics, section grades, as well as input from employers, and third party accreditation are 

analyzed by faculty and campus deans/supervisors to identify and recommend program changes. 

Analysis of data continues to be monitored to determine if changes yield the results anticipated. 

 

Table 1R2-6 describes the overall action plan for improvements in the Nursing Program as a 

result of the data listed above and overall needs.  The Nursing Program will streamline 

curriculum and clinical opportunities within the rural College service area.   

 

Table 1R2-6 Action Plan for Improvements in the Nursing Program 

 Implement new admission criteria and pre-requisites to prepare the students for rigor of 

the Nursing Program.   

 The data and information to support these decisions included review of peers within the 

state of Iowa and recommendations from surveys and Iowa Board of Nursing.  

 Align curriculum to link theory and clinical practice within the same semester and 

thread concepts throughout the curriculum. 

 Originally, the nursing programs were ladder programs; all students would enter the 

Practical Nursing Program and learn the LPN role, then would apply to the Associate 

Degree Nursing Program and learn the RN role.   

 The decision to change the programs to stand-alone programs took place in 2010 to 

allow students to learn either/or specifically. 

 The changes to the mission, content, and alignment positions the program for favorable 

accreditation in the future. 

 

1I2. Based on 1R2, what improvements have been implemented or will be implemented in 

the next one to three years?  

As referenced above in Table 1R2-5 and Table 1R2-6, the Nursing Program has made changes to 

the two-year/AAS and the diploma option based on assessment results.  In the next three to five 

years, trend data will be collected to determine if curriculum changes and additional 

clinical/simulation opportunities improve NCLEX pass rates. 

 

In 2015, Iowa Lakes Community College applied for and was successfully granted a Title III 

Strengthening Institutions Grant. Title III grant funding for 2016 through 2021 will assist the 

Nursing Program with clinical simulations space and equipment.  Since area hospitals are rural 

and students often lack the on-site training needed for required clinical hours, the College has 

allocated funding within their Title III proposal to assist with a new simulation lab for nursing 

students. 

 

In addition, ACCUPLACER® will streamline college-level entry scores to assess accurate 

placement within college-level courses and/or developmental courses. The College will track 

data to determine if scores to determine college-level enrollment are appropriate. (4.B.3)   
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1P3. Academic Program Design focuses on developing and revising programs to meet 

stakeholders’ needs.  Describe the process for ensuring new and current programs meet the 

needs of the institution and its diverse stakeholders. 

Identifying Student Stakeholder Groups and Determining their Educational Needs 

Identifying students’ educational needs begins during the College onboarding process 

(recruitment through enrollment) and continues through student graduation. Student needs are 

assessed by staff through personal interactions and data collection at the time of inquiry 

placement testing, campus visits, required academic advising, referrals to veteran’s or disability 

services, orientations, online surveys, and focus groups. (1.C.2)   

 

College processes to collect demographics and other student data during admissions and college-

entrance assessment, assist the college in identifying student groups.  In addition, data from 

multiple surveys (student satisfaction, entering student survey, course evaluation, employer, 

internship evaluations, and program reviews) are used to assist with formulation of benchmarks.  

The College Cabinet team reviews data collected during articulation agreement discussions, 

National Community College Benchmark Project (NCCBP) reports and the Iowa Board of 

Regents Community College Transfer Data, in order to ensure the College is meeting the needs 

of Iowa Lakes’ students and achieving strategic goals. (1.C.1) 

 

Table 1P3-1 provides information on key student groups.  While all students are considered 

stakeholders, the College is developing and/or has in place, interventions to address the unique 

needs of the stakeholder student groups. 

 

Table 1P3-1 Key Student Groups 

 English as a Second Language (ESL) 

Students 

 High School Equivalent Diploma 

Students 

 Pathway Program Students 

 TRIO  

 Online Students 

 Disabled Students 

 At-Risk Students 

 Gender Non-Traditional Students 

 Student Veterans 

 

The College has assigned a staff member or members to work with key student groups. Staff 

oversee the design, implementation, and evaluation of interventions and services.  By addressing 

the unique needs of the populations, the College is adhering to its values of respect and services 

and mission to meet the needs of the communities. (1.C.1, 1.C.2) 

Identifying Other Key Stakeholder Groups and Determining their Needs 

The College has identified the following as key stakeholder groups:  Iowa DE, Business and 

Industry, and accrediting bodies. The College maintains close contact with regard to program 

design through regular meetings attended by the Vice President of Administration (CAO) and 

other College Cabinet.  The Iowa DE serves as a key influential stakeholder by maintaining a 

strict application process for new programs.  Iowa DE also reviews the needs in the community 

college service area to determine the feasibility of adding a program, particularly one that is 

duplicated at other colleges. The College must have approval from all the chief academic officers 
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in the state prior to implementation of a new program. Business and industry also represent 

critical stakeholders who provide input through advisory boards before a program is even 

approved. 

 

The College regularly reviews local, state, national workforce, and industry data to determine 

how to best serve the communities and employers in the increasingly global economy.  Reviews 

include identification of business and industries growing and enhancing the workforce.  Iowa 

Lakes works with these stakeholders to determine their needs through roundtables, one-on-one 

meetings, grant partnerships, formal alliances/groups, and program advisory board. (1.C.1) 

 

Funding and accrediting bodies also serve as stakeholders that the College responds to through 

program design; the State of Iowa legislature and federal, state, and local granting agencies are 

identified by the College as resources to enhance and expand programming to meet the needs of 

the constituents governed by these entities. The College monitors needs through participation in 

federal, state, and local organizations, and one-on-one relationships with key staff. Government 

entities and private granting organizations often provide opportunities to pilot best practices or 

share and scale up innovative models of program design. In addition, regulatory bodies, such as 

the state and federal departments of education, provide a framework through which new 

programs are developed to ensure equity and access. (1.C.1, 1.C.2) 

 

Developing and Improving Responsive Programming to Meet All Stakeholders’ Needs  

The College utilizes program-specific advisory teams to assess course delivery and design. The 

advisory team provides recommendations, participates in the program review process, reviews 

CAAP scores, and analyzes student satisfaction surveys within the decision-making process, to 

ensure student and community stakeholder needs are at the forefront. General education courses 

are scheduled during convenient times for students. Late-start sections of common general 

education transfer courses are offered each semester for students coming in late in the semester. 

A selection of general education courses is offered during alternative sessions, including during 

winter break, spring break, and throughout the summer break as well. Campus leaders meet with 

the Registrar Office to review schedules and course offerings each term.  

 

To ensure local responsiveness and to meet stakeholder needs, all career and technical programs 

receive bi-annual or annual input from their advisory board, including a uniform survey 

instrument that asks questions regarding how well the program curriculum meets the needs of 

business and industry and where it could improve. 

 

Flexibility in delivery format and course scheduling also provide responsiveness to student 

needs. Course delivery is discussed at advisory board meetings, which include faculty, the 

program coordinator, the campus dean, advisors, students, program alumni, professionals from 

business and industry, and continuing education staff.  Course delivery and scheduling is 

reviewed with the Registrar, campus deans/director/supervisor, and the Iowa Community 

College Online Consortium (ICCOC) Director. 

 

Classes are scheduled in a variety of formats to provide flexibility for traditional and non-

traditional students.  Classes are face-to-face, hybrid, and online (both synchronous and 
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asynchronous).  Interactive T.V. video conference sites (two classrooms on each of the College’s 

five campuses) are used to capture students at each site and to minimize travel and mileage 

expenditures.  The state-of-the-art intercampus telepresence system was funded through the 

Department of Agriculture Rural Utilities grant award.  The system seamlessly mirrors face-to-

face courses, as each classroom is enhanced with cameras and built-in microphones to pick-up 

audio and follow voice activated noise to allow for class discussion and student-instructor 

conversations.  The 2013 funding has provided the College with much needed updated 

technology to more adequately and conveniently serve students. (1.C.1, 1.C.2)   

 

Selecting the Tool/Methods/Instruments Used to Assess the Currency and Effectiveness of 

Academic Programs 

The currency and effectiveness of academic programs are regularly assessed through methods 

and tools selected by program faculty and College Cabinet to determine if the program is 

meeting student, employer, and community needs.  Assessment tools and methods are included 

below. 

 

Table 1P3-2 Tools and Methods to Assess Academic Programs (4.A.1) 

 Advisory Board Meetings and Surveys 

 Program Review  

 Regional Skills Gap Analysis-

Workforce Data 

 Student Transfer Data 

 SSI Data 

 CAAP Results 

 Alumni Employment Data 

 Course Evaluations 

 

Reviewing the Viability of Courses and Programs 

A formal program review process reviews 20% of College programs annually. (4.A.1) 

Independent of the formal program review, the College reviews the viability of each program 

annually.  Data from enrollment reports, job placement, job demand, related or competitive jobs 

for students, along with industry-recognized accreditation of the program (if applicable) is 

reviewed.  The data is reviewed by the College Cabinet to ensure all potential concerns and 

factors are considered.  The President’s Cabinet reviews and makes recommendations. 

Recommendations to discontinue or suspend a program are then presented to the Board of 

Trustees for formal action.  All core and general education courses are reviewed during the 

program review process. 

 

1R3. What are the results for determining if programs are current and meet the needs of the 

institution’s diverse stakeholder’s? 

Summary of Results of Assessments and Comparison of Results with Internal Targets and 

External Benchmarks 

Formally and informally, program coordinators meet with program advisory boards to discuss 

curriculum changes, industry needs, and graduate success/needs.  Due to the rurality of the 

region, the College partners closely with regional industry, business, and schools to ensure the 
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regions’ needs are being met.  The College monitors outcomes and measurements including, yet 

not limited to, the indicators below.   

 

Table 1R3-1 Indicators Measured to Determine Results of Stakeholder Needs’ 

 Industry Certifications 

 Graduate Job Placements 

 Voluntary Framework of 

Accountability (VFA) Public 

Outcomes Report 

 Skills USA Results 

 National Community College 

Benchmark Project 

 Employer Surveys 

 Perkins Performance Benchmarks 

 College Persistence and Completion 

Reports 

 Transfer Performance Report 

 Iowa Department of Education Annual 

Report 

 Iowa Community College Online 

Consortium 

 Integrated Postsecondary Education 

Data System (IPEDS) 

 

Table 1R3-2 provides an example of the 2013-2015 Perkins Proficiency Benchmarks for the 

Agribusiness Technology Program.  The assessment indicates a high proficiency score of over 

95% proficient, exceeding the 2015 state overall target.   

 

Table 1R3-2 Perkins Performance Measures and 2017 Local Target/Rationale 

(Agribusiness Technology Program) 

1P1 Technical 

Skills 

Attainment 

FY2013 FY2014 FY2015 Meets 2015 

State 

Target 

2017 

Target 

Agreed Upon 

Target 

90% 90% 98.41%  

 

91% Yes 

 

 

95.03%-

Maintain 
Actual 

Proficiency 

98.41% 94.75% 95.03% 

#Proficient 310 307 287 

#Evaluated 315 324 302 

Source:  Iowa Department of Education, 2015 

 

Table 1R3-3 provides data on the 

efficacy of curriculum for 

regional business and industry 

and transfer institutions.   

 

A compilation of advisory board 

members from various programs 

completed a college-wide survey 

to determine the strengths and 

weaknesses of various programs. 
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Table 1R3-3 Program Curriculum Meets the 

Needs of Business and Industry and 

Transfer Institutions.
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The College surveys each program advisory board to provide feedback on their overall 

satisfaction with their role as 

a member of the advisory 

board, as well as their 

feedback on meeting the 

needs of the program 

stakeholders.  Tables 1R3-4 

through 1R3-6 below, 

provide an in-depth look at 

key concepts from the 

advisory board composite 

surveys. 

 

Table 1R3-4 shows a strong 

connection with student 

learning and graduate success 

within the region.  A compilation 

of advisory board surveys 

responded positively to the 

question regarding prioritization 

of student learning.   

 

The Iowa Lakes’ mission 

promotes economic development 

within the region served.  Program 

advisory boards are an essential 

part of driving student learning 

and moving regional economic 

success forward.   

 

Nearly all advisory board members agreed on the importance of their role in improving 

programs.  As an example, the Welding Advisory Board was an essential part of the curriculum 

improvements made in 2015 streamlining Welding Diploma courses throughout the state, easing 

transferability, and teaching important skills regional industries require.  The majority of 

advisory board members agree that program curriculum is meeting the needs of business and 

industry.   
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Table 1R3-4 Student Learning is a Priority of 

The Advisory Board.
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Crucial to maintaining community 

relationships and economic 

development, advisory board member 

enjoy a strong working relationship 

with program coordinators and faculty.  

Advisory members often participate in 

events onsite, including career fairs, 

manufacturing day, and mock 

interviews.   

 

 

 

Interpretation of Results and Insights Gained 

An integral part of the program design is “meeting stakeholder needs.”  Since the last portfolio, 

the College created a survey for advisory board members. Survey data confirms that programs 

meet advisory board/stakeholder needs.  Members of boards are reflective of the workforce. The 

College attempts to add diversity with gender, race and ethnicity to boards.  Programs that must 

send students “outside” the area and region for employment must find ways to expand 

membership and receive advice in ways other than face to face advisory meetings each year.  

 

1I3. Based on 1R3, what improvements have been implemented or will be implemented in 

the next one to three years? 

Iowa Lakes is reviewing the program review model and the process to determine both short and 

long term needs of stakeholders.  While both documents/processes currently utilized are 

functioning, it has been 

discussed and supported 

by our stakeholders to 

review and update as 

needed to ensure future 

viability.  Table 1I3-1 

provides examples of 

improvements made to 

program outcomes and 

deliverables.   

 

The College will 

explore state and 

national program 

certifications, to ensure program outcomes yield graduates that are globally prepared. 

Iowa Lakes was recognized and accredited by The National Alliance of Concurrent Enrollment 

Partnerships (NACEP) in 2015.  The College continues to enhance partnerships with regional 

New Vertical Axis Wind Turbine 
Provides New Small-Scale Wind 

Training Options for Students 
that Prefer the Small versus 
Large-Scale Wind Industries

Assessment Review Committee 
is Revamping the Program 

Review Process

The Welding Program is 
Certified by the American 

Welding Society and has an 
Accredit Testing Facility to Meet 

the High Demand of Industry 
Needs

The Electrical Apprenticeship 
Program Offers Credit and Non-
Credit Options for Students in 
One of the Sustainable Energy 

Programs

Program Learning 
Outcome 

Improvements

Table 1I3-1 Improvements to Program Learning Outcomes 

0

20

40

60

Strongly agree

52

Agree  24 Unsure   7

Table 1R3-6 The Advisory Committee 

Enjoys A Positive Working Relationship 

with the Program Coordinator.
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high schools through secondary programs, the Intermediary Connect@IowaLakes program, and 

the STEMHub.   

 

IP4. Academic Program Quality focuses on ensuring quality across all programs, 

modalities, and locations.  Describe the processes for ensuring quality academic 

programming.   

Determining and Communicating the Preparation Required of Students for the Specific 

Curricula, Programs, Courses, and Learning They Will Pursue 

Personal communication is the best way to help prospective students understand College 

expectations and advantages. Table 1P4-1 includes several methods the College takes to ensure 

students are prepared and knowledgeable about their degree program.   

 

Both new programs and changes to current programs, required courses, and prerequisite courses 

are determined in conjunction with the program's advisory board, the program coordinator, 

program dean, and faculty. To determine courses and rigor, program development teams look at 

similar programs at other institutions, review accrediting body guidelines, review degree level 

requirements set in Iowa code, review industry standards, third-party credential competencies, 

and confer with four-year institutions for transfer guidelines as applicable. All curriculum 

decisions are brought before the Curriculum Committee for approval before submission to the 

Iowa DE for state approval. (4.A.4) Recruitment materials emphasize that Iowa Lakes 

Community College is an open-door college that welcomes all student and community learners. 

All individuals may access the College website to find relevant information about admission, 

registration, and program and degree requirements, giving more details on each program.  

 

All students may access the College learning management system (LMS), Canvas®, via the 

student portal.  Students may view online course expectations for all forms of distance learning 

courses (online, Iowa Lakes’ telepresence system, ICN, hybrid, and fast track courses).  The  

online “quiz” allows students to assess their own readiness for distance learning courses. 

Students are given program requirements through face-to-face and online orientation. 

Orientations allow students to meet with faculty, staff and other students to learn about 

programs, degree requirements, policies and success strategies. 

 

https://www.nicc.edu/distancelearning/onlinecourses/onlinerightforme/
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As recommended by the National Association of Academic Advisors (NACADA), advising 

sessions ensure students are frequently engaged in discussions about course and program 

requirements and academic progress. Outside of these appointments, students can use a self-

service “Degree Audit” function, through the portal, to identify remaining credits needed in a 

program and what program requirements would be needed if they switched their program. 

 

Evaluating and Ensuring Program Rigor for all Modalities, Locations, Consortia, and 

When Offering Dual-Credit Programs 

The reviewed Curriculum Committee reviews course syllabi to ensure course rigor and 

continuity, course title, number, credits, description, goals/outcomes, and module level learning 

objectives. While the same outcomes from a course are expected, faculty are encouraged to make 

use of the best pedagogical techniques and tools available in meeting these requirements, which 

they can personalize and convey to students the course syllabus.  Regardless of the modality 

through which the course is offered, faculty must meet the objectives of the course. (3.A.1) 

 

Many Iowa Lakes’ programs have an outlined sequence of courses that are provided in the 

College catalog, College bulletin, and on the College website. The course sequence shows the 

same description for all program formats and the College agrees to offer courses as they are 

High School Prospective 
Students/Concurrent 

Enrollment

Intermediary 
Coordinator works 
closely with high 
school students to 

engage with college 
and career activities

Concurrent 
Enrollment Director 

streamlines 
concurrent 

enrollment courses 
for every school 

district

Admissions/Program 
Coordinator

Meets with 
prospective students, 
provides an overview 

of programs of 
interests, hosts 

Campus visit days

Require advising 
sessions for new and 
continuing students

Program/College 
Expectations and 

Marketing

The College website  
provides information 

on academic 
programs, degree 

requirements, 
entrance requirements

College 101 provides 
and overview of 
students services, 

including financial 
aid, policies and 

success strategies, 
LMS-Canvas, student 

portal, and key 
contacts

Table 1P4-1 Communicating Preparation Requirements to Students 
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presented. Course rotation and promised offerings ensure that students are able to complete 

program requirements in the stated program timeframe. 

 

To ensure rigor across modalities, all instructors maintain common course syllabi to ensure 

equivalent student experience. Internally, the College utilizes faculty comparisons to assess that 

rigor is maintained through all modalities, reviewed every time a high school class visit is 

completed by a college faculty member. 

 

To help with the course development of online courses and to strive for the inclusion of best 

practices in course design and delivery, the College is a member of the Iowa Community College 

Online Consortium (ICCOC).  The ICCOC has set Online Standards and Guidelines for each 

online course offered. (3.A.3) 

 

The College offers college courses to high school students through concurrent enrollment, career 

and technical consortiums, and through articulations. Secondary programs are guided by State of 

Iowa Senior Year Plus legislation and referred to as “concurrent” throughout this portfolio.  To 

ensure consistency and rigor, concurrent enrollment instructors are expected to have credentials 

equivalent to those required of instructors at the College, outlined in the Quality Faculty Plan 

and mandated by the Iowa DE.  The College adheres to the high standard set by NACEP and 

conducts classroom visits and professional development activities to qualified faculty.  Students 

are also made aware of their rights and responsibilities through the College Catalog and Student 

Handbook, to which they have access. (4.A.4) 

 

Awarding Prior Learning and Transfer Credits 

Iowa Lakes has processes in place to assure that transfer credits are of equivalent academic rigor 

than program courses required for a degree.  The College has policies with regard to acceptance 

of transfer credits and how the credit applies 

to degree requirements. Those policies are in 

the College catalog and on the College’s 

website.  

 

Iowa Lakes’ evaluates its’ policy for 

transferring credit for prior learning 

(CPL) to incorporate best practices.  The 

College has clear policies which address 

the maximum number of credits accepted 

(30) for prior learning or testing.  Credits 

are not posted on transcripts until the student has earned 12 credits in residence.  Students must 

complete the last 15 credits for a degree, in residence.   

 

The College supports a thorough assessment of each student’s formal and informal training and 

experience. The College awards academic credit for college-level knowledge and skills a student 

has gained outside of the classroom including employment and military service.  The College is 

currently working on expanding the portfolio process, documentation, and evaluation of credit.  

College Level 
Examination 

Program 
(CLEP)

Defense 
Activity for 

Non-
Traditional 
Education 
Support 

(DANTES)

Institutional 
Proficiency 

Examinations 
from 

Individual 
Departments

Table 1P4-1 Prior Learning Assessments 
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The College offers non-credit and credit certifications that are recognized as both, and can be 

transferred and/or converted to credit by paying the fee difference without having to retake the 

course.  Credit-based recommendations for veterans are reviewed in the Guide to the Evaluation 

of Educational Experience in the Armed Services (produced by the American Council on 

Education).   

 

In addition, the College Success/Advising Center administers the College-Level Examination 

Program® (CLEP) testing.  The College accepts credits transferred from other accredited colleges 

and universities for which a minimum grade of C has been earned. Courses which correspond to 

an equivalent course at the College are transferred at face value and may be used to fulfill major 

requirements. Students requesting to transfer college credit earned must have the previous 

institution send an official transcript to the registrar’s office. A transcript must be provided from 

each college or university attended to be considered for credit transfer evaluation. (4.A.2, 4.A.3) 

 

Selecting, Implementing, and Maintaining Specialized Accreditations 

The College maintains 

five program 

accreditations, as well as 

accreditation of its 

concurrent enrollment 

programs with high school 

students, known as senior-

year plus (Table 1P4-2). 

The decision to seek 

accreditation is based on 

the significance of the 

accreditation to the field 

and the value for students. 

The President approves all 

requests to apply for program accreditation. The application and implementation of accreditation, 

as well as ongoing maintenance, falls to the program deans, directors and faculty members who 

have the most expertise with the program. Advisory boards are utilized to address special 

functions within accreditation requirements as well. Accreditation standards are a part of routine 

program functions. (4.A.5)  

 

Assessing the Level of Outcomes Attainment by Graduates at all Levels 

The College articulates learning goals for all AAS, AS, AA, Diploma, and Certificate programs.  

The learning outcomes are outlined in Table 1P1-8. (3.A.2)   

 

The College assesses sophomores (who plan to transfer to a four-year university) with at least 45 

credits through the CAAP assessments.  The College utilizes the CAAP results to address areas 

of weakness and recommend changes to curriculum and/or developmental coursework, and to 

provide aptitude levels in math, science, critical thinking, reading, and writing, and to measure a 

Commission on Accreditation of Allied Health Education 
(CAAHEP) Nursing AAS, Medical Assistant, Surgical Tech

American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) 
Veterinary Tech

National Alliance of Concurrent Enrollment (NACEP) 
Concurrent Enrollment Programs

Table 1P4-2 Accreditation Programs 
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student’s transferability aptitude to a four-year university. CAAP results are shared with to the 

President’s Cabinet team and impacted faculty (as well as corresponding campus dean and 

program coordinator) and with Assessment Review Committee at their summer retreat. (4.A.6)   

 

In addition to CAAP, specific 

programs determine program 

rigor through program-specific 

exams.  For example, nursing 

students take the NCLEX 

exam, as identified in Table 

1R2-5. 

 

Program outcomes are 

reviewed every five years by 

the Assessment Review 

Committee, a team of faculty, 

staff, and administrators.  In 

addition, many programs, 

including Surgical 

Technology, are accredited 

by state and/or national 

accrediting boards.  Surgical 

Technology captures data 

annually for program 

accreditation.  The  

information below 

highlights a few examples 

of graduation data from the 

Surgical Technology 

Program. 

 

Selecting the Tool/Methods/Instruments Used to Assess Program Rigor Across all 

Modalities  

The College utilizes several tools and methods to assess program rigor.  First, programs are 

reviewed every five years.  Programs provide a report to their respective dean annually with 

enrollment trends, needs, strengths and opportunities.   

 

In addition to the program review, program coordinators meet with advisory boards at least 

once annually; most meet with committees bi-annually or quarterly.  The advisory board 

provides feedback as to alumni (new employee) strengths and weaknesses, industry needs, and 

academic rigor.   

 

Table 1P4-3 Graduation Rates, Surgical Technology and 

Surgical Assisting Program 

 

Table 1P4-4 Percentage of Surgical Technology Students Who 

Took Certification Exam and Graduated 
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IR4. What are the Results for Determining the Quality of Academic Programs 

Summary Results of Assessments  

The College utilizes a number of outcomes/measures to determine the quality of academic 

programs, needs, and strengths.  The College analyzes enrollment trends, programs costs, 

professional development opportunities within the region, advisory board recommendations, 

third party accreditation recommendations, course evaluations, and program review 

recommendations to adequately track improvements and opportunities within each program.  In 

addition, the College tracks grades and completion of credit courses (both distance and face-to-

face) to analyze opportunities in specific programs.  In addition, the College relies on the CAAP 

exam to effectively measure success within various general education subject matters to analyze 

and measure opportunities.  Quality of Academic Programs is measured and analyzed via 

instructor evaluations, retention rates, graduation rates, and employer satisfaction. An example of 

one Employer Satisfaction Survey (ESS) is shown in Table 1R4-1. 

 

Table 1R4-1 Veterinary Technician Employer Satisfaction Survey, 2015 

 

 

Performance Issue 

 

 

Extremely 

Satisfied 

 

 

Satisfied 

 

 

Unsatisfied 

 

Graduate Needs 

More Instruction 

in this Area 

Produces quality work. 5 2   

Observes the rules and 

regulations related to higher 

position and company policy. 

4 3   

Works effectively with others in 

the workplace. 

5 

 

2   

Possesses ability, knowledge, 

and technical skills required to 

work in the field for which 

he/she was prepared. 

5 2   

Demonstrates potential for 

advancement and/or increased 

responsibility. 

5 2   

Shows initiative on the job. 2 5   

Understand scope of job 

responsibilities; can follow 

directions. 

5 2   

Utilizes tools and equipment 

properly. 

6 1   

Demonstrates appropriate 

written and oral communication 

skills. 

5 2   
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Comparison of Results with Internal Targets and External Benchmarks 

Quality of Academic Programs is measured and analyzed via instructor evaluations.  These 

evaluations and data are shared with advisory board members to formulate a summary, in which 

strengths and opportunities are identified.  Based on outcomes, recommendations may be drafted 

and shared with other faculty, administrators, and academic committees to help plan a course of 

action. 

 

The College continuously monitors the quality of its academic programs with specific data sets.  

For example, to ensure we are preparing transfer students properly, we monitor transfer data.  As 

documented in Table 1R1-9, Comparison Transfer Data to Iowa’s Regent Universities, our 

average first year GPA rate was higher than all other Iowa Community Colleges, as was the 

retention one year after transferring and our three year after entry graduation rates.   

 

Graduation rates are a data source that are monitored closely as well.  According to “The Annual 

Condition of Iowa’s Community Colleges Report, 2015,” Iowa Lakes has been increasing its 

graduation rate over the last five years.  In 2013, Iowa Lakes had the highest percentage 

graduation rate of all Iowa community colleges with 44.9%.  While this number/percentage may 

not directly correlate with determining the quality of our academic programs alone, when 

coupled with data from our Employer Satisfaction Survey, this provides the multiplier needed to 

document to what extent we are meeting the standards. To demonstrate this, the results from the 

2015 Employer Satisfaction Survey from the Veterinary Technician Program documents we are 

meeting the needs of employers and their expectations.  All ten performance markets asked, were 

marked either satisfied or extremely satisfied as indicated in Table 1R4-1. 

Interpretation of Results and Insights Gained 

The Surgical Technology Program meets the accreditation threshold for assessment results, 

however, the program has an opportunity to increase retention based on the trends data from 

Figure 1P4-3 through Figure 1P4-4.  

 

The College has included within the strategic plan, an overall goal to ensure that academic 

programming is of the highest quality, in which the College will strengthen efforts to measure 

student learning and success. The good for transfer students has been attained as of the 2014-15 

transfer cohort, which states, “Transfer student retention, persistence, completion, and success 

rates will exceed the average transfer student retention, persistence, completion, and success 

rates of peer institutions.” Data referred to in Table 1R1-9 clearly indicates that the College is 

achieving the transfer student goal of retention, success, and completion at Iowa’s regent 

universities, exceeding the percentages of peer institutions.   

 

In addition, ICCOC Iowa Lakes’ student retention is at or above 89% in all terms according to 

the 2015-2016 Annual Review published by the ICCOC.  Considering the retention rate of our 

online students, Iowa Lakes is ensuring students are obtaining a high quality education.   

 

In order to sustain these strategic goals, the College will closely analyze transfer data and 

employer satisfaction results to ensure students leaving our institution are prepared and have 
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received the highest quality education.  Furthermore, the College will continue to hire 

experienced faculty with both academic and experiential qualities to ensure programs are of the 

highest quality. 

 

1I4. Based on 1R4, what improvements have been implemented or will be implemented in 

the next one to three years? 

Collecting data, monitoring, review, and self-reflection are key to ensuring quality academic 

programs.  Two courses of action will be implemented in the next one to three years:  1.  a 

review of the Associate of Arts (AA) and Associate of Science (AS) transfer degrees will be 

conducted, including degree requirements and entrance requirements at the Regent Universities; 

2.  as noted in 1I3, a review and update to the current program review model, specifically data 

collected, reported, used and adjustments made within the program. 

 

IP5. Academic Integrity focuses on ethical practices while pursuing knowledge.  Describe 

the processes for supporting ethical scholarly practices by students and faculty. 

Ensuring Freedom of Expression and the Integrity of Research and Scholarly Practice  

The College student academic 

honesty policy was updated in 2016 

and is posted within the College 

student handbook and on each course 

syllabus.  The student academic 

honesty policy highlights key issues 

regarding academic integrity, 

outlined in Table 1P6-1.   

 

The College strives to maintain the 

dignity and trust of students and 

faculty.  All academic work, whether 

by students or faculty is screened to 

ensure integrity and academic dishonesty is not convoluted as the college is committed to 

freedom of expression and pursuit of truth in teach and learning.  To assist with this, faculty are 

asked at faculty meetings to share best practices, concerns and ideas to expand our academic 

realm, to provide greater opportunities and global perspective to our students. (2.D) Integrity is 

highly regarded and faculty strive to create an environment where academic honesty and 

integrity is key within the classroom and outside of the classroom, preparing students to achieve 

their overall academic and career goals.  Activities listed within Table 1P5-1 have a direct 

impact on the fair evaluation of a student’s work and performance and are considered a breach in 

the academic integrity policy. (2.E.1)   

  

Finally, Plagiarism is not tolerated.  Students may not represent other ideas, words, expressions 

or data in writing or presentations without providing credit, proper citations, and quotations in 

the event an exact phrase is utilized.  Faculty utilize the TurnitIn® tool to help minimize 

Cheating
Multiple 

Submission

Falsification or 
Misrepresentation 

of Data

Unfair Advantage Plagiarism

Table 1P5-1 Unacceptable Activities According to the 

Iowa Lakes’ Student Academic Honesty Policy  
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plagiarism and address the issue so students are aware of the definition of plagiarism and aware 

of the consequences of plagiarizing in class.  In addition to Plagiarism, students may not work 

with others to complete an exam or assignment without permission from the instructor. (2.E.2)   

 

Academic Dishonesty is under the surveillance and guidance of the primary classroom instructor.  

Depending on the severity, the College reserves the right to take disciplinary action against 

students in violation of the actions stated above.  Student disciplinary policies are tied to the 

overall College mission to promote lifelong learning through a safe and orderly learning 

environment.  The process may vary depending on the severity of the violation and the overall 

student history of academic or other violations. (2.E.3) 

 

Ensuring Ethical Learning and Research Practices of Students 

The College utilizes many tools and methods to evaluate academic integrity.  First and foremost, 

the instructor provides the overall administration of academic and research integrity in the 

classroom (face-to-face and virtually).  Faculty utilize Turnitin® as a plagiarism checker for 

students to submit assignments to review their overall plagiarism score.  In addition, the student 

academic honesty policy, updated in May 2016 by the Policy and Standards Committee, and is 

posted within each course syllabi. (2.E.2)   

 

The College utilizes the IRB form for all research conducted with human subjects.  A research 

project not related to a human subject is reviewed and approved by faculty member overseeing 

the project.  An example of this may include research conducted in educational settings 

regarding the educational processes or exams, research involving the study of existing data or 

documents, research involving service programs and the benefit of, and other research projects. 

(2.E.3)   

 

Ensuring Ethical Teaching and Research Practices of Faculty 

Hiring practices in Category Three explain processes to assure that professional and highly 

qualified faculty fill each position.  The College documents and communicates expectations for 

ethical teaching and research practices during New Teacher Workshops.  The workshop covers 

topics such as: effective teaching and learning practices, assessment, syllabus and course 

competencies, and enforcement of academic policies and standards. New faculty are paired with 

faculty mentors.  Faculty also attend employee in-service twice per year where the afternoon 

sessions are devoted to faculty-driven break- out sessions. 

 

Faculty document professional development activities by completing an annual professional 

development plan.  Professional development activities expand their knowledge of education and 

the subjects within their field of instruction, so that the College can fulfill its mission to provide 

“quality lifelong learning opportunities.”  The Quality Faculty Plan (QFP) outlines policies for 

evaluation of all faculty by their supervisor; continuing, probationary and adjunct. The plan also 

contains processes for student evaluations conducted each year. (2.E.2) 
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The Iowa Lakes’ Institutional Review Board (IRB) Policy provides the processes for safe and 

ethical research practices.  All human subjects research must be preapproved.  Students and/or 

faculty must submit a Human Subjects Research Proposal review form; the proposal must be 

approved prior to conducting the research.  All student research projects must be approved by the 

faculty member before beginning the project. (2.E.3)   

 

Selecting the Tools/Methods/Instruments Used to Evaluate the Effectiveness and 

Comprehensiveness of Supporting Academic Integrity 

The Tools/Methods/Instruments used to evaluate academic integrity are listed under 1P5, 

Ensuring Ethical Learning and Research Practices of Students. 

 

1R5. What are the results for determining the quality of academic integrity? 

Summary Results of Measures 

The College maintains and updates policies regarding privacy of student records, personal 

information, and student’s rights and responsibilities. Those policies are communicated to all 

employees and students each year via email messages. In addition, policies are found in the 

student handbook, which is part of a planner all new students receive, as well as pages on the 

web for easy reference.  The College has processes which assure that properly qualified and 

trained personnel maintain student records, keep them private and regularly communicate college 

policy regarding privacy of records and handling requests for student records. 

 

The College informs students, employees and community members of grievance and complaints 

(see Category Two) procedures.  The procedures are in the employee handbook, as well as the 

student handbook. Processes are in place to respond to complaints in a timely manner and at the 

proper level.  Analysis of complaints and grievances may lead to process improvements when 

applicable. 

 

Qualified personnel and documented processes are in place to assure that requirements for 

program admissions are adhered to. Processes are in place to assure that data is accurate and 

complete, and that staff assigned to gather data and develop reports are qualified.   

 

To assure that students are “on track” and understand their academic standing, the College has 

policies regarding academic standing and processes in place to update academic standing each 

fall and spring.  Students who are not on track to successfully complete are contacted by 

advisors, the records office, and Educational Counselors.  Students who are on probation are 

contacted and processes are in place to help those students get back on track.  The College tracks 

all students who are on Strict Probation, and requires them to take an additional Strategies for 

Academic Success class. Policies for students who are suspended require that they must sit out 

one term or, a second suspension students must sit out an entire year. 
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Accreditation, pass rates for licensure and certifications are displayed on program pages on the 

College website and are shared with advisory boards, employees, and current and future students.  

Results are used to guide curriculum changes and program improvement. 

 

The College President ultimately approves specialized accreditation for programs.  The College 

has a target of 100% of programs seeking accreditation will receive and maintain active status of 

their accreditation.   

 

As mentioned in Table 1P4-1, the College recently mapped out their process for prior learning 

credits, and continues to discuss the prior learning 

process.  Table 1R5-1 provides an overview of the 

increase in credits awarded for prior learning as a 

result of the prior learning awareness campaign.  

 

Comparison of Results with Internal Targets and 

External Benchmarks 

The College has not gathered data on internal targets and 

established external benchmarks.  The new policy on 

academic dishonesty has been communicated to students, 

and has been enforced in at least five instances in fall 

2016.  

 

Interpretation of Results and Insights Gained 

Iowa Lakes Community College is proactive in preparing 

for changes that may affect academic integrity. The College effectively communicated the 

updated student academic honesty policy, enforcement, and potential consequences to students, 

faculty, staff, and coaches via email, info-in-a-minute, housing meetings, and online. 

 

1I5. Based on 1R5, what improvements have been implemented or will be implemented in 

the next one to three years? 

Academic integrity is always on the forefront of any academic institution.  The College will 

continue to monitor the number of cases of academic dishonesty and identify any patterns we 

may recognize as we now are able to track the students who have a verified occurrence in the 

student information system.  If any pattern is detected, an action plan to reduce the number of 

instances will be enacted.  The College will continue to monitor the growth of awarding prior 

learning credits, and modify the process as needed. 

 

Iowa Lakes Community College will investigate professional development opportunities for 

faculty that provide training in a scholarly way.  New software and classroom management 

techniques are being developed every day so we will be able to identify the best practices that 

will work here at Iowa Lakes to support faculty and to assist students to be successful. 

 

2014-1 
credit, 1 
student

2015-2 
credit, 1 
student

2016-9 
credits, 2 
students

Table 1R5-1 Prior Learning Credits 

Awarded 
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AQIP CATEGORY TWO:  CURRENT AND PROSPECTIVE STUDENT NEED 

Meeting Student and Other Stakeholder Needs focuses on determining, understanding, and 

meeting needs of current and prospective students’ and other key stakeholders such as 

alumni and community partners. 

INTRODUCTION 

The college has well-developed processes to determine, understand, and meet student and 

stakeholder needs.  Iowa Lakes takes pride in its student services department and strives to 

maintain intentional “touch” at key points throughout a student’s tenure at the college. College 

processes build strong relationships with economic development, city chambers, area non-

profits, and federal programs to address student and community needs.   

 

The College will continue to build off of the strengths noted (yet not limited to) in the 2013 

Systems Appraisal Feedback Report, “ILCC has implemented programs to build and maintain 

relationships with student groups using strategies that are student-centered,” as well as, “The 

College has a strong emphasis on building and maintaining relationships with key stakeholders 

indicating an institutional commitment to their constituents.”  Since 2013 the College has built 

on these strengths, while adapting to the changing needs of credit students and 

business/industry/community needs. Several key action projects were developed and are still 

active, which help meet college needs and improve non-academic (student) services. 

 

Maturity of Processes and Results 

Maturity of Process Systematic  

Maturity of Results Systematic 

Important Improvements 

 Completion Specialist hired to organize and lead college completion efforts  

 Success Centers were renamed Success/Advising Centers, giving students a 

central advising location  

 Educational Counselors increase efforts to establish early and frequent contact for 

students with non-academic needs 

 Action project to review and improve recruitment strategies 

Affiliated AQIP Action Projects  Recruitment Strategies 

 Ready, Set, Finish 

 

2P1. Current and Prospective Student Need focuses on determining, understanding and 

meeting the non-academic needs of current and prospective students’ and other key 

stakeholders such as alumni and community partners. 

Identifying and Determining Key Student Groups and Determining New Student Groups 

to Target for Educational Offerings and Services 

The process of determining key student groups is driven by the College’s mission, visions, and 

values.  The Institutional Student Support Team is charged with determining, understanding and 

meeting student needs.  This process is an integral part of the intake, as is the identification of the 

academic and professional needs of students served.  Table 2P1-1 is a list of the Institutional 
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Student Support Team that help identify student groups. The Team meets monthly to assess 

student needs, coordinate activities, and determine non-instructional services for students.   

 

    Table 2P1-1 Institutional Student Support Team 

 Executive Dean of Students  TRIO-Student Support Services  

 Success/Advising Centers  Admissions 

 Student Senate  Student Records 

 Student Housing  Student Dining Services 

 Campus Book Store 

 Financial Aid 

 Veteran Affairs 

 Educational Counselors 

 

Table 2P1-2 below provides examples of key student groups targeted for new or existing 

initiatives, including grant programs or state-funded programs (i.e. TRIO Student Support 

Services or PACE state funding). 

 

Figure 2P1-2 Key Student Groups 

 Prospective Students  Students with Disabilities 

 Veterans  Part-time Students 

 Concurrent Enrollment Students  Students in Athletics 

 Non-Completers  International Students 

 First-Generation Students  Low-Income Students 

 Transfer Students  STEM Students 

 Students in Developmental Courses 

 International Students 

 Online Students 

 At-risk Students 

 

Table 2P1-3 outlines the formal and informal methods which help the College identify 

needs of students and other key stakeholder groups.  In addition to the formalized 

processes outlined in Table 2P1-3, faculty and staff also assume an important role in 

identifying particular student support needs and referring students to appropriate staff and 

services. 

 

Table 2P1-3 Assessment of Student Needs Strategies 

 Noel Levitz® Student Satisfaction Survey 

 Entering Student Surveys 

 Housing Satisfaction Surveys 

 Noel Levitz Early Intervention Survey 

 Student Senate Feedback 

 Student Focus Group 

 SENSE 

 Advisory Board 

 

The Executive Dean of Students and the Student Support Team gather data from internal student 

needs’ assessments, state-wide initiatives, and changes in local economy.  Student focus groups 

are held to discuss needs and services. Student need, student support processes, and economic 

feasibility are considered by College administration as they target new markets.  Ultimately the 

Executive Dean of Students and the Student Support Team will make recommendations to the 

President’s Cabinet for final determination on new groups to target.  
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Identifying and Supporting Student Subgroups with Distinctive Needs  

Student subgroups are identified at several points, most commonly during the admissions 

process. Upon identification of non-academic needs of a student subgroup, a plan with goals and 

budget estimates is submitted to the President’s Cabinet for approval.  For example, the Student 

Intercultural Diversity Organization was formed to serve distinct needs of students from various 

cultures.  

 

Table 2P1-4 highlights key student groups, non-academic support staff, and non-academic 

services. (3.D.1) 

 

Table 2P1- 4 Identifying and Deploying Non-Academic Support Services for Student 

Success 

Key Student Group Non-Academic Services 

Staff 

Non-Academic Service 

Prospective Students Admissions/Program 

Coordinators 

Financial aid guidance, onboarding, 

overview of the non-academic services 

available at the College. 

Veterans Veterans Affairs Veteran-specific Center on two 

campuses.  The Veterans Affairs 

Coordinator offers mentorship, 

financial aid guidance, and career 

services. 

At-Risk Students Faculty and Educational 

Counselors/Completion 

Specialist 

Faculty identify non-academic at-risk 

concerns and notify the Educational 

Counselors/Completion Specialist. 

Concurrent 

Enrollment Students 

Secondary Services, and 

Intermediary Services 

Online and face-to-face career 

coaching services, and career 

exploration services such as job 

shadowing, Career Academy, and 

internships. 

First-Generation 

Students 

TRIO-Student Support 

Services; Educational 

Counselors 

Mentorship support and cultural 

experiences for first-generation 

students. 

Transfer Students Enrollment Coaches; 

Educational Counselors; 

Program Advisors 

Mentorship to prepare for admittance 

into a four-year program, career 

guidance, and information on transfer 

requirements. 

Students with 

Disabilities 

Educational Counselors; 

Success/Advising Center 

Staff, Voc Rehab 

Career orientation, rehabilitation needs, 

and assistance for accommodations. 

International Students Bi-lingual Enrollment 

Coach/Admissions/Athletic 

Coaches 

Additional support for non-academic 

needs of international students, 

including assistance with personal 

needs while attending college. 
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Adult Education/Non-

Traditional 

Adult Literacy 

Coordinator; Educational 

Counselors; and Pathway 

Navigators 

Career coaching, financial aid guidance 

for adults entering a high school 

completion program, a continuing 

education program, or a college credit 

program.   

Low-Income Students TRIO-Student Support 

Services/Educational 

Counselors 

Career exploration, cultural 

experiences, time management, 

personal finance, transfer, scholarships. 

Online Students Distance Education/ 

Completion 

Specialist/Career 

Resources Advisor 

Online career coaching tools, resume 

writers, tutoring and financial aid 

guidance.   

 

Deploying Non-Academic Support Services to Help Students Be Successful  

The College has exceptionally strong processes to direct entering students to courses and 

programs for which they are prepared. The College requires mandatory placement assessments 

of all entering students.  Based on placement assessment scores, students are required to register 

for developmental reading, writing, and math courses. These courses must be successfully 

completed before registering in the corresponding college-level courses. Developmental 

education courses are offered in a variety of formats, including independent study courses 

through the Success/Advising Center, traditional face-to-face courses, or online courses.  

Students post-test score indicates adequate preparation for the next course. 

Course descriptions clearly list all pre-requisites. Processes will not allow registration into a 

course without evidence of successful completion of the pre-requisite. Programs with pre-

requisites clearly list those requirements on program webpages, in the College Catalog, and 

admissions materials. Incoming students are advised of program pre-requisites prior to admission 

to the program. (3.D.2) 

Qualified, Trained, and Supported Staff 

The College screens all applicants through the hiring process described in the Iowa Lakes 

Community College Hiring Guide; all potential employees are considered through a screening 

and interview process, including a reference check.  The President and the Board must approve 

the final candidate before hiring is confirmed.   

 

Student support services staff are required to have at minimum a bachelor’s degree and 

many have a master’s degree. Iowa Lakes is committed to providing professional 

development for all staff.  Staff who provide non-academic student support are required to 

participate in faculty and staff in-service annually.  Professional development 

opportunities for faculty advisors and support staff who advise students are available 

through the College Records Office.  Diversity training, safety training, and working with 

millennials are recent topics covered during staff in-service. (3.C.6) 
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Communicating the Availability of non-Academic Support Services 

The College uses a wide variety of communication venues to reach students, and to 

provide a personal network to communicate the availability of services.  Early student 

engagement and providing a personal network are essential to student success, retention, 

and completion. 

 

The College has two large libraries with a 

full-time Director of Library Services on the 

two largest campuses of the College.  In 

addition, each campus has a library 

within the Student Success/Advising 

Centers on each of the five campuses.  

Moreover, students have access to 

online library databases, which are each 

accessible off-campus with student log-

on and password. (3.D.4) In Table 2P1-

5 highlights the significant ways in 

which non-academic support services are communicating with key student subgroups.   

 

College 101, a first-day student event, provides critical information concerning both 

academic and non-academic services. At College 101 students receive a handbook/planner 

which clearly identifies formal policies governing acceptable behavior, academic 

dishonesty, academic standing, and the use of College technology.  All information in the 

handbook can also be found on the College’s website.  

 

The College maintains a Student Services website with information on:  

clubs/organizations, accommodations, Educational Counselors, Success/Advising Center 

locations and contact information, Veterans Center information, TRIO Student Support 

Services, and many other services. Online students are closely monitored and receive 

direct communication from the distance education staff.  Educational Counselors also 

assist online students.  

  

Students have access to a student portal that provides up-to-date information including 

daily announcements, contact information, students’ calendars, email, and other 

information.  Digital signage is used throughout buildings to post announcements. “Info in 

a Minute” emails, with important and timely information for all staff, are sent out each 

week.   

 

College faculty advisors make use of text advising, which has gained momentum, and has 

proven to be a successful means of contacting students to deliver important and timely 

information. (3.D.2) 

 

Educational Counselors provide important information on social issues and various non-

academic issues at critical points in time throughout the year via brochures and fliers in 

high-traffic areas such as the student restrooms, cafeterias, and student centers.  

Educational Counselors also highlight information on digital signage at each campus.  

Student 
Portal

Digital 
Signage

Student 
Services 
Website

Social 
Media

College 101
Student 
Support 
Services

Table 2P1-5 Communication of 

non-Academic Support Services 
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Communication with at-risk students happen via phone calls, text messages, and attempts 

to personally locate students to pass along critical information.   

Student services professionals use social media, especially Twitter® feeds, to provide 

information to students. Most notably, athletics, success/advising centers, financial aid, 

and housing, all utilize Twitter® to provide information to students on various topics.  The 

College uses queries to identify groups of students for targeted messages. 

 

The availability of academic accommodations is communicated during orientation 

sessions, visit days, and College 101. Information is also shared via student 

announcements, on the website, and in the student handbook.  Local K-12 school 

counselors receive information regarding College accommodations and may make 

referrals.   

 

Student support services are offered to all students, and the College holds office hours and 

schedules services at times that accommodate student schedules.  Each campus has a Student 

Senate, Success/Advising Center, Veterans Advisor, faculty advisors, and access to Records, 

Financial Aid, Admissions, and Educational Counselors via email, phone, and scheduled face-to-

face visits each month. 

 

Assessing Student Needs and Supports  

The College makes use of a variety of tools to assess the non-academic needs of students. 

Students are given the Entering Student Survey at the beginning of their first semester.  The 

Entering Student Survey identifies the needs and expectations of entering students.  The College 

customizes questions to focus on particular support areas, including advising, counseling, and 

technology.  The College also uses the results of the Survey of Entering Student Engagement 

(SENSE) data, and Student Satisfaction Surveys to identify student needs and satisfaction with 

the results of services provided.   

 

Current students provide feedback through advisory board input, student focus groups, and 

questionnaires. Data such as mid-term grades and faculty at-risk reports are collected and used to 

identify student needs.  

 

Assessing the need for accommodations and referrals for accommodations come from 

College and dual-credit high school faculty, Educational Counselors, Vocational 

Rehabilitation Counselors and students.  Students must self-identify and are required to 

complete an application and submit to an Educational Counselor.  Accommodations are 

intended to provide students with disabilities equal access to all student learner needs.  The 

Success/Advising Centers serve as the center for assisting with student accommodations. 

 

Students who apply for graduation must also submit a Student Satisfaction Survey.  The Student 

Satisfaction Survey identifies how well the College met the students’ needs. The survey provides 

insight into areas of strengths and opportunities. 
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2R1. What are the results for determining if current and prospective students’ needs are 

being met? 

Outcomes/Measures Tracked and Tools Utilized; Summary of Results and Comparison to 

External Benchmarks; Interpretation of Results and Insights Gained 

The College administers CCSSE and SENSE surveys every two years and monitors results 

related to student ratings, usage, and satisfaction with academic support services. CCSSE and 

SENSE provide comparison data with other two-year colleges and other Iowa colleges. The 2014 

SENSE Key Findings report compares Iowa Lakes’ scores against the scores from a cohort of 

top-performing colleges.  Table 2R1-1 indicates a strong early college experience and connection 

with college staff.   

 

The College also analyzes data from the Noel 

Levitz Student Satisfaction Inventory (SSI), 

which compares Iowa Lakes’ results to a cohort of 

community colleges throughout the country.  SSI 

scores from the 2016 cohort show that the College 

exceeds national satisfaction with student support 

services.   

 

The data also indicates that our students knew about 

academic advising/planning services and about face-

to-face tutoring services by a larger margin over the 

SENSE cohort.  The data shows the College scored just below the cohort in students knowing 

about career counseling services at the College.  The final data set exhibits our students may 

know of the services offered, but varying results compared to the cohort as to the extent 

utilized; these are opportunities to be considered.  Survey results will be analyzed, 

opportunities recognized, and a strategy for improvement implemented.  The table below 

provides additional longitudinal SENSE data on key indicators related to academic support. 

(4.C.2)   

 

Table 2R1-2 SENSE Academic and Student Services 2014 

Indicator Iowa Lakes 

SENSE 

Cohort 

% of students knew about academic advising/planning services 81 77.1 

% of students knew about career counseling services 49.5 51.4 

% of students knew about face-to-face tutoring services 85.7 77 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Iowa 
Lakes'

67.5%

2014 
SENSE 
Cohort

50%

Top 
Colleges

67.9%

Table 2R1-1 Early Connection (2014 SENSE 

Survey) 
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Table 2R1-3  SSI Student Satisfaction Inventory 2016 

Topic Areas 

Iowa Lakes’ 

Satisfaction  

National CC’ 

Satisfaction 

Iowa Lakes’ 

Importance 

Nationa

l CC’ 

Importa

nce 

Academic 

Advising 5.99 5.47 6.20 

 

6.35 

Registration 

Effectiveness 5.89 5.72 6.17 

 

6.48 

Student 

Centeredness 5.96 5.64 6.12 

 

6.36 

Campus Support 

Services 5.87 5.76 6.03 

 

6.25 

*Table 2R1-3 incorporates data on a six-point sale; “7” represents “very satisfied,” “1” 

represents “very dissatisfied.” 

 

Table 2R1-4 further disseminates student satisfaction by student services’ department.  The 

College ranks higher than the national cohort in student satisfaction in many categories, 

including Registration, Campus Staff, Career Services, and Counseling Services.   

 

Table 2R1-4 Support Services Performance (2014 SSI) 

Support Service ILCC National CC 

Registration 5.98 5.36 

Library  5.38 5.62 

Veterans 4.74 4.92 

Campus Staff  5.8 5.51 

Career Services 5.42 5.02 

Admissions 5.81 5.45 

Counseling  5.68 5.26 

Bookstore 5.65 5.62 

*Table 2R1-4 ranks satisfaction on a scale of 1-7. “7” indicates an “excellent” performance.  

 

 The College maintains a strong commitment to student service.  The College ranks “5” out of 

“15” community colleges in Iowa in expenditures on student services.  Student services staff 

receive cross training and provides for multiple departments. Cross-training helps the College 

serve the needs of multiple student groups at 5 unique campus sites as well as online and high 

school learners.  

 

2I1 Based on 2R1, what improvements have been implemented or will be implemented in the 

next one to three years? 

Table 2I1-1 describes improvements in process and those yet to come. The results (Table 2R1-2) 

indicated that the College has an opportunity to improve responsiveness to diverse populations.  
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The College is currently making strides in responding to the needs of diverse student populations 

at Iowa Lakes’ through new initiatives such as the Diversity Club and hiring of minority 

employees. 

 

In addition, the College has taken steps to increase Veteran’s Services, by creating a Veteran’s 

Center for veterans to retreat between classes for study or to relax with colleagues.  Veteran’s 

Centers are available at each of the five campuses.  In 2015, the College became a Certified 

Higher Academic Military Partner (CHAMP) through the Home Base Iowa Program. 

 

Table 2I1-1 Improvements to Non-Academic Support for Identified Student Subgroups 

Current or 

Prospective Student 

Group Identified 

Student Services Department 

Improvement 

Veterans  Veterans Center-established two centers 

 Veterans services outline on College website 

 Veteran Volunteers identified 

 Veteran Mentors established 

Concurrent 

Enrollment Students 
 Enhanced financial guidance for secondary students 

All Students Career Coaches  Assists with career search, resume 

writing, and academic preparation 

At-risk Completion 

Specialist hired 
 Facilitates referral to a variety of support 

services as needed 

 

Success/Advising 

Centers 
 Tutoring on all campuses 

 Drop in advising throughout the year 

Educational 

Counselors 
 Identify most at-risk and provide high 

touch, regularly scheduled contact 

throughout the semester (face-to-face 

and email) 

Diverse Student 

groups 

Diversity Club  Monthly Meetings 

 Create diversity issues and awareness 

throughout each campus 

All Students All Departments  Digital storage/paperless environment 

for more secure records. 

 Improved access of records  

 Efficient file retrieval improves services 

All Students Library  Moved from print to digital databases 

 Exploring additional weekend hours 

 Online library orientation 
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2P2. Retention, Persistence, and Completion focus on the approach to collecting, analyzing, 

and distributing data on retention, persistence, and completion to stakeholders for decision-

making.  

Collecting Student Retention, Persistence, and Completion Data 

The College has well-established processes to collect retention, persistence and completion data. 

The College uses Ellucian® as its primary information resource management system to store, 

access, and distribute data. Starting with the admissions process, student data is entered into the 

College’s Ellucian system. The Planning and Development Office utilizes the College’ Ellucian 

student database to identify and track first-time/full-time student cohorts each term.  The cohort 

is followed through graduation, using IPEDS definitions in the determination of persistence and 

completion rates (150%).  Within the Ellucian database, a variety of cohorts can be identified 

and queried for persistence, retention, and completion. (4.C.2, 4.C.4) 

 

Programs, such as nursing, query data to track persistence and completion. Key student 

groups such as Veterans or their family members are tracked by Veteran’s Affairs. 

Additionally, the College works with ICCOC, Student Services, and Institutional Research 

Manager, to collect retention and success data for online students.  TRIO Student Services 

collects and retains data for TRIO students as well.  Key data collected, analyzed, and 

distributed includes, but is not limited to, the following: 

 
Student Success. Student success data, including CAAP scores, Perkins proficiency 
indicators (at both the secondary and post-secondary level), and online learner success 
rates, are distributed to the Assessment Review Committee, which analyzes the data 
during its summer retreats for the purpose of identifying additional instructional and 
support needs. 
Student Retention and Completion. Student retention and completion data are 
distributed to the Enrollment Management Team, which analyzes the data for the 
purpose of identifying student support needs and improvement strategies. The team also 
establishes retention and student success goals. 

Student Satisfaction. Student satisfaction data are distributed to the Institutional Student 

Support Team and the College-Wide Improvement Council, all of which analyze the 

data for the purpose of identifying customer service and student support needs. 
Enrollment. Enrollment data, including program and secondary enrollment information, 
are distributed to the Enrollment Management Team, which analyzes the data for the 
purpose of identifying recruitment priorities and strategies. Program enrollment data are 
also analyzed annually during the program evaluation process with the Board of 
Trustees. 

Financial. Financial data are collected, analyzed, and distributed on a monthly basis. 

 

Key data is distributed College-wide through the use of weekly Info-in-a-Minute emails, 

monthly employee newsletters, all-campus and faculty meetings, committee meetings, and 

semiannual employee in-service days.  Table 2P2-1 describes the reports produced each year for 

analyzing and setting retention and completion goals. 
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Table 2P2-1 Resources Used for Collecting and Interpreting Data  

 Fall-to-fall retention for first-time/full and part-time students 

 Fall-to-spring retention for first-time/full and part-time students 

 Graduation Rates 

 Enrollment and Graduation Data by Program 

 Voluntary Framework of Accountability Report (VFA) 

 National Community College Benchmark Project Reports (NCCBP) 

 Iowa Community Colleges Management Information Systems (MIS) Reporting 

 Student Location Report (Where the College Students Are From-International and 

National) 

 

The College AQIP Action Project to enhance pathways to College enrollment, called 

“One-Student-at-a-Time,” was developed to increase the number of students moving from 

non-credit to credit-based enrollment. The College developed a means to identify and 

track non-credit students as a cohort as they transition between non-credit and credit 

programming. In 2015 the College found that 51% of High School Equivalency Diploma 

(HSED) graduates enrolled in credit coursework.  

 

The College identifies GAP Tuition Assistance Program and Pathways for Academic 

Career and Employment (PACE) participants.  Each student is tracked for retention and 

completion within short-term continuing education programs.  Retention reports are sent 

quarterly to the Iowa DE.  Pathway Navigators work with each student to encourage the 

pathway from a non-credit to a credit program.   

 

Determining Targets for Student Retention, Persistence, and Completion 

Regularly scheduled analysis of retention, persistence, and completion data is key to meeting 

goals and setting realistic benchmarks. The College assigns key committees to work with 

retention, persistence, and completion to set realistic, yet ambitious, targets for each.  

 

 Table 2P2-2 Data Used to Determine Targets for Students Retention, Persistence, and 

Completion (4.C.1, 4.C.2) 

Complete Withdrawal Forms Noel Levitz®At-Risk Reports 

Entering Student Survey Midterm Grade Reports 

Student Satisfaction Inventory Instructor Attendance Reports 

National Community College Benchmark 

Project (NCCBP) 

Graduation Reports 

Fall-to-Fall and Fall-to-Spring Enrollment 

Reports and Trends 

Curriculum Review and  review of course and 

program pre-requisites 

Program-Specific Retention and Completion 

Rates 

Review Yearly Goals for Retention and 

Completion  

Integrated Postsecondary Education Data 

Systems (IPEDS) 

Annual Condition of Iowa’s Community 

College Report 
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The Enrollment Management Team recommends the targets for retention, persistence, and 

completion. Table 2P2-2 identifies ways in which the College determines targets for retention, 

persistence, and completion. 

 

Analyzing Information on Student Retention, Persistence, and Completion 

The College Completion Specialist, Enrollment Management Team, Pathway Navigators, and 

Educational Counselors play a crucial role in analyzing data to measure goals and set realistic 

targets for retention, persistence, and completion.  College staff review student withdrawal 

information to determine reasons, create strategies, and enforce new measures to minimize 

student withdrawals. Early Alert Notifications are reviewed to determine ongoing patterns or 

issues, create strategies, and enforce changes to circumvent reoccurring issues, such as failing 

grades, financial barriers, absents (online or face-to-face), and other deterrents.   

 

The Iowa Community College Online Consortium (ICCOC) utilizes the Canvas® learning 

management system (LMS) to extract data on final grades for both online and face-to-face 

students.  The College tracks and analyzes student grades, drops/withdrawals, and student/faculty 

log-in information and times.  In addition to utilizing the LMS for student grade collection, 

midterm reports identify students in need of early intervention.  Students with D/F grades are 

contacted by an Educational Counselor for support.   

 

Attendance reports are reviewed to circumvent student failures or financial ramifications for 

students.  Online students are automatically withdrawn if they have not logged into the LMS 

within ten days.  If a student misses three face-to-face classes, an Educational Counselor will 

engage them regarding their absences and provided additional assistance if needed. 

Lastly, in order to retain students within programs, College faculty and program coordinator 

review curriculum and program prerequisites. Curriculum reviews and changes help effectively 

retain students through completion. 

 

Meeting Targets for Retention, Persistence, and Completion 

The College communicates goals for retention, persistence and completion. All employees 

have a stake in meeting those goals. During the 2014 fall College-wide in-service, 

employees identified individual initiatives to help meet goals. Examples are provided 

below:  

 

“Revamp development courses to be more learner friendly” –  Success Center Instructor 

“One on one contact with each student to review midterm status” – Faculty 

“Make sure the campus looks inviting.” – Custodian 

 

At each of the two annual all-employee in services, the College President and a member of 

the Enrollment Management Team present the goals for retention, completion, and 

persistence.  The current College enrollment goal is to increase graduation rates by at 

least 1% a year OR 3% over the three-year period.  The 2014 graduation rate was 37.8%.   

By September 2015, employees surpassed their goals presented at the 2014 fall employee in-

service by increasing the graduation rate to 44.9%.   
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The College has several processes in place which help meet enrollment goals.  Table 2P2-3 lists 

College efforts to meet targets created for retention, persistence, and completion. (4.C.1) 

 

Table 2P2-3 Meeting Targets for Student Retention, Persistence, and Completion 

 All students who withdraw are asked to provide a reason and plan to return; the 

Completion Specialist follows-up with students to review next steps. 

 Late registration is only allowed with permission from instructors and assistance from 

an advisor.   

 Policies do not allow students to withdraw from classes via a portal. They must 

complete paperwork and meet with a Counselor, Advisor, or Records staff. 

 Online students are notified via email to encourage early participation. Non-

participants are administratively withdrawn to avoid financial and failing grade 

repercussions. 

 Educational Counselors provide early intervention targeting at-risk students. 

 Counselors contact students with a D/F at midterm. 

 Advising and Registration days are dedicated in the fall and spring.  

 Advisors review degree audits with students each semester. 

 Advisors receive lists of non-registered advisees 4 weeks prior to the end of a semester. 

 Educational counselors contact “no-shows” to class (online and face-to-face). 

 Student engagement activities are planned for the first three weeks of school 

 Enrollment  and admissions reports are shared with all employees 

 

Selecting Tools/Methods/Instruments to Assess Retention, Persistence, and Completion 

Iowa Lakes works with six other colleges within the online consortium to evaluate various 

technologies and assessments that can provide retention, persistence and completion information 

for online learners.  The College continuously analyzes processes and assessments, and evaluates 

for improvement.  Pilot projects are often developed and data analyzed to find new ways to assist 

students. Successful projects are built into the system, so that they continue. The College 

Assessment Review Committee (ARC) approves the selection of tools/instruments to assess 

retention, persistence, and completion.  Tools are reviewed by the ARC Committee on a bi-

annual basis.  ARC has identified and approved the assessment tools, including, yet not limited 

to the following:  the Entering Student Survey, the Community College Survey of Student 

Engagement (CCSSE), ACCUPLACER®, Student Support Inventory, Collegiate Assessment of 

Academic Proficiency (CAAP), Noel-Levitz Early Intervention and the Student Opinion Survey 

(SOS).   

 

Additional internal reports are queried from the student database, Ellucian®, and the Entrinsik 

Reporting tool.  The Executive Dean of Students and the Planning and Development Office take 

the lead in collecting, developing, sharing, and analyzing reports which are tied to completion, 

persistence, and retention. In 2014, Iowa Lakes, and all Iowa community colleges, agreed to 

participate in VFA (Voluntary Framework of Accountability) data collection.  Data collection 

encompasses developmental education, progresses, and outcome measures.  VFA was 
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implemented as a way for Iowa community colleges to demonstrate a commitment to share data 

publicly and transparently. (4.C.4) 

 

2R2. What are the results for student retention, persistence, and completion? 

Outcomes/Measures Tracked and Tools Utilized 

Table 2R2-1 describes the outcomes tracked and the tools utilized to measure data.   

 

Table 2R2-1 Outcomes, Targets, and Tools for Student Retention and Completion 

Outcomes Target Tools 

Fall to fall Hold or increase at 60% Ellucian-IPEDS 

Fall to spring retention Hold or increase at 85% Ellucian-IPEDS 

First-time/full-time 

Graduation 

Hold or increase at the 3-year 

average 

Ellucian and VFA 

Iowa Lakes graduation rate 

peer comparison 

Hold or increase Iowa Department of 

Education 

Retention of at-risk or other 

identified cohorts 

Targets set by Enrollment 

Management Committee 

Ellucian 

Program Retention Targets set by Program 

Coordinator 

Ellucian and Program Data 

 

The College collects comparison data for fall-to-fall and fall-to-spring retention.  Table 2R2-2 

provides a summary of the results.  The data provides a historical trend and five-year baseline for 

analysis and target setting. 

 

Table 2R2-2 Iowa Lakes Student Retention Data (First-Time/Full-Time Rates) 

Year 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Fall-to-Spring 79% 82% 85% 84% 

Fall-to-Fall 52% 54% 58% 55% 

 

The College reports to the Integrated 

Postsecondary Education Data 

System (IPEDS).  Table 2R2-3 

contains IPEDS retention data for 

years 2012 through 2014 for full-

time students.  The data indicates 

the Iowa Lakes’ retention rates 

are greater than or equal to eight 

Iowa community colleges.   

 

Program coordinators collect data 

to measure trends and create 

strategies for retention and 

completion specific to their 

Table 2R2-3 Retention Rates (IPEDS) 
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program.  Table 2R2-4 provides an overview of program data used for the Environmental Studies 

Program.   

 

Table 2R2-4 Example of Program Coordinator (Environmental Studies) Data for One 

Program of Study 

Environmental Studies Program Retention and Completion Data 

Cohort Retention Rate Graduation Rate 

2012                76% 59% 

2013                   52% 39% 

2014                      61% 50% 

 

The Iowa Lakes graduation rates are equal to or greater than ten other Iowa community colleges  

(Table 2R2-5).   

 

Interpretation of Results and Insights Gained  

Iowa Lakes Community College’s persistence and graduation rates exceed state and 

national averages. Yet, a key take-away is that the retention and graduation rates are 

decreasing slightly. A Completion Specialist was hired to lead analysis of data, and to 

develop strategies to increase student retention, persistence, and completion.  In addition, 

the Completion Specialist encourages use of the College Early Alert process.  While not 

perfect, it does provide information to proactively engage students that need additional 

support.   

 

Table 2R2-5:  Graduation Rates by College, Latest Five Years 

 2009  2010  2011  2012  2013  
College N % N % N % N % N % 
Northeast Iowa 442 28.5 589 26.3 942 26.3 386 27.2 118 28.4 

North Iowa Area 452 35.8 454 35.0 732 30.8 392 29.8 139 36.5 

Iowa Lakes 412 36.4 560 37.7 873 38.9 460 38.7 191 44.9 

Northwest 135 39.3 235 37.9 651 43.1 195 33.3 76 41.5 

Iowa Central 313 24.9 456 31.6 501 23.8 447 32.2 94 19.5 

Iowa Valley 428 34.6 466 27.5 501 28.1 439 27.8 153 32.8 

Hawkeye 779 36.7 922 31.9 477 34.1 739 31.5 266 36.4 

Eastern Iowa 638 29.5 805 22.1 924 22.7 632 20.6 129 26.4 

Kirkwood 2,272 25.6 2,728 23.9 2,430 25.3 2,187 25.4 486 26.4 

Des Moines Area 853 20.2 1,142 19.3 412 15.0 920 15.4 155 18.4 

Western Iowa Tech 160 24.4 217 23.0 471 16.4 234 28.2 71 29.8 

Iowa Western 689 27.9 823 23.8 225 23.4 959 22.3 233 26.6 
Southwestern 170 45.9 214 40.2 359 39.8 185 40.5 74 40.9 

Indian Hills 857 27.8 1,161 31.4 241 37.6 527 40.6 302 44.8 

Southeastern 374 33.7 395 32.7 511 31.2 257 29.2 116 37.9 

TOTAL 8,974 29.2 11,167 27.4 10,250 27.0 8,959 27.2 2,603 30.5 

Note:  N represents the number of students within a cohort attending a specific community college. Each 

percentage represents the percentage of students from the cohort who graduated within three years. 
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Table 2R2-6 describes the most current data from the Iowa DE regarding the College’ 

graduation, transfer, and success rates.  The data portrayed is slightly different from the 

Iowa community college comparison and the IPEDS report (Table 2R2-4 and Table 2R2-

5) depending on the source and cohort involved (state or IPEDS data center).   

 

Table 2R2-6 Iowa Lakes’ Iowa DE Data Compared to State Data (based on 150% 

time cohort) 

Iowa Lakes’ Graduation Rate 

(Ranked 2nd out of 15) 

Comparison to State Graduation 

Rate 

42.5% 28.7% 

Iowa Lakes’ Transfer Rate (Ranked 

11th out of 15) 

Comparison to State Transfer Rate 

22.5% 25% 

Iowa Lakes’ Success Rate (Ranked 

2nd out of 15) 

Comparison to State Success Rate 

52% 41.96% 

Source:  Iowa Department of Education, 2015 Iowa Lakes Community College Profile 

 

The rural region of Northwest Iowa saw a noticeable decline in population, dropping over 

1% since 2012.  The number of graduating high school students has also declined, creating 

a need to focused on retention.  College-wide goals, action projects, and recent 

improvements to processes focus on retention and completion. 

 

2I2. Based on 2R2, what improvements have been implemented or will be 

implemented in the next one to three years?  

Educational Counselors launched a pilot project to increase contact with at-risk students, 

early and often.  Project data indicate that 37% of the cohort increased their GPA.  The 

overall project goal, “to improve student retention by increasing academic success” was 

achieved.  The College enhanced tutoring by making it accessible on the Iowa Lakes’ 

Telepresence System.  Students may join tutoring sessions with a professional tutor at any 

campus. The College telepresence system provides a seamless interaction between student 

and tutor, mirroring a face-to-face classroom session. 

 

AQIP Action Project, “Ready, Set, Finish,” focused on processes to assist at-risk students. 

The project improved processes which develop and deliver at-risk reports early to the 

appropriate student services department and faculty. A second outcome of the project was 

to administer Noel-Levitz during the first day of the term, in order to identify at-risk 

students earlier.  Pathway Navigators and Career Coaches were hired to move qualified 

students along a path of non-credit to credit programs to meet career goals.  Career 

Coaches work with students to gain internships within a career of interest, and ensure that 

students are moving down the proper academic route for their professional goals. (4.C.3) 
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2P3. Key Stakeholder Needs focuses on determining, understanding, and meeting 

needs of key stakeholder groups including alumni and community partners.   

Describe Key External Stakeholder Groups 

The College enjoys particularly strong external partnerships and collaboration.  Existing external 

partnerships and key stakeholders include: 

 

Table 2P3-1 External Stakeholders/Partnerships 

 Iowa Community Colleges:  The 15 community colleges have collaborated and 

received several federal TAACCT grants to expand capacity and training in 

manufacturing programs. They have also embarked on a project to focus on student 

success and completion. 

 K12 Schools: Concurrent enrollment accounts for nearly 30% of the College’s 

headcount and 19% of the College’s credit hours. The College provides professional 

development opportunities for high school instructors teaching college courses. 

 Universities: The College enjoys strong relationships with public and private 

universities, and maintains articulation agreements.  The College participates in 

conferences and research projects held and sponsored by the Iowa Regents universities. 

 Iowa DE:  The College collaborates with the Iowa Department of Education on college 

academic credit and continuing education. 

 Community: The College maintains close ties with many community partners, such as 

economic development boards, city services, business, and industry. The College 

Alumni and Friends Program has a network of graduates that promote Iowa Lakes and 

assist with College events. College cabinet and staff serve on many community boards, 

committees, and groups. College student groups provide volunteer and community 

service hours.   

 IowaWorks: The College partners to respond to business closures, and assist under 

and unemployed. 

 Employers/Business and Industry:  The College collaborates with employers, and 

business and industries to train, retain, and add value to local workforce.   

 Political Leaders:  Political leaders expect the College to provide training and 

educational opportunities to prepare students for high-demand, high-paying jobs, while 

controlling tuition costs. 

 

 

Determining New Stakeholders to Target for Services or Partnership 

College Cabinet assesses the extent to which targeting new stakeholders and determining 

if the stakeholders fit within four characteristics:  1. targeting the new stakeholder serves 

the College mission, vision, and values; 2. sufficient documented need to target the new 

stakeholder; 3. the College possesses sufficient student and administrative support to 

provide offerings and services to the new stakeholder; 4. the initiative is economically 

feasible.   

 

The College reviews data, including, yet not limited to, local demographics, employment 

trends, economic development trends, legislation, grant opportunities, advisory input, and 
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educational trends.  College Cabinet reviews the data and determines whether to allocate 

the human and financial resources to invest in the initiatives and partnership.   

 

Meeting the Changing Needs of Key Stakeholders 

The College assigns departments or individual staff members to work closely with key 

stakeholders.  The needs of stakeholders are anticipated, assessed and met through 

regularly scheduled meetings, employer/alumni/advisory board surveys, community focus 

groups, economic development meetings, admission visits to high schools, and student 

opinion surveys.  

 

Select the Tools/Methods/Instruments to Assess Key Stakeholder Needs 

The College Assessment Review Committee (ARC) ultimately determines the tools the 

College uses to assess and measure needs. Assessment instruments such as locally 

developed surveys, focus groups, and one-on-one meetings are also chosen and developed 

by staff and department members who work closely with stakeholders.    

 

If the College determines that it needs to adopt a nationally-normed assessment, the 

research is conducted by staff and presented to ARC; ARC approves the adoption of 

assessments that analyze and measure assessed data.  College Cabinet have final approval. 

 

Assessing the Degree to Which Key Stakeholder Needs Are Met 

The College utilizes multiple methods to assess the degree to which key stakeholder needs 

are met.  These methods include:  1) surveys created specifically for the stakeholder; 2) 

focus groups; 3) evaluations (external and internal); 4) retention statistics; 5) complaint  

data; 6) participation in community and scholarship events; and 7) program reviews. 
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2R3. What are the results for determining if key stakeholder needs are being met 

Outcomes Tracked, Summary of Results, and Comparison/Interpretation of Results 

In February 2016, local communities voted in favor of a $16 million bond referendum 

with over 63% voting yes.  For the first time in fifty years the College asked constituents 

to approve a bond to finance much needed facility improvements, additions, and 

renovations.  The passage of the bond provides evidence of strong community support. 

 

The College successfully works with 13 school districts to provide concurrent enrollment 

courses and Career Academies for area high school students. The partnership continues to 

grow and evolve.  High school students in the region also have opportunities to attend 

career days, college visits, STEM workshops, participate in fine arts productions, athletic 

events, and attend summer academic camps.  Activities are evaluated and outcomes 

tracked. 

• Employer Surveys

• 260 E/F Agreements

• Advisory Meetings

• State/local Workforce Data

Business & Industry

• School District and College Faculty Meetings

• Surveys

• Focus Groups

K-12 Schools

• Campus Visits

• Transfer Data

• Articulation

Four-Year Postsecondary Institutions

• Graduate Surveys

• Alumni Mentor Feedback

• Scholarship Reading Event

• Alumni Advisory Board Meetings

Community/Alumni

• Oversight committee meetings

Iowa Community College Online Consortium

• Program Reviews

• Accreditation Reports and Reviews

Iowa Department of Education

• Grant data collection/reporting

• Surveys

Grants

Table 2P3-2 Process for Analysis and Meeting Stakeholder Needs 
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The College Community and Business Relations Department has concentrated efforts to 

provide business and industry certifications and provide non-credit courses geared toward 

community interests of all ages. Advisory boards, local business and industry, as well as 

continuing education participants provide feedback on programs and services. 

 

The College also entered into six new articulation agreements since the 2013 Systems 

Portfolio Feedback. Regent universities and community colleges are also improving the 

process for Reverse Transfer, as they track numbers of students opting for this service. 

 

Table 2R3-1 New Articulation Agreements 

Program University/College Year 

Pre-Chiropractic Palmer College of 

Chiropractic 

2013 

Construction Technology University of Northern Iowa 2014 

Motorcycle and Small Engine 

Tech 

University of Northern Iowa 2014 

Nursing Allen College 2014 

Nursing South Dakota State 2014 

Hotel and Restaurant Management Iowa State University 2016 

 

The College tracks and utilizes results from Graduate Satisfaction Surveys to measure 

College success, opportunities with career development, and overall efficacy of common 

learning outcomes.   

 

Table 2R3-2 Iowa Lakes Community College Alumni Satisfaction 

Questions 2014 

Spring/Summer 

2014 

Fall 

2015 

Spring/Summer 

I have achieved my 

career goal 

92% 90% 93% 

I developed 

technical skills 

93% 83% 94% 

I developed critical 

thinking and 

problem solving 

skills 

93% 86% 91% 

Average 93% 86% 93% 

  

College fundraising events for student scholarships are another strong indicator of 

community support and collaboration. Since 2013, sponsor participation in events 

continue to increase, allowing for more aid to go directly to Iowa Lakes’ students.  Table 

2R3-3 indicates the number of fundraising events, and corresponding number of sponsors.   
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Table 2R3-3 College Scholarship Fundraising Events 

 2013 2014 2015 

Sponsors 92 85 119 

# of events  8   7 8  

 

Iowa Lakes also provides more scholarship funding to students than one of the largest 

community colleges in Iowa.  Table 2R3-4 compares the 2014/15 academic year in which 

Iowa Lakes ranked higher in scholarship funding than a larger community college. 

 

Table 2R3-4 Foundation/Scholarship Awards 

Community 

College 

2014/15 

School Year 

Average 

Award 

% Receiving 

Awards 

Iowa Lakes  $847,450 $2,150 72% 

IA CC $737,659 $668 57% 

 

2I3. Based on 2R3, what improvements have been implemented or will be 

implemented in the next one to three years 

Responding to analysis of regional workforce needs led to four new sustainable-energy A.A.S. 

programs:  1. Electrical Technology; 2. Engineering Technology; 3. Water Quality; and 4. 

Heating/Venting/Air Conditioning (HVAC).   

  

The College partnered with and received two Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA) grants with 

the Consortium of Iowa Community Colleges. As a result of the first grant (I-AM), Iowa Lakes 

is now an Accredited Testing Facility for all welding students and welding professionals. The 

second TAA grant (IHUM) provides funds to focus project efforts on sustainable energy 

programs. The project has increased non-credit and credit offerings for professional development 

to key stakeholders throughout the region; specifically, the Electrical Apprenticeship Program, 

was approved through the Department of Labor. The first apprenticeship cohort began in the fall 

2015.      

 

In addition to the grant-funding projects discussed above, the College recently built a new 

Vertical Axis Wind Turbine (VAWT) as a pilot for the small wind energy industry, in 

partnership with Chava® Wind and Windtest North America® and with the aid of a grant 

funded through the Iowa Energy Center.  

 

2P4. Complaint Processes focuses on collecting, analyzing, and responding to 

complaints from students or key (non-employee) stakeholder groups.  

Collecting Complaint Information from Students and other Stakeholders 

The College collects complaint information from students and other stakeholders through email, 

written correspondence, telephone calls, or face-to-face communication. The complaint is 

reviewed by the appropriate campus dean or supervisor. Contact is made with the complainant to 

confirm receipt of the complaint. If necessary, additional information is gathered.  
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Based on the evidence gathered, and consistent with relevant policies, an appropriate course of 

action is taken and follow-through contact is made with the complainant. Complaints alleging 

sexual harassment or civil rights violations are forwarded to the Title IX Coordinator who 

launches the investigation.  Student complaint information is maintained by the Executive Dean 

of Students on a separate log, which also identifies the nature of the complaint and how the 

complaint was resolved (See Table 2R4-1). 

Learning from Complaint Information and Determining Actions 

Most complaints can be resolved before they reach the formal stage, with proper handling 

and in a timely manner. As part of a review of academic appeals, the College revised its 

appeal process, which now requires students to file academic appeals within two years of 

the term it occurred.  Beyond two years, it is difficult to find evidence for the student and 

for the College committee to review.  Students making those appeals often have limited 

access to evidence for their appeal. With the new policy, appeals are received earlier, and 

are more readily resolved. 

 

The College knows that most complaints can be handled at the lowest level and do not 

move into a formal complaint structure. Currently there is not a process to collect data on 

complaints that are resolved at this level.   
 

Communicating Actions to Students and Other Key Stakeholders 

The College reviews all formal complaints and results are documented and filed.  Final 

decisions/outcomes are communicated back to the student/stakeholder and retained for 

five years. Departments or staff responsible for handling the complaint communicate 

results back to the student.  The College attempts to respond to formal complaints within 

two to three days of receipt.  For instance, either the Chief Academic Officer or Executive 

Deans respond to students who bring academic complaints forward.  The same office may 

also communicate with Records and the Online Director.  Complaints by stakeholders are 

handled in a similar manner. 

 

Selecting Tools/Methods/Instruments to Evaluate Complaint Resolution 

The complaint process is noted within the previous section, “Communicating Actions to 

Students and Other Key Stakeholders.”   

 

2R4. What are the results for student and key stakeholder complaints? 

Outcomes/Measures Tracked and Tools Utilized 
Table 2R4-1 provides a record of the formal student complaints received in writing during the 

2014-15 academic year.   
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Table 2R4-1  Student Complaints, 2014-15 

Date Complaint Action Taken Institution’s Final 

Outcome 

11/21/2014 Unhappy with 

Instructor 
 Met with Student 

 Met with Program 

Coordinator 

 Met with Student 

and College 

President 

 Met with Instructor, 

HR Director, 

Program 

Coordinator, and 

Faculty Association 

Representative 

 Reviewed practices 

within program and 

field experiences 

 Recommendation: 

Faculty Development 

 Continued to monitor 

situations 

02/19/2015 Student concerned 

with instructor’s 

teaching style 

/meeting the needs 

of students 

 Contacted the 

student to visit 

about the concerns 

in the letter 

 Contacted the 

Instructor and 

addressed concerns 

in the letter 

 Recommendations to 

improve/change 

teaching style to meet 

student’s needs 

 Further 

recommendations in 

evaluation 

 Instructor no longer 

employed at College  

04/07/2015 Two student 

complaints of 

Verbal-Sexual 

Harassment from 

another student 

 Issue addressed 

with accused 

student 

 Followed-up with 

the complainants 

 Harassment ceased 

 Complainants 

graduated  

 

Summary of Results of Measures and Comparison to Internal and External Benchmarks 

Table 2R4-1 is a reflection of the number of formal complaints the College receives each year.  

The Executive Dean of Students maintains records and compares numbers year-to-year and 

tracks for reoccurring complaints. 

 

Interpretation of Results and Insights Gained 

Review of formal complaints indicate that the College has processes in place to resolve most 

issues before a formal complaint is made. 

 

2I4. Based on 2R4, what improvements have been implemented or will be implemented in 

the next one to three years? 

The College’s processes for handling complaints are consistent and viable.  The College 

will continue to keep processes up-to-date, and will continue to explore new ways to 

communicate process with students and stakeholders.  An example of improved 

communication is the addition of live online chat for students or potential students’ 
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questions or concerns.  College student services personnel handle the live chat service. 

The service is flexible and students may feel more comfortable asking a question or 

expressing concern via the chat line.  All chat sessions are tracked. Students may also use 

the College Facebook® to report a complaint. Technology and admissions staff transfer 

complaints they are unable to resolve to the appropriate department.   

 

2P5. Building Collaborations and Partnerships focuses on aligning, building, and 

determining the effectiveness of collaborations and partnerships to further the 

mission of the institution. 

Selecting Partners for Collaboration and Building and Maintaining Relationships 

with Partners 
The process of creating, maintaining, and prioritizing relationships with organizations that 

support access to College programs and services, furnish services and materials to the 

College, or extend the scope of College resources is driven by the College’s mission, 

vision and goals. The College determines needs via focus groups, surveys, round tables, 

and discussions with partners and key stakeholders.  College committees and Cabinet 

analyze data to determine if partnerships for collaboration meet College needs. The degree 

to which an organization impacts students is key to driving the processes to select partners. 

 

The College President and administrative leaders are directly involved in the development 

of partnerships. The President and Vice President of Administration are directly involved 

with: 1) articulations between Iowa Lakes and other higher education institutions; 2) 

economic development boards; 3) regional and state workforce departments; 4) 

consortium grant projects; and 5) K-12 school districts. 

 

The College’s focus on quality lifelong learning and the promotion of economic 

development in the community drives its relationships with educational institutions, 

employers, and other partners that are sources of referral or provide services. 

The College collaborates with local private colleges/universities in the region to offer 

classroom space. Concurrent enrollment makes up 30% of the College’s student 

population, so the College has a long-standing partnership with high schools throughout 

the region.  The College collaborates with local social service agencies, hospitals, wellness 

centers, and city services. 

 

College departments such as Planning and Development, Continuing Education, Allied 

Health, and High School Partnerships have staff that work closely with partners to 

maintain successful relationships.  The College also seeks relationships with organizations 

that offer the capacity and desire to enhance student learning opportunities and economic 

development.  Opportunities and partnerships include, yet are not limited to:  1. Local 

hospitals, medical clinics, and emergency medical services for clinical practicums and 

training sites; 2. Workforce Development and 3. the Tietz Foundation, which enhances 

economic development and assists entrepreneurs throughout the region.   
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Selecting Tools/Methods/Instruments to Assess Partnership Effectiveness 

Some partnerships include contractual or written agreements which are reviewed and 

updated on a regular basis, including agreements for use of office or classroom space on 

campus, clinical/ preceptor sites, contracted training, grants, and articulations. The College 

maintains regularly scheduled meetings with partners to update those agreements and 

assess if the relationship is satisfactory and should be maintained.   

 

Evaluating the Degree to Which Collaborations and Partnerships Are Effective 

Staff assigned to work with partners will work with their supervisor and advisory boards 

to assess effectiveness.  Examples of the evaluations of partnerships and results are found 

in Table 2P5-1 and Table 2P5-2.  The Nursing program holds advisory meetings at 

clinical sites each year.  Data from advisory meetings (Table 2P5-1) confirm that the 

partnerships are being evaluated and suggestions leading to program changes. 

 

Table 2P5-1  Nursing Clinical Site Advisory Meetings Spring /Summer 2015 

Site Advisory Input Solution 

Avera 

Hospital 

No problems No change 

Lakes 

Regional 

Hospital 

No problems No change 

KRHC  Private meeting with students 

 Student reporting issues 

 Clinical managers lack time to 

check charting 

 Private room set aside 

for meeting 

 College is changing 

curriculum and adding 

communication 

component earlier in 

term 

 College is instituting 

DocuCare software to 

help with charting  
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Table 2P5-2 Evaluation of High School Partnerships 

 
 

Local high schools were surveyed in 2014 as part of NACEP accreditation for secondary 

programs.  Principals and teacher’s perceptions of the benefits of working with the 

College’s High School Partnerships staff were very positive. Over 85% of counselors 

agree that High School Partnerships help them have a better understanding of skills and 

knowledge high school students need to succeed in postsecondary education.  

 

2R5. What are the results for determining the effectiveness of aligning and building 

collaborations and partnerships? 

Outcomes Tracked and Tools Utilized 

The College makes use of focus groups and advisory board input to track outcomes and 

receive input on the effectiveness of partnerships. College staff assigned to work with 

partners also track outcomes and report on the effectiveness of partnerships:  Career 

Connect Coordinator, Industry Training Programmers, Pathway Navigators, Campus 

Directors, Executive Director of Community and Business Relations all work closely to 

track outcomes. 

 

The College monitors articulation agreements and contacts to ensure that they are up-to-

date. The College monitors the number of students utilizing services associated with 

partnerships.  Student and partner satisfaction with collaborations are collected and 

reviewed. 

 

Summary Results of Measures and Comparison of Results with Internal Targets and 

External Benchmarks 

The College works hard to extend the scope of resources through partnerships. Workforce 

data, business and industry feedback, advisory board feedback, and local K-12 school 

feedback are gathered to analyze strengths and weaknesses of the partnerships and 

collaborations within the communities served.   
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Examples of collaboration include the Intermediary Connect grant. Table 2R5-1- 

highlights participation in the Intermediary Connect @ Iowa Lakes Program.  The 

Intermediary Program provides career guidance and opportunities for experiential learning 

for students in regional high schools.  The program develops collaboration between the 

College and local business and industry to provide services to local students. 

 

Table 2R5-1 Connect @ Iowa Lakes Program Participation 

Intermediary Core Services 2014 Participants 2015 Participants  

Internships 0 1 

Job Shadows 0 98 

Student Tours 11 160 

Work Site Experiences 27 38 

Career Fair, Camps, Mock 

Interviews 

0 1,140 

Classroom Speakers  0 151 

 

Other collaborative efforts which benefit students and the community include the GAP 

grant, a collaboration among Iowa Community Colleges, and state economic development, 

and workforce services. Qualified under or unemployed workers receive short term non-

credit training, at no cost. Table 2R5-2- highlights the number of GAP participants that 

entered into a GAP program, free of charge, compared to the total GAP participants within 

the state of Iowa. 

 

Table 2R5-2 GAP Participants at Iowa Lakes vs. the State of Iowa, 2015 

 Iowa Lakes  State of Iowa 

Number of Applicants 74 3,272 

Number Approved 72 1,348 

Completed Training 57 1,049 

Completion Rate 83% 85% 

# of Third Party Credentials Earned 57 660 

 

The College collaborates with many organizations to provide continuing education 

opportunities.  Throughout Iowa overall enrollment in non-credit programming headcount 

had a small decline. During this time, Iowa Lakes was busy growing it’s non-credit 

programming.  Table 2R6-3 includes enrollment for non-credit programming. 
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Table 2R6-3 Non-Credit Enrollment and Credits 2013-2015 

 2013 2014 2015 Percent-Average 

Five-Year 

Change  

Non-credit 

Enrollment 

3255 3150 3511 1.8/-2.2 

Non-credit 

contact hour 

74,710 73,581 90,599 4.8/-2.6 

Source : The Annual Condition of Iowa’s Community Colleges 2015: Tables 

Comparison Group:  Iowa Community Colleges 

 

Interpretation of Results and Insights Gained 

Partnerships are important to the College and offer students additional opportunities, such 

as GAP-funded training, clinical sites, and career exploration. The opportunity to build 

non-credit programming through partnerships will continue to grow because additional 

staff were hired to build on old relationships and explore new ones. The College will 

continue to work closely with existing partners and explore new partnerships. 

 

2I5. Based on 2R5, what improvements have been implemented or will be 

implemented in the next one to three years? 

Based on successful collaboration for workforce grants, the College will continue to build 

collaborative efforts with the 15 Iowa community colleges, to increase grant opportunities 

which offer opportunities for credit and non-credit students.  The College is growing and 

expanding its non-credit programming.  The College hired two Industry Coordinators, 

three Pathway Navigators, and one GAP Coordinator in the last three years.  Non-credit 

programmers work with one another to streamline programs, discuss area business needs, 

and train regional workforce employees.   

 

The Tietz Entrepreneurial Center, located on the Algona Campus, provides new 

opportunities for area residents.  The Entrepreneurial Center coordinates opportunities 

with the existing Small Business Development Center, located on the Spencer Campus.     

 

AQIP CATEGORY THREE:  VALUING EMPLOYEES 

Valuing Employees explores the institution’s commitment to the hiring, development, and 

evaluation of faculty, staff, and administrators. 

INTRODUCTION 

Iowa Lakes Community College is committed to hiring qualified and impactful faculty, staff, and 

administration to provide an outstanding educational experience for students, and a positive work 

environment for employees.  The Executive Director of Human Resources provides input and 

direction regarding the recruitment and hiring of employees, employee recognition, 

compensation, evaluation, and retention. 

 

Annual performance evaluations, monthly campus, faculty, supervisory meetings, academic and 

profession committee opportunities, employee in-service, employee trainings, and survey 

recommendations, all aid in employee satisfaction and productivity.  The College utilizes the 
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Noel-Levitz College Employee Satisfaction Survey to assess the campus environment for 

faculty, staff, and administrators.  Data from the survey allows the College to identify issues 

most important to our employees, assess employee attitudes towards institutional mission and 

goals, uncover data about the work environment on campus, and to develop strategies which will 

improve employee satisfaction, productivity, and knowledge. 

 

Since the 2013 Systems Appraisal Feedback Report, the College has updated the hiring and 

onboarding processes, implemented new monthly supervisory meetings, developed a process to 

document faculty qualifications, and increased the full-time faculty compensation for educational 

advancement. 

 

The following table provides a self-assessment of the College’s maturity in its processes and 

results, as well as key initiatives and changes that drive improvement in this category. 

 

Maturity of Processes and Results 

Maturity of Processes Aligned 

Maturity of Results Systematic 

Important Improvements  Updated hiring and onboarding process 

 New monthly supervisory meetings 

 Faculty qualifications documentation process 

 Student Information System process to ensure only 

qualified instructors are assigned to courses 

 Increased full-time faculty compensation for 

educational advancement 

 Noel Levitz Employee Satisfaction Survey (ESS) 

 

3P1. Hiring focuses on the acquisition of appropriately qualified/credentialed faculty, staff, 

and administrators to ensure that effective, high-quality programs and student support 

services are provided.   

Recruiting, Hiring, and Orienting Employees 

The College recruits’ employees through informal and formal channels. Informally, the College 

markets positions through word-of-mouth. Formally, the College recruits’ employees through 

local and state newspaper advertisements and national websites, including:  1. 

HigherEdJobs.com; 2. Diverse Higher Education; 3. Career Builder; 4. the Chronicle; as well as 

other career websites specific to positions. Vacant positions appear on the College website, 

which offers a subscribe service to provide updates to individuals interested in working at the 

College. The online application process includes instructions for submission of all applicant 

materials. The Human Resources Department oversees the posting of all open positions. Prior to 

posting, supervisors work with the Executive Director of Human Resources to review job 

descriptions, insuring minimum qualifications are consistent with the classification.   

 

The Executive Director of Human Resources oversees a formal hiring process that:  1. is 

consistent and equitable; 2. complies with federal and state equal opportunity employment laws; 

and 3. committee relies on objective criteria.  Iowa Lakes Community College provides equal 

employment opportunity to all employees and applicants for employment without regard to race, 
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color, national origin, creed, religion, sex, age or disability or disabled veteran or Vietnam-era 

veteran status.  During the process appropriate tests relative to the position may be required.  

Instructors are required to present a ten-minute teaching demonstration during the interview 

process. 

 

The new employee hiring process is provided in Table 3P1-1.  Orientation for new employees, 

includes a meeting with the human resources department to enroll in benefits, review information 

on College policies and procedures including the employee handbook, receive an overview of the 

College’s mission, vision, and values, and training on topics such as sexual harassment and 

hazardous materials. 

 

Table 3P1-1 Hiring Process to Assess Credentials, Skills, and Values of Future Employees 

 Required and preferential skills, credentials, and values are set forth in the job 

description, published on the College website 

 Scoring matrix developed 

 Application documents are individually reviewed by screening committee  

 Screening committee reviews and discusses each member’s scoring matrix. Issues 

relating to the presence or absence of required skills, credentials, and values are 

resolved with the assistance of Human Resources. 

 Based on matrix scores, candidates are invited to interview 

 Supervisor selects an interview committee which includes a member of the President’s 

Cabinet. The application documents are provided to, and reviewed by, the members of 

the interview committee. 

 The interview committee finalizes a uniform set of questions  

 Following the interviews, the supervisor recommends a particular candidate to Human 

Resources. 

 Human Resources conducts a criminal background and reference checks  

 All offers of employment are subject to the Board of Trustees approval. (3.C.6) 

 

Supervisors follow an onboarding check list (Table 3P1-2) to ensure all new employees are 

similarly on-boarded with complete and detailed information.  New employees also have a short 

meeting with the President. A new employee hired to the President’s Cabinet also receives a one-

on-one orientation with each member of the President’s Cabinet.  

 

Table 3P1-2 New Employee On-Boarding List for Supervisors 

Pre-First Day 

 Set up meeting with HR and President for employees’ first day 

 Order keys and have name badge and business cards ready for the first day 

 Check office space for cleanliness and materials/supplies 

 Set up a meeting with staff, colleagues, and trainers 

 Forward a schedule for the first week detailing new employee’s activities 

 Send a welcome email a week before the employee’s first day 

First Day  
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 Review copy of schedule 

 Job description reiterated 

 Building tour/introductions 

 Cover new employee handbook/information 

 Review dress code and office protocol 

 Time set aside to for acclimating and setting up new workspace 

 End-of-day check-in/Q&A with supervisor 

Weekly meetings for first three months 

Monthly meetings after three months 

 Three-month feedback analysis 

Annual Performance Review and Goal Setting 

Supervisor signs off on completed items  

 

New faculty members are required to participate in a “New Teacher Orientation” that addresses 

College policies and procedures with regard to grading, syllabi, competencies, assessment and 

accommodations.  Seasoned faculty members participate by leading sessions and sharing their 

knowledge regarding effective teaching. The College uses a faculty mentor system, pairing an 

experienced faculty member with a new faculty member, throughout their first academic year.  A 

checklist is used that includes scheduled meetings, classroom observations, and professional 

development.   

 

Designing Hiring Processes that Result in Staff and Administrators Who Possess the 

Required Qualification, Skills, and Values  

The College has a process to confirm that individuals possess required credentials, skills, and 

values. The Executive Director of Human Resources works with all supervisors to ensure this 

process is followed. 

 

Specific credentials, skills, and values required for staff and administrators are identified each 

time a position opens, regardless of whether the position is new or continuing. This process 

ensures that the credentials, skills, and values required for a particular position, will meet the 

current and anticipated needs of the College. The College’s participation in the National Career 

Readiness Certificate (ACT Workeys’ assessments) program further assists the College in 

identifying the presence of specific credentials, skills, and values of candidates. (3.C.6) 

 

Developing and Meeting Academic Credentialing Standards for Faculty 

Faculty credentials and skills are governed by both internal and external components. Externally, 

minimum faculty and adjunct requirements are set forth in the Iowa Code and by the Higher 

Learning Commission.  

 

In July 2016, the Iowa DE released “The Iowa Community Colleges Guideline for Faculty 

Qualifications – A Resource for Administrators and Accreditation Reviewers.”  This guide 

follows current HLC policies.  Faculty members desiring to teach Arts & Science/transfer 

courses must possess either a master’s degree within the appropriate field of instruction or a 

master’s degree outside the field of instruction, with at least 18 graduate credit hours of 
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coursework within the appropriate field of instruction.  Faculty members desiring to teach Career 

& Technical Education courses must, in most cases, possess at least 6,000 hours of relevant 

industry experience.  Faculty teaching in concurrent credit courses at local high schools are 

required to meet the same academic credentialing standards. (3.C.2)  

 

Iowa law also requires utilization of a Professional Employees Standards Committee (PESC), 

co-chaired by a faculty member and by the Executive Director of Human Resources.  The 

committee is comprised of faculty and administrators. Internally, the PESC identifies any 

additional credentials, skills, and values required for faculty. The PESC meets regularly 

throughout the year to discuss and review processes, which, after being approved by the Board, 

are forwarded to and published by the Iowa DE. (3.C.1) 

 

Approval from the Executive Director of Human Resources and the Vice President of 

Administration (CAO) is required to teach at Iowa Lakes.   Applicants must submit official 

transcripts from a regionally accredited college or university.  Background checks, reference 

checks, and verification of experience and credentials are conducted by human resources to 

confirm the faculty qualifications are met, as outlined in the Iowa Community Colleges 

Guideline for Faculty Qualifications. 

 

Following the development of the 2016 Iowa DE Guide, the College completed an internal 

audit of faculty qualifications. Faculty not meeting current requirements must develop an 

approved plan for completion of the appropriate graduate credits to continue teaching. College 

processes only allow qualified instructors to be assigned to course sections in the student 

information system. (3.C.2) 

 

Ensuring the Institution has Sufficient Numbers of Faculty to Carry Out Both Classroom 

and non-Classroom Programs and Activities 

The College continually reviews data to ensure there are sufficient numbers and continuity of 

faculty, to carry out classroom and non-classroom roles. Faculty numbers are analyzed based on 

teaching loads, enrollment trends, class sizes, and the faculty to student ratio.  

 

The teaching load for full-time faculty is defined by Iowa code and states: The full-time teaching 

load of an instructor in arts and science courses shall be 15 credit hours within a traditional 

semester or the equivalent and shall not exceed a maximum of 16 credit hours within a 

traditional semester or the equivalent.  An instructor may also have an additional teaching 

assignments beyond the maximum academic workload, provided the instructor and the 

community college administration mutually consent to this additional assignment and the total 

workload does not exceed the equivalent of 22 credit hours within a traditional semester or the 

equivalent.  An instructor may also teach the equivalent of an additional 3 credit hours, provided 

the instructor consents to this additional assignment. (3.C.1, 3.C.2) 

 

Academic Deans regularly review enrollment reports to determine current instructor needs, 

additional adjunct faculty, and to justify recommendations for new hires.  Adjunct instructors are 

hired as needed to help meet classroom needs.  The maximum credit load for an adjunct 
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instructor is 12 credits per semester (typically this is kept to nine credits or under) and a 

maximum of 16 credits per year.   

 

The Academic Deans and Supervisors work with the President’s Cabinet to ensure the College 

has sufficient numbers of faculty and program coordinators to maintain the appropriate number 

of course sections, class sizes and faculty to student ratio.  The appropriate teaching load ensures 

faculty time to carry out the non-classroom programs and activities such as preparation, student 

advisement, committee representation and professional development.  Faculty also chair and 

serve on College committees (Table 4P1-2) which deal with academic credentials, assessments, 

curriculum and policies and standards. (3.C.1) 

 

Ensuring the Acquisition of Sufficient Numbers of Staff to Provide Student Support 

Services 

The President’s Cabinet works with supervisors to monitor and maintain staffing positions based 

on enrollment patterns, needs of students and College departments.  Personnel requests are 

funneled through supervisors, with assistance from the President’s Cabinet, to the Executive 

Director of Human Resources.  Supervisors are required to submit a proposal with justification to 

increase staffing which is reviewed by the College President, Vice President, and Executive 

Director of Human Resources. (3.C.1) 

 

3R1. What are the results for determining if recruitment, hiring, and orienting practices 

assure effective provision for programs and services? 

Outcomes/Measures Tracked and Tools Utilized 

The College tracks several indicators to ensure staffing requirements are met.  College 

outcomes/measures tracked and corresponding tools utilized are included, yet not limited to, the 

examples in Table 3R1-1. 

 

Table 3R1-1 Outcomes/Measurements Tracked 

Outcomes/Measures 

 Employee Satisfaction 

 Student Satisfaction 

 Instructional Effectiveness 

 Staff Effectiveness 

 Supervisor and Administrator 

Effectiveness 

 Sufficient Faculty 

 Sufficient Staff 

 Effectiveness of hiring and orienting 

practices for new employees 

 Faculty to student ratio 

 Percent of credits taught by full-time 

faculty 

Tools 

 Noel-Levitz Employee Satisfaction 

Survey 

 Noel-Levitz Student Satisfaction 

Inventory 

 Faculty Evaluations  

 Annual Performance Reviews  

 Employee Supervisors Reviews 

 Management Information System 

(MIS) reporting to the Iowa DE 

 National Community College 

Benchmark Project (NCCBP) 

 Percent of courses taught by full-

time faculty 
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Summary Results of Measures 

The College employs 215 regular full-time staff members and 133 regular part-time staff 

members.  Table 3R1-2 displays the College’s current staff data. 

 

Table 3R1-2 Current Staff Data 

Staff Full-time Part-time 

Male 89 33 

Female 123 99 

Male Minorities 1 0 

Female Minorities 2 1 

 

The College employs 81 regular full-time faculty members, 1 regular part-time faculty member, 

and 70 adjunct faculty members.  Table 3R1-3 displays the College’s current faculty data. 

 

Table 3R1-3 Current Faculty Data 

Faculty Full-time Part-time Adjunct 

Male 41 0 31 

Female 40 1 39 

No Minorities  

 

According to NCCBP, regular full-time faculty instruct 82% of the course sections and 79% of 

the course credit hours, which places the College in the 96th percentile for these categories 

(2015).  Table 3R1-4 displays the College’s faculty to student ratio data for the past 11 years. 
 

Table 3R1-4 Faculty to Student Ratio 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

11.63 12.93 13.15 15.68 18.85 24.59 16.89 15.99 13.12 12.84 15 

 

The College has maintained a high percentage of courses and credit hours taught by full-time 

faculty.  Tables 3R1-5 and 3R1-6 display the percent of credit hours and course sections taught 

by full-time faculty for the past 11 years. 
 

Table 3R1-5 Percent of Credit Hours Taught (NCCBP) 

  2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Part-time 25.3% 18.8% 25.4% 18.0% 21.4% 19.7% 10.4% 10.7% 21.0% 19.9% 21%  

Full-time 74.7% 81.2% 74.6% 82.0% 78.6% 80.3% 89.6% 89.3% 79.0% 80.1% 79% 

 
 

Table 3R1-6 Percent of Course Sections Taught (NCCBP) 

 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2103 2014 2015 

Part-time 27.1% 18.9% 24.3% 17.9% 15.4% 21.6% 23.1% 21.6% 17.6% 21.8% 18% 

Full-time 72.9% 81.1% 75.7% 82.1% 84.6% 78.4% 76.9% 78.4% 82.4% 78.2% 82% 
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Comparison of Results with Internal Targets and External Benchmarks 

 

Table 3R1-7 compares the College’s faculty to 

student ratio nationally over the past ten 

years (2005-2014).  The table also 

documents the faculty to student ratio, as 

compared to peer Iowa community colleges.  

The College faculty-to-student ratio has been 

below both peer state and national 

community colleges. Years of higher faculty 

to student ratios, were years when the local 

economy took a negative turn and enrollment 

grew quickly. 

 

 

 

 

Table 3R1-8 and Table 3R1-9 

display NCCBP data, providing 

evidence that the College has a 

greater percent of credit hours and 

courses taught by full-time faculty 

than the national group, and peer 

Iowa community colleges. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3R1-7 Fall 2014 Faculty to Student Ratio 

 

Table 3R1-9 Percent Sections Taught 

by Full-time Faculty-2014 

Table 3R1-8 Percent of Credit Hours Taught by 

Full-Time Faculty –2014 
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Table 3R1-10 displays the number of full-time faculty currently serving on academic 

committees.  Faculty led committees ensure that assessment, curriculum, and policies associated 

with teaching and learning lead to strong academic programs.  Full-time faculty initiate 

modifications to courses, academic requirements, and programs.  

 

Table 3R1-10 Current Faculty Serving on Academic Committees 

Full-time # serving on committees % of full time on committees 

81 44 54% 

 

Interpretation of Results and Insights Gained 

College processes are in place to maintain a positive faculty-to-student ratio, monitor teaching 

loads, class size, and percent of courses taught by full-time faculty.  The College has maintained 

sufficient faculty to carry out both classroom and non-classroom programs and activities.   

 

Inventory results indicate that students feel the College has maintained sufficient, and well-

trained staff to provide student support services. The College prides itself on excellence in 

student services.  Inventory scores indicate that Iowa Lakes provides true “one-stop” service.  

The student satisfaction mean ranked 6.18 out of 7 for the question, “The campus staff are 

caring and helpful,” compared to a satisfaction mean of 5.8 for the comparison group (SSI, 

2016).   

 

3I1. Based on 3R1, what improvements have been implemented or will be implemented in 

the next one to three years? 

The College has improved the process for evaluating and documenting faculty qualifications. 

When College completed an internal audit of faculty qualifications to ensure all faculty meet 

current HLC requirements and Iowa DE guidelines.  A new Faculty Qualifications Form must 

be completed by the campus dean/director, documenting the instructors’ educational 

background (Degrees and Graduate credits) and Work Experience (for Career and Technical 

Education Instructors).  The form includes a list of approved courses the instructor may teach.  

This form is reviewed by the Executive Director of Human Resources and the Vice President of 

Administration (Chief Academic Officer), who then approve hiring.  The College has also 

completed a new hiring guide, as well as an onboarding checklist.   

 

Processes set up in the College’s Student Information System (SIS) enable the instructor to be 

assigned to only those approved courses. Any attempt to assign an instructor to a course they 

have not been approved to teach, will fail within the system. A message will be displayed 

indicating the faculty member is not qualified. The College will continue to monitor data and 

make adjustments, to continue to hire high quality employees, to provide thorough training, and 

consistent onboarding processes.   

 

3P2. Evaluation and Recognition focuses on processes that assess and recognize faculty, 

staff, and administrators’ contributions to the institution.   

Designing Performance Evaluation Systems for All Employees 

The College utilizes systematic and comprehensive processes to govern evaluations. Each 

employee is evaluated annually by his or her supervisor in a one-on-one setting. Documentation 
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of the evaluation is maintained in the employee’s personnel file. The performance evaluation is 

an assessment of individual performance to recognize strengths, and to improve individual 

performance and job productivity by providing constructive feedback and identifying 

professional development/training opportunities. The process is set-up to be a two-way dialogue 

between the employee and supervisor regarding performance, accomplishments, expectations, 

and goals. Supervisors work with employees to set goals that align with job responsibilities and 

department and College-wide goals. (3.C.3)  

 

Soliciting Input from and Communicating Expectations to Faculty, Staff, and 

Administrators 

Each employee, whether instructional or non-instructional, is provided an opportunity to submit 

written comments on, or in response to, the evaluation form.  Each employee is also provided the 

opportunity to evaluate his or her supervisor anonymously.  The College utilizes formal and 

informal channels of communication, together with the personnel evaluation process, to 

determine key issues relating to faculty, staff, and administrators.  Additionally, Table 3P2-1 

outlines existing processes to identify employee issues and needs.  

 

Table 3P2-1 Processes for Employee Communication 

Annually, the Faculty Association surveys its members to identify, review and discuss key 

issues during the annual collective bargaining process. This data-driven process ensures that 

the faculty members and the College focus on issues and courses of action that are of primary 

concern to the faculty. 

Throughout the year, the College President meets with faculty leaders to discuss, 

among other topics, faculty development. When further action is warranted, 

administration and faculty collaborate to select appropriate courses of action. 

The PESC identify and pursue appropriate courses of action relating to faculty professional 

development and training. 

The Meet & Confer Committee, meets several times per year, to review and discuss key issues 

relevant to staff and mid-level administrators. 

 

Aligning the Evaluation System with Institutional Objectives for both Instructional and 

non-Instructional Programs and Services 

The College ensures alignment of its personnel evaluation system through the use of evaluation 

forms that are designed for particular employee classifications and that incorporate criteria 

reflecting the student-centered mission and values, particularly those relating to quality, 

dignity, integrity, and diversity. During the evaluation process, supervisors discuss the 

employee’s role in department objectives and work with the employee to set goals that align with 

job responsibilities and department and College-wide goals. The process of goal-setting ensures 

alignment of individual goals with job responsibilities, department goals, and College-wide 

strategies.  Table 3P2-2 illustrates how the evaluation forms align with employee classifications. 
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Table 3P2-2 Alignment of Personnel Evaluation Criteria with Employee Classification 

Employee Classification Criteria Focus 

 

Regular Faculty 
 Instructional Performance 

 Instructor-Student Relationship 

 Professional & Administrative 

Performance 

 

Adjunct Faculty 
 Instructional Performance 

 Support Performance 

 Student Evaluations 

 

Professional Support A 

 

Professional Support B 

 

Classified 

 Quality & Quantity of Work 

 Cooperation with Supervisor & 

Coworkers 

 Customer Service 

 Dependability 

 Leadership (Supervisory Personnel) 

 

Supervisory 
 Accessibility & Support 

 Communication & Feedback 

 Communication  

 Trustworthiness 

 

Utilizing Established Institutional Policies and Procedures to Regularly Evaluate all 

Faculty, Staff, and Administrators 

The instructional evaluation system, designed by the Professional Employees Standards 

Committee (PESC), is governed by the Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA). Pursuant to the 

CBA, the faculty member’s immediate supervisor reviews the form with the faculty member and 

the evaluation criteria to be used. Probationary faculty members are evaluated not less than two 

times per year, and shall include a classroom observation.  Non-probationary faculty members 

shall be evaluated by his or her immediate supervisor not less than one time every three years; 

not more than one time per semester. Whether an employee is evaluated more than one time 

every three years is at the sole discretion of the immediate supervisor.  The PESC also designs 

the evaluation system regarding adjunct faculty members, who are required to be evaluated at 

least once per year using a standardized form. (3.C.3) 

 

A student assessment survey is used each semester by regular and adjunct faculty, for both face-

to-face and online classes. A minimum of two courses are surveyed in the fall term and a 

minimum of one course during the spring term for probationary personnel.  A minimum of one 

course shall be surveyed during the fall or spring term each year. 

 

The non-instructional evaluation system is designed by the College, with input from the 

Meet & Confer Committee. Following the hiring process, the employee’s immediate supervisor 

reviews evaluation criteria with the employee. Non-instructional employees are evaluated once 

per year, unless employee improvement plans warrant additional evaluations.  
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Supervisors of both non-instructional and instructional employees work together with an 

employee who has areas “needing improvement,” to create a written professional growth plan.  

The growth plan includes the desired changes or improvements, the actions and responsibilities 

to accomplish the improvements, a timeline, and evidence of success. 

 

Establishing Employee Recognition, Compensation, and Benefit Systems to Promote 

Retention and High Performance  

The College’s compensation, benefit, recognition, and reward systems align with its’ mission 

and key objectives, which focus on quality lifelong learning opportunities and economic 

development. For example, the College offers tuition waivers and discounts to employees, and 

regular faculty members receive pay increases upon successful completion of additional 

coursework. Key criteria for outstanding performance awards include exceptional customer 

service, student-centeredness, committee work, innovation, and community involvement. 

 

The College offers a strong benefits package, which includes a self-funded insurance policy, 

vision insurance, and dental insurance. The College also provides a tuition benefit for employees 

and their families as well as other benefits such as a generous leave plan and a consistent early 

retirement plan.  

 

Compensation and benefit systems relating to faculty are designed and governed by the 

Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) and the collective bargaining process. Each year, 

faculty and administration bargain collectively with regard to compensation and benefits. 

Additionally, throughout the year, faculty and administration meet with the College’s insurance 

administrator to review quantitative data about the College’s health insurance package. These 

insurance reviews also contribute to the design of the compensation and benefit systems. 

 

Table 3P2-3 Full-Time Faculty Compensation for Educational Advancement 

Start Completes Compensation 

BA/BS 16 Graduate Credits $700 

BA/BS + 16 8 Graduate Credits $700 

BA/BS + 24 Master’s Degree $700 

Master’s Degree 8 Graduate Credits $700 

Master’s Degree + 8 8 Graduate Credits $700 

Master’s Degree + 16 8 Graduate Credits $700 

Master’s Degree + 24 8 Graduate Credits $700 

Master’s Degree + 32 8 Graduate Credits $700 

Master’s Degree + 40 8 Graduate Credits $700 

Master’s Degree + 48 or 

Doctorate 

8 Graduate Credits $700 

Doctorate* 8 Graduate Credits $700 

*Each Additional 8 Semester Hours Shall be Compensated at a Rate of $700 

 

Full-time faculty with a baccalaureate degree who complete an additional 16 graduate credits 

will be compensated at a rate of $700.  Full-time faculty with a baccalaureate plus 16 graduate 

credits, master’s, or doctorate degree, will be compensated $700 for every eight graduate credits 
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completed.  In order for faculty to receive compensation, the appropriate dean or supervisor must 

provide prior approval. 

 

Compensation and benefit systems, relating to non-instructional employees, are designed by the 

College, with input from the Meet & Confer Committee. Non-instructional employees are not 

unionized, therefore, there is no collective bargaining process. Most years, negotiated raises 

reached through the faculty collective bargaining process have been applied to non-instructional 

employees. 

 

Recognition and reward systems are designed by the PESC, the Meet and Confer Committee, 

and administration.  Recognition and rewards programs are designed to acknowledge longevity, 

outstanding service, and individual milestones and accomplishments.  Figure 3P2-4 highlights 

key employee events and recognition.   

 

Table 3P2-4 Key Employee Recognition Forums 

Annual Fall In-Service 

 New Employees Recognized 

 Recognition of New Degrees  

 Employees with Years of Service Recognized 

 Academic Titles Awarded 

 Outstanding Performance Awards (through nomination by colleagues) 

Annual Retirement Programs Each May (at each campus) 

Iowa Lakes Employee Newsletter 

 Acknowledgment of Exemplary Service, Innovative Ideas, and Contributions to 

Education 

 

Promoting Employee Satisfaction and Engagement 

Each year the College recognizes outstanding employees for their performance. The Outstanding 

Employee Nomination Form includes the following information:   

 

Table 3P2-5 Criteria for Nominations of an Outstanding Employee 

 The nominee should have demonstrated outstanding service, directly or indirectly, to 

Iowa Lakes’ students, staff, or faculty. 

 The employee’s nomination must be well supported by his/her co-workers with 

supporting signatures.   

 The Student Senate at each campus may nominate one person in each category each 

year. 

 The nominee should have demonstrated outstanding capability in the position which 

he/she holds. 

 The nominee must be a full-time or regular part-time (1040 hours/year) employee with 

a minimum length of service to the College of three years. 

 There may be one recipient per year in each employee classification. 

 Final selection will be made by the members of the Supervisory Team with the 

recipients recognized at the fall in-service. 
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The College also solicits recommendations for “heroes” – employees who perform above and 

beyond their calls of duty – who are recognized in monthly employee newsletters.  The College 

has a “Smooth Sailing” comment card process. “Smooth Sailing” cards allow students and 

stakeholders to quickly evaluate various College services. Employees who are identified as 

having provided excellent customer service receive a “You Received a Compliment!” card that 

congratulates the employee for his or her exceptional service. 

 

3R2. What are the results for determining if evaluation processes assess employees’ 

contributions to the institution? 

Outcomes/Measures Tracked and Tools Utilized 

The College tracks results of several indicators on employee evaluation, recognition, 

compensation and benefit systems, and employee satisfaction and engagement.  College 

outcomes/measures tracked and corresponding tools utilized are included, yet not limited to, the 

examples below. 

 

Table 3R2-1 Outcomes/Measurements Tracked 

Outcomes/Measures 

 Employee Satisfaction 

 Student Satisfaction 

 Employee Longevity 

 Comparative Compensation 

Tools 

 Noel-Levitz Employee Satisfaction Survey 

 Noel-Levitz Student Satisfaction Inventory 

 Iowa Lakes Human Resource Department 

Employee Database 

 

Summary Results of Measures 

Table 3R2-2 displays the 2016 Noel-Levitz Employee Satisfaction Survey data, which provides 

insight into the overall employee satisfaction and engagement.  

 

Table 3R2-2 2016 Noel-Levitz College Employee Satisfaction Survey 

Rate Satisfaction (1 = "Not satisfied at all" / 5 = "Very satisfied") Iowa Lakes 

I am proud to work at this institution 4.13 

The work I do is valuable to the institution 3.89 

The work I do is appreciated by my supervisor 4.00 

The employee benefits available to me are valuable 4.10 

I am paid fairly for the work I do 3.22 

My department or work unit has written, up-to-date objectives 3.41 

My supervisor helps me improve my job performance 3.88 

My supervisor pays attention to what I have to say 3.99 

My job responsibilities are communicated clearly to me 3.64 

 

According the College’s Human Resource employee database, the College has an average 

employee longevity of more than eleven years, which is substantially higher than the national 

average of five years according the United States Bureau of Labor and Statistics most recent 

survey.  It is also higher than the median tenure of six years for education, training, and library 

occupations.   
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Comparison of Results with Internal Targets and External Benchmarks 

Table 3R2-2 above (and below) displays the 2016 Noel-Levitz Employee Satisfaction Survey 

data, which provides insight into how the overall employee satisfaction and engagement of the 

College employees compares to the comparison group.  

 

Table 3R2-2 Employee Satisfaction Survey Work Environment 

 
 

Table 3R2-3 Iowa Community College Compensation Comparison 

Iowa Community College Daily Average Rate Annual Average Rate 

SWCC $277.11 $46,277.22 

NCC $280.56 $48,275.56 

IWCC $300.91 $50,883.00 

EICCD $326.86 $53,419.00 

IHCC $342.54 $53,639.00 

ILCC (Iowa Lakes) $322.44 $54,611.11 

HCC $317.84 $54,986.04 

WITCC $315.91 $56,643.00 

NICC $324.44 $56,689.00 

ICCC $346.62 $58,924.00 

NIACC N/A $61,457.51 

IVCCD $351.30 $61,829.00 

KCC $355.61 $61,876.08 

DMACC $392.91 $64,437.00 

SECC $384.46 $65,358.51 
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The Human Resources Department regularly surveys other Iowa community colleges for the 

purpose of comparing the College’s compensation and benefit plans with those offered by Iowa 

community colleges.  Table 3R2-3 above displays comparative faculty compensation data for 

Iowa community colleges. 

 

Interpretation of Results and Insights Gained 

The 2016 Employee Satisfaction Survey (see Table 3R2-2) indicates the College is successful at 

hiring and orienting employees.  Moreover, employee satisfaction at all levels rank high in 

comparison to the comparison groups.  The Student Satisfaction feedback indicates students are 

satisfied with faculty availability outside and inside the classroom. Feedback from students 

indicate that the faculty advising system works well for the College. (3.C.5, 3.D.3)  

 

College employees are satisfied and proud of Iowa Lakes Community College.  While 

employees may show lower satisfaction with level of pay, this is consistent with comparison 

group. As indicated in Table 3R2-3, the College ranks tenth out of the fifteen Iowa community 

college in annual average faculty compensation rate.  While this appears to be a fair 

compensation package, the College will acknowledge that it is becoming difficult to find a pool 

of qualified candidates to apply for positions. The College may need to review the entire 

package, and solicit additional input from internal staff and external partners.  

 

Lastly, with a significant amount of employees reaching retirement age in the next five to 10 

years, the College will review, revise, and update work objectives and responsibilities with all 

employees. 

 

3I2. Based on 3R2, what improvements have been implemented or will be implemented in 

the next one to three years? 

The College recognizes the importance of further education and utilizes a schedule that awards 

compensation to full-time faculty for every 8 graduate credits obtained, beginning with a 

Bachelor’s Degree plus 16.  In the past five years, the cap on this increase has been eliminated 

(FY’11) and salaries have been raised twice (FY’13 and FY’17).   In FY’13, a salary 

advancement for Career and Technical Instructors for a Master Certification or its equivalent, as 

defined by the industry, was also added.    

 

To encourage good health and wellness and to reduce insurance cost increases, the College offers 

each full-time employee an annual reimbursement for a single wellness membership at a facility 

that offers comprehensive cardiovascular and weight training equipment.  In fall 2016, a 

Wellness Committee was formed to continue to address employee health and wellness concerns 

and opportunities. 

 

Furthermore, the Executive Director of Human Resources meets with supervisors monthly to 

provide up-to-date information on hiring, and other key human resource issues.   
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3P3. Development focuses on processes for continually training, educating, and supporting 

employees to remain current in their methods and to contribute fully and effectively 

throughout their careers within the institution. 

Providing and Supporting Regular Professional Development for All Employees 

Professional development needs are identified at both the individual and organizational levels.  

Regular faculty members identify specific training needs in conjunction with the annual QFP 

process, and non-instructional employees identify specific training needs through the annual 

personnel evaluation process and through the Meet and Confer Committee. Individual training 

needs are also articulated through the annual report process. Finally, supervisors and employees 

are encouraged to identify training needs. (5.A.4) 

 

At the organizational level, training needs are identified through committees, teams, groups, 

annual reports, and administrators. Committees charged with the specific task of identifying 

organizational training needs include the PESC (instructional training needs) and the Meet & 

Confer Committee (non-instructional training needs). 

 

Employee training aligns with the knowledge and skills employees need to possess in order to 

successfully perform the functions of their positions.  Consistent with the College-wide goal of 

enhancing staff development, the College continually offers training and professional 

development to faculty, staff, and administrators. In order to ensure appropriate training, the 

College utilizes mandatory employee training sessions, as listed in Table 3P3-1.  

 

Table 3P3-1 Mandatory Employee Training (3.C.4, 3.C.6) 

 Bi-annual staff in-service sessions 

 Annual faculty in-service sessions 

 Online sexual harassment, blood borne pathogen, hazardous materials, mandatory 

reporting, and Title IX training. 

 A.L.I.C.E. training - active shooter scenario. 

 FERPA training 

 Critical Response Training – National Incident Management System / Intro to the 

Incident Command System 

 

Employees are encouraged to use College resources by enrolling in Iowa Lakes’ courses through 

tuition waivers and attending Continuing Education workshops.  As mentioned in the Recruiting, 

Hiring, and Orienting section of 3P1, orientation for new employees is conducted in a number of 

ways. (3.C.4, 3.C.6) 

 

Ensuring Instructors Are Current in Instructional Content in their Disciplines and 

Pedagogical Processes 

The PESC reviews a random sample of 20% of the individual faculty plans each year to ensure 

that faculty members are pursuing and completing appropriate professional development 

activities relevant to the community college mission.  Faculty who continue their education by 

taking additional graduate level courses or complete masters’ certifications in career and 

technical areas are awarded pay increases as set in the Master Employment Agreement. (3.C.4) 
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The PESC meets several times each year to discuss and determine the training and development 

needs of faculty as a whole. Training and professional development needs are incorporated into 

semi-annual employee in-services.  

 

Supporting Student Support Staff Members to Increase their Skills and Knowledge in their 

Areas of Expertise.   

The Meet & Confer Committee, a cross-functional committee of staff members and 

administrators, discuss and determine the training and development needs of non-instructional 

staff as a whole, through surveys and discussions among their peers. The Executive Dean of 

Student Services works with all Student Services Staff to evaluate and meet training needs within 

their individual departments. 

 

Student support services staff (part-time and full-time) are required to attend bi-annual employee 

in-service.  Individual training and development needs are discussed with supervisors during 

annual evaluations. Supervisory staff members are also required to attend supervisory training 

sessions held several times per year. Supervisory training sessions focus on leadership, 

management, conflict resolution, substance abuse, and employee assistance. (3.C.6) 

 

Aligning Employee Professional Development Activities with Institutional Objectives 
To uphold the College mission to support and encourage lifelong learning, the College supports 

employees’ efforts to continue and reinforce their training and development through further 

education. The College aligns professional development with institutional objectives such as 

recent initiatives to improve record security, document security, to decrease risk of identity theft.   

 

3R3. What are the results for determining if employees are assisted and supported in their 

professional development? 

Outcomes/Measures Tracked and Tools Utilized 

Table 3R3-1 Outcomes/Measurements Tracked 

Outcomes/Measures 

 Employee Satisfaction 

 Student Satisfaction 

 Instructional Effectiveness 

 Staff Effectiveness 

 Supervisor and Administrator 

Effectiveness 

 Sufficient Faculty 

 Sufficient Staff 

 Effectiveness of hiring and orienting 

practices for new employees 

 Faculty to student ratio 

 Percent of credits taught by full-time 

faculty 

Tools 

 Noel-Levitz Employee Satisfaction 

Survey 

 Noel-Levitz Student Satisfaction 

Inventory 

 Faculty Evaluations  

 Annual Performance Reviews  

 Employee Supervisors Reviews 

 Management Information System 

(MIS) reporting to the Iowa DE 

 National Community College 

Benchmark Project (NCCBP) 

 Percent of courses taught by full-

time faculty 
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The College tracks results of several indicators to verify employees are assisted and supported in 

their professional development.  College outcomes/measures tracked and corresponding tools 

utilized are included, yet not limited to the examples below. 

 

Summary Results of Measures and Comparison of Results with Internal Targets and 

External Benchmarks 

Table 1R1-2 in Category One provides an overview of SSI results for Instructional 

Effectiveness.  In addition, Table 3R3-2 displays the 2016 Noel-Levitz Employee Satisfaction 

Survey data, which provides confirmation that employees are assisted and supported in their 

professional development. 

 

Table 3R3-2 2016 Noel-Levitz College Employee Satisfaction Survey 

Rate Satisfaction (1 = "Not satisfied at all" / 5 = 

"Very satisfied") 

Iowa Lakes Comparison  

Cohort (National) 

I have adequate opportunity for professional 

development 

3.30 3.44 

I have adequate opportunity to improve my skills 3.28 3.41 

The institution does a good job meeting the needs of 

administrators 

3.76 3.67 

This institution does a good job of meeting the needs of 

staff 

3.32 3.12 

This institution does a good job of meeting the needs of 

its faculty 

3.33 3.24 

 

Interpretation of Results and Insights Gained 

Staff are willing to engage in additional staff development opportunities.  They want to provide 

an even better experience for students.  An infusion of training dollars through grants can help 

the College provide professional development opportunities in the next three to five years. 

 

3I3. Based on 3R3, what improvements have been or will be implemented in the next one to 

three years? 

Employee Satisfaction data indicates a need for more faculty professional development 

opportunities. The Title III grant will infuse much needed funding into improving and upgrading 

technology in the classroom and providing training for faculty.  The College will hire an 

Educational Technologist to develop faculty training and assist with focused faculty technology 

training in the classroom (face-to-face and online). Lastly, the College will continue to focus on 

succession planning and updating current process maps to improve the current succession 

planning process.  
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AQIP CATEGORY FOUR:  PLANNING AND LEADING 

Mission and vision focuses on how the institution develops, communicates and reviews its 

mission and vision.   

INTRODUCTION 

The College mission to provide quality lifelong learning and promote economic development is 

in the forefront of Iowa Lakes Community College strategic actions and planning.  College 

Cabinet have capitalized on opportunities and developed processes to mitigate threat.   

 

The College recently passed a $16 million bond referendum that will enable several of the long 

envisioned facility projects to become reality.  Improving security of buildings with a new 

keyless entry system provides administrators with the ability to lockdown building entrances in 

one step.  The Title III grant will assist with classroom technology upgrades, expand course 

hybrid offerings, and additional staffing to help teach instructional staff how to fully implement 

technology in the classroom. 

In addition, fiscal strength and security will continue to be a priority. Iowa Lakes is located in 

rural, northwest Iowa. The largest community in the service area is 11,233 and declining along 

with the majority of the other communities in the area. The retirement age sector is the only age 

category gaining numbers. These demographics combined with a very robust economy have 

negatively impacted enrollment for the past six years. State general aid hasn’t kept up with the 

challenges facing rural colleges. Maintaining a balanced budget can be a challenge. Yet it has 

been accomplished through budgeting adjustments, attrition, staff reductions and building growth 

in non-credit programming.  

We will continue to review programs for continued viability, assess area needs, secure external 

funding, and begin new programming as feasible. Each of these areas are critical to sound, fiscal 

health, and strength. 

 

Maturity of Processes and Results 

Maturity of Process Aligned 

Maturity of Results Systematic 

Important Improvements 

 Process to develop, implement and monitor results of new strategic plan 

 Grant activities yield:  Title III Strengthening Institutions grant 

 Update Identity Theft/Red Flags Policy and Procedures 

 24/7 monitor and manage server and network 

 Improve security of data: firewalls were upgraded in an effort to mitigate internal 

and external security risk  

 Developed a process, and set up activities to engage more staff in accreditation 

process/writing of systems portfolio.   

Affiliated AQIP Action Projects  Conquer! 

 Succession Planning 
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4P1. Mission and vision focuses on how the institution develops, communicates, and reviews 

its mission and vision.  Describe the processes for developing, communicating, and 

reviewing the institution’s mission, vision, and values and who is involved in those 

processes.   

Developing, Deploying, and Reviewing the Institution’s Mission, Vision, And Values 

Table 4P1-1 College Mission, Vision, and Values   (1.D.2) 

Mission To provide opportunities for quality lifelong learning and 

promote economic development for our communities 

Vision To be a premier center of higher education, serving as a 

gateway to success. 

Values  The College is dedicated to quality education. 

 The College is a community partner. 

 The College believes in the dignity of the individual. 

 The College is committed to developing the integrity, 

self-worth, well-being, and potential of all learners. 

 We accept responsibility to include diverse 

ideologies, cultures, perspectives and opportunities in 

the College experience. 

 

The College’s mission, vision, and values are incorporated into the strategic plan, governed and 

approved by the College’s Board of Trustees.  The mission, vision, and values are formally 

reviewed every five years during the development of a new strategic plan.  The review process is 

led by the President and her cabinet. The current five-year strategic plan runs from 2013-2018. 

(1.A.1) The College is moving the process from one of review and update, to a living strategic 

plan, linked to goals, metrics, and benchmarks.   

 

Ensuring That Institutional Actions Reflect a Commitment to Its Values 

As a public, comprehensive educational institution, the College’s mission and values focus on 

quality lifelong learning and student-centric principles that drive educational needs and goals. 

Decisions are made in accordance with the needs of students first. (1.D.2) The College offers 

quality academic programming, assists with underprepared students, prepares students for 

transfer to universities, and ensures students are ready to enter the workforce.  Consistent with 

key stakeholder expectations, the College remains engaged in the community; makes efficient 

use of taxpayer resources; and improves student completion rates. (1.D.3) 

 

As part of the annual reporting process, departments and programs develop short- and long-term 

goals aligned with College-wide goals and values. Completed annual reports are reviewed by the 

supervisory team and the Planning and Development office. The Planning and Development 

office compiles annual reports for the College Cabinet.  Each summer, the President and Cabinet 

review annual reports as part of an administrative retreat.  
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Communicating The Mission, Vision, And Values 

The College mission, vision, and values are published in the student handbook, the employee 

handbook, the academic catalog, on the College website, and posted at each College campus.   

College-wide goals are communicated to all staff and faculty at annual all-employee in-services 

in the fall of each academic year. The President provides a monthly electronic newsletter to 

faculty and staff.   The e-newsletter provides an update on College-wide goals and progress, as 

well as emerging trends and news around each of the five campuses. (1.B.1) 

 

The College mission clearly articulates the College’s emphasis on the following:  1. 

opportunities for post-secondary education; 2. lifelong learning for two-year transfer; 3. career 

and technical programs; 4. high school equivalency completion and continuing education; 5. 

economic development programs and partnerships; 6. and community collaboration and 

partnerships. (1.B.2, 1.B.3)  

 

Ensuring That Academic Programs and Services Are Consistent with the Institution’s 

Mission 

It is the responsibility of the President and the Cabinet to ensure that academic programs and 

services are consistent with the mission. The College makes extensive use of teams, groups, and 

committees to recommend or make academic decisions.  Table 4P1-2 illustrates the committees 

assigned to decision-making and academic issues within the College.  Cabinet members serve on 

College committees and tie decisions to the strategic plan and overall College mission.  In 

addition to the committees in Table 4P1-2, the administration team and the College’s Board meet 

monthly to review key academic policy decisions, with relevant information from the appropriate 

academic committees. (1.A.2)  

 

Table 4P1-2 Key Academic Committees 

Academic Committee Nature and Scope of Decisions 

Assessment Review Committee-Faculty Chair Decides issues relating to College-wide and 

programmatic assessment and academic 

program review processes. 

Academic Review Committee-Faculty Chair Decides issues relating to student academic 

appeals.  

Academic Policies & Standards Committee-

Faculty Chair 

Decides issues relating to academic policies 

and standards. 

Academic Council Reviews decisions of the Assessment Review 

Committee, Academic Policies & Standards 

Committee, and Curriculum Committee and 

makes policy recommendations to the 

College president and board. 

Curriculum Committee-Faculty Chair Decides issues relating to course approval and 

modifications. 

PESC-Faculty Co- Chair Decides issues relating to faculty 

qualifications, faculty professional 
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development, and individual faculty 

development plans. 

Technology and Equipment Committee Decides issues relating to technology 

approvals for faculty and staff, and as well as 

classroom updates with technology 

Technology Strategic Planning Committee Decides strategic issues related to technology 

College-wide, in accordance with the strategic 

plan. 

Enrollment Management Committee Decides issues relating to student enrollment 

and retention 

OTHER:  Ad Hoc Advisory Provide advice on need for new academic 

programs or significant changes to current 

programs. Committee consists of faculty, 

business and industry and dean 

 

Allocating Resources to Advance the Institution’s Mission and Vision, While Upholding the 

Institution’s Values 

College processes for allocation and utilization of funds reflect the College’s role as a public 

educational institution and one of public service. The College maintains policies for employees 

and processes to: refrain from participation in political campaigns; restrict lobbying activities; 

ensure that earnings do not inure to the benefit of any individual; ensure that the College does 

not conduct trade or business unrelated to its exempt purpose; and does not conduct activities 

that are illegal or violate public policy. 

 

College budgeting processes are described in Section 5P3. Funds may be requested, as a part of 

annual reports, for equipment, staff development, and materials to accomplish goals. Goals must 

be tied to the College mission and strategic plan.  

 

The College will apply for grant funding sources or other partnership opportunities which 

respond to identified College priorities or program needs.  The College supports two 

foundations.  The Iowa Lakes Community College Foundation is a 501(c)3 charitable 

organization.  The College Board approves all gifts over $5,000.  The Scholarship Foundation 

oversees five endowed scholarship funds. The Scholarship Foundation is led by a ten-person 

executive committee with twenty-five members. Bankers Trust serves as the endowment 

manager for the Scholarship Foundation. (1.D.1, 1.A.3) 

 

For the first time in the College history, the five-county region surrounding Iowa Lakes’ passed a 

proposed bond referendum of $16 million.  The bond will provide needed monetary support for 

projects on each of the five campuses of Iowa Lakes Community College.  Projects designated 

are embedded within the framework of the mission, vision, and values of the College.   
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4R1. What are the results for developing, communicating, and reviewing the institution’s 

mission, vision, and values? 

Outcomes/Measures Tracked and Tools Utilized 

The College tracks results of several indicators for developing, communicating, and reviewing 

the institution’s mission, vision, and values.   

 

Table 4R1-1 Outcomes/Measurements Tracked 

Outcomes/Measures 

 Employee Satisfaction 

 Student Satisfaction 

 Achievement of goals tied to 

strategic plan 

Tools 

 Noel-Levitz Employee Satisfaction Survey 

 Student Satisfaction Survey 

 Annual Reports 

 

 

The College contracted with a consultant to develop a generational branding plan in spring 

2015.   The consultant and key stakeholders spent time reviewing existing generational strategies 

and tactics, evaluating message delivery, media platforms, and current public relations.   A new 

tag, “Your Community, Your College,” was adopted, and the College is currently updating the 

website to reflect the adopted phrase, and to be more user-friendly. 

 

Summary of Results 

Table 4R1-2 provides an overview of the feedback received from Iowa Lakes’ employees on the 

Employee Satisfaction Survey, which provides insight into the overall satisfaction for 

developing, communicating, and reviewing the institution’s mission, vision, and values.  

 

Table 4R1-2 2016 Noel-Levitz College Employee Satisfaction Survey 

Rate Satisfaction (1 = "Not satisfied at all" / 5 = "Very satisfied") Iowa Lakes 

The goals and objectives of this institution are consistent with its 

mission and values 

3.59 

Most employees are generally supportive of the mission, purpose, and 

values of this institution 

3.63 

The mission, purpose, and values of this institution are well 

understood by most employees 

3.57 
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Comparison of Results with Internal Targets and External Benchmarks 

Table 4R1-2 and 4R1-3 displays the 2016 Employee Satisfaction Survey data, which provides 

insight into the overall 

satisfaction of employees for 

developing, communicating, 

and reviewing the 

institution’s mission, vision, 

and values compared to the 

comparison group of other 

similarly-sized two-year 

colleges.   

 

 

 

 

Interpretation of Results and Insights Gained 

Based on employee feedback from the Noel Levitz College Employee Survey, the College 

achieved a higher level of satisfaction than other colleges of similar size in areas of 

understanding and supporting the mission, purpose, and values.  The College can aim higher and 

use the development of a new strategic plan, and preparation for an accreditation visit to increase 

the understanding and support of employees.   

 

In 2016, the College celebrates fifty years as a public comprehensive educational institution, 

serving northwest Iowa.  Collaboration and partnerships with area schools, business and 

industry, and the support of our communities are long-standing and strong.  The collaboration 

serves as evidence of the College’s commitment to public service and education in the area. 

 

4I1. Based on 4R1, what improvements have been implemented or will be implemented in 

the next one to three years? 

 

The College will move forward with bond funded building projects.  Partnerships with local high 

schools and foundations, are key to several projects. The College will begin working on a new 

strategic plan in 2017.  This is an opportunity to provide many employees a chance to help 

develop and communicate the plan to staff and community.  Administration of the Employee 

Satisfaction Survey on a regular three-year schedule will assist with documenting internal and 

external comparison data over time. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4R1-3 2016 Noel-Levitz College Employee Satisfaction 

Survey  
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4P2. Strategic Planning focuses on how the institution achieves its mission and vision.  

Describe the processes for communicating, planning, implementing, and reviewing the 

institution’s plan and who is involved in those processes.   

Engaging Internal and External Stakeholders in Strategic Planning 

The 2013-2018 Strategic Plan represented “the cumulative and focused efforts of the College’s 

Cabinet and numerous cross-functional committees that, working under the guidance and 

direction of the Iowa Lakes Community College Board of Trustees, utilized the following 

process, which spanned nearly 18 months: 1.  College Cabinet identified seven areas for 

environmental scanning; 2.  cross-functional committees were formed to identify strategic 

visions based on the environmental scan; 3.  teams developed relevant and measurable goals, 

metrics, and data sources, to regularly assess progress towards achieving visions; 4. the Vice 

President of Administration leads the institution in reviewing and updating the strategic plan.   

 

The College disseminated strategic planning information to local newspapers and via radio 

broadcasts.  Internally, Cabinet sent Info-In-A-Minute emails to all College’s employees.  The 

Strategic Plan is on the College website.  Goals and progress are addressed at advisory meetings, 

department meetings, and all employee in-services. (5.C.3)   

  

Aligning Operations with The Institution’s Mission, Vision, Values 

The College-Wide Strategic Plan:  2013-2018, “Navigating our Future,” identified seven broad 

areas identified in Table 4P2-1.  College Cabinet then developed strategic visions with 

measureable goals and data sources to regularly measure progress.   

 

Table 4P2-1 Strategic Plan, 2013-2018, “Navigating Our Future” (5.C.2) 

A
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 1 

Iowa Lakes Community College educational learning experiences will 

exceed student expectations. 

2 
Iowa Lakes Community College will continue to strive to make a college 

degree affordable and accessible. 

3 
Iowa Lakes Community College will continuously ensure that its academic 

programming is of the highest quality. 
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4 
Iowa Lakes Community College will strengthen its partnerships with local, 

regional, and state economic development organizations. 

5 
Iowa Lakes Community College will integrate entrepreneurship into its 

credit and non-credit programming. 

A
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a 
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D
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o
g
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p
h
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s 

6 

Iowa Lakes Community College will strengthen a culture of inclusiveness 

for the purpose of serving the evolving diverse needs of students and other 

stakeholders. 

7 
Iowa Lakes Community College will minimize or remove perceived 

barriers to college completion. 
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8 
Iowa Lakes Community College will increase efforts to recruit 

underrepresented students and employees. 

9 
Iowa Lakes Community College will increase professional development 

opportunities to address evolving demographics. 
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10 

Iowa Lakes Community College will continue to partner with the Iowa 

Association of Community College Trustees (IACCT) for the purpose of 

articulating and advocating stances on public policies and regulations that 

impact community colleges. 

11 

Iowa Lakes Community College will strengthen its efforts to educate its 

external stakeholders and its community about the tangible and intangible 

benefits of the college. 

A
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a 
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D
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12 
Iowa Lakes Community College will expand the use of data to drive 

decision-making processes. 

13 
Iowa Lakes Community College will expand the meaningful use of 

technology into its programming. 

14 

Iowa Lakes Community College will utilize technology to streamline 

College processes and to maximize communication throughout the 

institution. 
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15 

Iowa Lakes Community College will increase the enrollment, retention, 

completion, success, and graduation rates of its students and key student 

subgroups. 

16 

Iowa Lakes Community College will ensure that student learning 

opportunities are engaging, meaningful, and aligned with key stakeholder 

requirements and expectations. 

17 
Iowa Lakes Community College will strengthen its efforts to measure 

student learning and success. 

18 

Iowa Lakes Community College will continuously explore and assess 

different and emerging learning delivery platforms in order to maximize 

access to learning. 

A
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a 
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e 19 

Iowa Lakes Community College will ensure that its credit and non-credit 

programming is aligned with, and responsive to, the needs of its local, 

regional, and state industries. 

20 
Iowa Lakes Community College will expand its continuing education 

programming, especially in the areas of STEM. 

21 
Iowa Lakes Community College will expand opportunities to acquire 

stackable industry certificates and credentials. 
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Aligning Efforts Across Departments, Divisions, and Colleges for Optimum Effectiveness 

and Efficiency 

Strategic visions encompass all divisions and departments, including academics.  Iowa Lakes 

Community College will continuously ensure that its academic programming is of the highest 

quality. (5.B.3)  

 

Faculty-led committees provide assurances that assessment, curriculum, and policies associated 

with teaching and learning, lead to strong academic programs.  Full-time faculty initiate and 

approve modifications to courses, academic requirements and programs. College programs are 

led by full-time highly qualified faculty coordinators, who develop and modify curriculum with 

approval from a local advisory board of business and industry professionals, other faculty, and 

the campus executive dean/supervisor. Academic policies and procedures are reviewed and 

approved by the College’s Policies and Standards Committee. The membership of both 

committees are made up of faculty from both the Arts and Science programs, as well as Career 

and Technical programs.  Advisory members from College Cabinet, Records, and Distance 

Education serve on both committees. 

 

Capitalizing On Opportunities and Institutional Strengths and Countering the Impact of 

Institutional Weaknesses and Potential Threats 

College Cabinet have a sound understanding of the current capacity and have the following 

processes in place to help capitalize on opportunities and mitigate threats.  Budgets are available 

for budget supervisors at any time. The College financial department updates the cabinet each 

month on the state of the College’s budget.  The Executive Dean of Students updates enrollment 

on a regular basis for current numbers and uses current and longitudinal data to make 

projections.  The Iowa Association of Community College Trustees provides the Trustees 

updates on community college legislative priorities for the coming year, as well as the push for 

long-term sustainable community college funding. 

 

Table 4P2-2 lists trends, identified by the strategic planning process, that will impact Iowa Lakes 

and its service area. 

 

Table 4P2-2 Threats, Opportunities, Strategies, Planning Teams (5.C.4, 5.C.5) 

Threat/Opportunity Strategies Team 

Demographics/Declining K12 

enrollment 

Action project to improve 

retention and persistence of 

concurrent enrolled students,  

Admissions, Secondary, 

Records, Completion 

Specialist 

Labor and Workforce-

competition for qualified 

workers 

Review job description/wages 

and benefits 

Continuing Education 

partnerships 

Statewide Partnerships  

HR, Grants, Planning and 

Development, Continuing 

Education, Legislative 

Liaison 

Economic development, 

improving economy  

Prior Learning process 

updated, added Electrical 

Electrical Program 

Coordinator/Continuing 
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apprenticeship, strengthen 

continuing education and 

non- credit opportunities 

Education, Deans, Director of 

SERT programs, GAP and 

PACE Pathway Navigators 

Declining enrollment and 

contact hours 

Improve completion, 

persistence and retention 

Find new groups of students 

to recruit 

Reverse Transfer agreements 

Admissions, Records, 

Educational Counselors, 

Completion Specialist, Exec 

Dean of Student Services, Bi-

lingual Enrollment Coach, 

Enrollment Management 

Team, Action Project Team  

Technology and Data—rapid 

growth and change.  Student 

Learning will change 

Grant funding: Title III 

ICCOC partnership 

Professional development for 

faculty 

Educational Technologist, 

Distance Education, 

Technology, Faculty 

 

Creating and Implementing Strategies and Action Plans That Maximize Current Resources 

and Meet Future Needs 

The College has processes in place to stay informed of current and future needs and emerging 

factors. The College makes use of partnerships with external providers and external funding 

sources, (Table 4P2-3) and relies on committee input, trend and data analysis to create and 

implement strategies and action plans to meet future needs. The President may convene ad hoc 

committees to deal with emerging issues. Development of action projects, such as Enhance the 

Use of Technology to Improve Teaching and Learning, help ensure that the College will meet 

future needs. Supervisors work with budget managers to develop plans to meet and prioritize 

anticipated needs.  

 

College Cabinet continues to be informed of issues dealing with state support via statewide 

committees, legislative liaisons, and IACCT.  Working closely with local economic development 

committees, the College is aware of changes in workforce and economy. The College also 

monitors enrollment in local high schools, program enrollment, local and regional workforce 

data to name a few. Trends in technology and usage of bandwidth are monitored, to allow the 

College to plan for future updates to infrastructure. 

 

The College partners with all Iowa community colleges to obtain federal grants such as the 

Department of Labor (DOL) Trade Adjustment Act.  Grant funds were used to infuse the 

welding program with new equipment, updated curriculum, and an additional non-credit 

certification, and to provide much needed equipment for the new sustainable energy programs at 

the College. (5.C.1, 5 C.4) 
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Table 4P2-3  Partnerships to Maximize Resources 

Partner Service 

OneNeck IT Solutions 24/7 management and oversight of network 

and multiple servers 

ICCOC Distance education—wide range of 

coursework 

IACCT Legislative liaison, lobbying, college 

collaborations 

Iowa Community College-partnerships DOL-grants for Trade Adjustment funding 

National Science Foundation Student scholarships, staff development 

STEM Regional Hub Coordinate regional STEM initiatives 

Reverse Transfer—agreements with Iowa 

Regents Institutions 

Transfer credits from 4-year to yield 

completion of 2 year degree 

Tietz Foundation Tietz Entrepreneurial Center 

IowaWorks Career, Job placement, Referral 

 

4R2. What are the results for communicating, planning, implementing, and reviewing, the 

institution’s operational plans? 

Outcomes/Measures Tracked and Tools Utilized 

The College tracks results of several indicators for communicating, implementing, and reviewing 

the institution’s operational plans.  College outcomes/measures tracked and corresponding tools 

utilized are include, yet not limited to, the examples in Table 4R1-1. 

 

Summary of Results 

The College measures its operational plans, such as the strategic plan or department annual 

report goals, through a variety of tools. Teams developed goals, metrics and data sources, to 

measure growth for each area of the plan.  Table 4R2-1is an example of a “strategic vision” and 

the data used to measure progress.  As the College moves forward, the AQIP action project, 

Conquer!, will help develop the processes for data collection, review benchmarks and outcomes, 

and complete action steps to reach goals.  

 

Table 4R2-1 Metrics and Data Sources: Strategic Vision 15 

Iowa Lakes Community College will increase the enrollment, retention, completion, success, 

and graduation rates of its students and key student subgroups. 

Relevant 

Metrics & 

Data 

Sources 

 Annual Condition of Iowa’s 

Community Colleges Report 

 Before Graduation Survey 

 Iowa Community College Online 

Consortium (ICCOC) 

 Iowa Management Information 

System (MIS) 

 Licenses, Certificates, and 

Credentials 

 Midterm and final grades 

 Student academic standing 

 Perkins reports 

 Success/Advising reports 

 Transfer data 

 NCCBP 

 IPEDS 

 Athletic Equity Report 

 CAAP data 
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Vision 

Goals 

 15.1: Overall student retention, persistence, completion, and success 

rates will exceed the overall average student retention, persistence, 

completion, and success rates of peer institutions. 

 15.2: Student subgroup retention, persistence, completion, and success 

rates will exceed the average student subgroup retention, persistence, 

completion, and success rates of peer institutions. 

 15.3: Transfer student retention, persistent, completion, and success rates 

will exceed the average transfer student retention, persistence, 

completion, and success rates of peer institutions. 

 

Annual reporting forms capture goal completion, see Table 4R2-2. 

 

 Table 4R2-2 Annual Report Form Accomplishments for this fiscal year (FY16) 

Current Year Goal Accomplishments 
Fully 

Attained 

Partially 

Attained 

Not 

Attained 

(Example: Publish results of NCCBP comparison of Iowa 

Lakes outcomes with community college peers nationally. 

(Fully Attained) 
X   

(Example: Integrate comparative data usage into college 

wide decision-making process. (Partially Attained) 
 X  

 

Comparison of Results with Internal Targets and External Benchmarks 

Table 4R2-3 provides a comparison between the College and two-year colleges of similar size.   

 

Table 4R2-3 Noel Levitz Employee Satisfaction Inventory, Institutional Planning 

Noel Levitz Employee 

Satisfaction Survey 

Question 

Iowa Lakes Comparison Group 

The institution involves its 

employees in planning for the 

future 

3.06 3.06 

The institution plans carefully 3.02 3.12 

The leadership of this 

institution has a clear sense of 

purpose 

3.18 3.32 

This institution makes 

sufficient budgetary resources 

available to achieve important 

objectives. 

3.26 3.18 

This institution makes 

sufficient staff resources 

available to achieve important 

objectives 

3.24 3.09 
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Interpretation of Results and Insights Gained 

The College administration team recognizes the importance of involving and communicating 

with internal and external stakeholders when planning.  Results of the Employee Satisfaction 

Survey indicate that the college has an opportunity to find ways to involve staff in planning 

processes, and to clearly and openly communicate with all employees concerning planning 

processes and decisions.   

 

While annual reports are completed and turned in, the College does acknowledge that it needs to 

find ways to compile data among the reports. Department goals and steps toward 

accomplishment, need to be compiled in a timely and systematic manner. Linking department 

goals to the overall College’s mission, vision, and values must also be compiled yearly.   

 

4I2. What improvements have been implemented or will be implemented in the next one to 

three years? 

Development of goals, metrics, and benchmarks for each point of the strategic plan. Moving 

forward a more consistent process to collect data for analysis must be developed.  Identifying a 

software package that can pull point in time data from across multiple databases will be a key 

step in completion of this project.  The College is currently working to convert the annual 

reporting process from a paper process to an electronic one.  The strategic plan currently runs 

through 2018.  As the College begins work on a new strategic plan, the focus will be to ensure 

community and college-wide input and involvement.  Six AQIP Teams have assisted with 

writing the Systems Portfolio.  Continued communication with employees throughout the 

accreditation process, and involving a large number of employees in the process will happen in 

the next two years. 

 

4P3. Leadership focuses on governance and leadership of the institution.  Describe the 

processes for ensuring sound and effective leadership of the institution and who is involved 

in those processes.   

Establishing Appropriate Board-Institutional Relationships to Support Leadership and 

Governance 

The College is governed by a seven-member Board of Trustees elected by the residents of 

Merged Area III.  The Board delegates day to day management of the College to the College 

President and the President's Cabinet team. The Cabinet consists of a Vice President of 

Administration/CAO, Chief Financial Officer, Executive Dean of the Emmetsburg and 

Estherville Campuses, Executive Dean of Students, Executive Director of Community and 

Business Relations, Executive Director of Facilities Management, Executive Director of 

Marketing, and Executive Director of Human Resources. 

 

The President's Cabinet, along with supervisory personnel from the supervisory team, manages 

the operation of the college district with input from numerous college committees and councils. 

Faculty led academic committees (see Table 4P1-2 Key Academic Committees) lead and oversee 

academic programs, and policies. (2.C.4) 
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Establishing Oversight Responsibilities and Policies of the Governing Board 

The Board supports College Cabinet in the following ways: 

 Evaluating annual performance of the President, including a self-evaluation. 

 Sharing expectations of the President with the administration team, to ensure leadership 

supports the overall College goals. 

 Determining the President’s compensation package. 

 Participating on audit committee to review College audit annually. 

 Participate in quarterly budget oversight committee meetings 

 Active monthly work sessions and Board meetings. 

 Set tuition rates. 

 Enter into contracts to ensure efficient operation and management of the College. (2.C.4) 

New College Board members are provided with an orientation handbook containing information 

on the legal statute, Chapter 260C, the Iowa Lakes board policies, accreditation, AQIP reports, 

strategic plan, organizational documents, financial audits, employee handbook, and other 

information.  Board documents are also reviewed by the Iowa Association of School Boards’ 

attorney. (2.C.3, 5.B.1, 5.B.2) 

 

Part of the Board processes include three person committees established by the Board President. 

Current committees include: Audit, Financial Oversight, Farm, President’s Evaluation, and 

Building. These committees meet as needed to review each area and make recommendations to 

the Board when appropriate. 

 

Maintaining Board Oversight, While Delegating Management Responsibilities to 

Administrators, and Academic Matters to Faculty 

The Board delegates day to day management of the College to the College President and the 

President's Cabinet.  The President's Cabinet, along with supervisory personnel from the 

Supervisory Team, manages the operation of the college district with input from numerous 

college committees and councils. The Board receives monthly reports from the President to 

ensure administrators are managing departments and faculty are overseeing academic matters. 

(2.C.4)  

 

Ensuring Open Communication Between and Among All Colleges, Divisions, and 

Departments 

All faculty and staff have a direct line to a member of the administrative team.  Maintaining open 

communication between all College departments is imperative.  The College maintains open 

communication through a variety of methods: campus, supervisor, and department meetings, 

emails and newsletters, professional development, and in-services. 
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Collaborating Across All Units to Ensure the Maintenance of High Academic Standards 

In addition to a culture of open communication, the College encourages collaboration across 

departments to ensure the maintenance of high academic standards, through the establishment of 

common learning outcomes.  Cross-departmental committees are the norm when implementing 

new processes and procedures. For example, individuals from several applicable departments are 

included when discussing credit for prior learning, enrollment and retention, placement testing, 

industry credentials, and other issues.   Students experience common learning outcomes through 

events inside and outside of the classroom via student athletics, student organizations, volunteer 

opportunities, professional development, and career coaching.  

 

Furthermore, College Cabinet invite departments, such as student services, athletics, the College 

Foundation, post-secondary, and others to monthly faculty and staff meetings if the agenda 

warrants their discussion and thoughts. (5.B.3)    

 

Providing Effective Leadership to All Institutional Stakeholders 

The current organizational model provides an administrator over all areas of the College.  All 

internal stakeholders have direct access to a member of the College’s Cabinet team.  In addition, 

the College President serves on various local, regional, and state committees and boards.  The 

College pairs new faculty with a mentor faculty member to support faculty development.  A 

cross-departmental team attends the Higher Learning Commission annual conference to lead 

accreditation efforts. (2.C.1, 2.C.2)  

 

Developing Leaders at All Levels Within the Institution  

The College participates in the Community College Leadership Initiative Consortium (CLIC) 

programs, designed to develop community college leaders.  In addition, the College provides 

staff development funds for employees to attend conferences or professional development 

workshops to keep updated of new and current trends in their field and to gain new skills.  

Leadership skills are developed and strengthened among faculty, staff, and administrators 

through committee leadership and membership. 

 

In 2009, the College chose to implement an AQIP action project titled Succession Planning.  

Through this action project, the College created a process for employees to have an opportunity 

to “job shadow” a faculty or supervisory/administrative leadership position.  Succession planning 

is open to all college employees.   

 

Ensuring the Institution’s Ability to Act in Accordance with its Mission and Vision 

The College has processes to link goals, budget allocations, strategic plan, and other operational 

and planning processes to the mission and vision. The College’s Board of Trustees govern under 

policies which preserve its independence from undue influence of donors, elected officials, 

ownership interests, or other external parties. The board manual includes the following policies:  
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Trustee Conflict of Interest and Confidentiality 

The Board recognizes that actual, and potential, conflicts of interest may arise. The Board 

shall ensure that all Trustees are educated on conflicts of interest, including Iowa Code 

Section 279.7A, and have disclosed all actual and potential conflicts of interest. 

The Board also recognizes that Trustees may be privy to privileged or confidential 

information. The Board shall keep all such information confidential subject to Iowa Code 

Chapter 22.  All Trustees shall sign a statement annually which affirms they have received, 

read and understood this Policy, and have agreed to comply with this Policy. 

Statement of Guiding Principles 

It shall be the policy of the Board of Trustees to maintain positive community relations 

with the various constituencies of the region served by Iowa Lakes Community 

College.  This shall be accomplished through public relations which reinforce the 

College’s mission and goals. (2.C.3) 

 

4R3.  What are the results for ensuring long-term effective leadership of the institution? 

Outcomes/Measures Tracked and Tools Utilized 

The College tracks results of several indicators for ensuring long-term effective leadership of the 

institution.  Outcomes/measures tracked and corresponding tools utilized are included, yet not 

limited to, the examples below. 

 

Table 4R3-1 Outcomes/Measurements Tracked 

Outcomes/Measures 

 Employee Satisfaction 

 Employee participation on 

external boards, organizations, 

consortiums, associations and 

councils 

Tools 

 Noel-Levitz Employee Satisfaction Survey 

 Iowa Lakes Human Resource Department 

Employee Database 

 CLIC participation 

 Staff development participation 

 

Summary Results of Measures 

Table 4R3-2 displays the 2016 Noel-Levitz Employee Satisfaction Survey data, which provides 

insight into the overall employee satisfaction of long-term leadership of the institution. 

 

Table 4R3-2 2016 Noel-Levitz College Employee Satisfaction Survey 

Rate Satisfaction (1 = "Not satisfied at all" / 5 = "Very satisfied") Iowa Lakes 

I have adequate opportunities for professional development 3.30 

I have adequate opportunities for advancement 3.13 

Employee suggestions are used to improve our institution 2.96 

This institution is well-respected in the community 3.63 

The reputation of this institution continues to improve 3.08 

There is a spirit of teamwork and cooperation at this institution 3.26 

There is good communication between staff and the administration at 

this institution 

3.18 
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There is good communication between the faculty and the 

administration at this institution 

3.29 

Administrators share information regularly with faculty and staff 3.20 

There are effective lines of communication between departments 2.86 

This institution makes sufficient staff resources available to achieve 

important objectives 

3.24 

This institution makes sufficient budgetary resources available to 

achieve important objectives 

3.26 

The leadership of this institution has a clear sense of purpose 3.18 

This institution plans carefully 3.02 

This institution involves its employees in planning for the future 3.06 

 

Table 4R3-3 displays the amount of involvement with external boards, organizations, 

consortiums, associations, committees, and councils by College Cabinet.  

Table 4R3-3 Cabinet Involvement and Leadership with External  

Boards, Organizations, Consortiums, Associations, Committees and Councils 

Type of External Activity # of Cabinet Representation 

Local 37 

Regional 6 

State 21 

National 2 

 

Comparison of Results with Internal Targets and External Benchmarks 

The College does not currently collect data to compare results with external benchmarks. 

 

Interpretation of Results and Insights Gained 

Employee satisfaction with planning, leadership, and communication is often higher than the 

comparison group. However, there are areas where satisfaction levels indicated that the College 

has clear opportunities for improvement.  The institution plans carefully. The institution involves 

its employees in planning for the future.   

 

Cabinet members are involved in local, regional, state and national organizations and 

committees. While this piece of data is presented for a small number of employees at the Cabinet 

level, capturing the data for all supervisory staff, faculty and other employees would illustrate an 

even greater level of involvement by College employees.   

 

The College must be prepared for a large percentage of staff retirements in the next ten years. 

The loss of some long term leaders and key employees within departments, can have an effect on 

leadership.  Whether this effect is positive or negative will be determined by the planning that 

takes place prior to changes.   
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4I3. What improvements have been implemented or will be implemented in the next one to 

three years 

In the next 2-3 years the College will provide leadership opportunities for employees as part of 

the development a new strategic plan and for the HLC accreditation visit.  Monthly supervisory 

meetings are now held at the administration building, as a way to improve communication.  In 

regard to succession planning, the College will continue to evaluate processes, and recommend 

changes to current processes, as necessary. 

 

4P4. Integrity focuses on how the institution ensures legal and ethical behavior and fulfills 

its societal responsibilities.  Describe the processes for developing and communicating legal 

and ethical standards, monitoring behavior to ensure standards are met, and who is 

involved in those processes 

Developing and communicating standards 

The President is responsible for ensuring the College meets standards of federal, state and Iowa 

DE policies or regulations.  Cabinet members and supervisors have a responsibility to stay 

current within their area of expertise and to update policies, ensure standards are met, and 

provide training and communicate changes to employees and students.  

 

Legal and ethical standards are developed to align with Iowa Code 260C, which sets Iowa law 

for appropriations, property taxes certified, contracts, agreements, and other obligations of 

community colleges.  Standards are further detailed in board policies, which include the 

following legal and ethical standards: college investment policy and federal and state civil rights 

and equal opportunity employment mandates. In addition, the College maintains a technology 

acceptable use policy and an agreement regarding confidential and sensitive information as part 

of its Red Flag rules’ compliance in accordance with the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions 

Act of 2003. Complaints of alleged ethical violations are investigated pursuant to a formal 

written policy, and appropriate disciplinary action is imposed. Supervisory staff receive 

training for handling allegations of employee wrongdoing.  The college has processes in place to 

meet the requirements of the Student Right to Know (SRTK) Act, the Cleary Act, and the Drug-

Free Schools and Communities Act. The college also completes and submits its annual audit 

report, which is presented and accepted at the December Board of Trustees meeting.  A public 

meeting is held in the county of record, to present the budget and open it for public comment.  

 

Policies are communicated intentionally to faculty, staff, and board members through employee 

handbook, in-service, and board policies. (2A) Required consumer disclosures are available 

through the college catalog, student handbook and the website. College staff are responsible to 

update and ensure that students and employees receive the following types of information at 

designated times throughout the year:  

 Fire Safety and Security 

 Privacy of Student Records 

 Financial Aid Policies and Procedures 

 Student Right to Know/Completion-Graduation Rates 
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 Cleary Act (Campus Security) 

Training Employees for Legal and Ethical Behavior 

The Human Resources office keeps employees and students informed about the expectations of 

the College as outlined within the student handbook, employees’ rights and responsibilities, 

human resources documentation, onboarding materials/orientation handbook or Quality Faculty 

Procedures. Supervisors provide new employees with mandatory confidential and sensitive 

information training.  The Technology Department conducts information security training for all 

new hires. Faculty also receive specialized information on FERPA from the Registrar as it relates 

to their instruction of students.  

 

College staff have participated in the following development activities: 

 Title IX investigator and reporting training 

 Contractual, security, and fraud issues 

 Reviews of federal and state funding regulations 

Modeling Ethical and Legal Behavior from The Highest Levels of the Organization 

Modeling takes place at all levels of the organization within Iowa Lakes.  The Board of Trustees 

demonstrate the behaviors during board meetings and at activities/events they attend.  They 

monitor and report feedback from those within the region they represent and serve to ensure the 

College and all employees practice ethical and legal behavior.  Ethical behavior is demonstrated 

not only in the academic field but, also in athletics, campus housing, extra-curricular activities, 

non-credit offerings, economic development, fundraising, and grant sponsored offerings.  

Leadership and training is provided and great strides are taken to make sure information is 

provided to ensure ethical and legal standards are maintained.  In every aspect of the College, 

this model behavior is expected and demonstrated from students, public and college staff. 

 

Ensuring the Ethical Practice of All Employees  

The College has established and follows policies and processes which help ensure the ethical 

practice of employees (2A): 

• Required pre-employment background checks for personnel in designated positions 

• Employee handbook maintained and referenced in board policy 

• Inclusion of ethics and professional behavior standards in job descriptions 

• Signed documents of ethical/legal behavior required upon hire (IT Department) 

• Ethics and professional behavior required for new employee orientation 

• Mandatory Reporter training for any employee working with HS students.   

Operating Financial, Academic, Personnel, And Auxiliary Functions with Integrity, 

Including Following Fair and Ethical Policies and Adhering to Processes for the Governing 

Board, Administration, Faculty, And Staff 

Operational functions (financial, academic, personnel, and auxiliary) are compliant with fair and 

ethical policies based on the following systems (2A): 
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• Annual financial audits of College and Foundation 

• Readily available web-based College complaint process 

• Board approved relationships with two law firms (one for non-personnel issues and one 

for personnel issues) to access on an as needed basis 

• State of Iowa Equity Visit conducted at regular intervals by the Department of Education 

(includes audit of procedures and practices related to employee ethics, Title IX 

compliance, Americans with Disabilities Act, non-discrimination practices) 

• State of Iowa Accreditation Visit conducted every ten years by the Department of 

Education (includes audit of procedures and practices related to hiring, qualified faculty, 

strategic planning, facilities planning, etc.) 

• The College maintains written conflict of interest policies, which apply to financial, 

academic, auxiliary, personnel and board members   

Making information about programs, requirements, faculty and staff, costs to students, 

control, and accreditation relationships readily and clearly available to all constituents   

Iowa Lakes Community College has a process in place to clearly inform students about program 

requirements, and cost.  The college admissions bulletin, catalog and website include full 

disclosure of program requirements and any admissions requirements.  The College catalog and 

website include faculty and staff information, including degrees and professional affiliations. 

Faculty webpages includes class schedules, contact information, and office hours for the current 

term. (3.C.5)  

 

The College posts current tuition and refund policy on its website. Students may use the “Net 

Price Calculator” to obtain an estimated net price information for tuition and fees, books and 

supplies, room and board and other related expenses for current or prospective students.  The 

College also provides a “Tuition Estimator,” which allows students to calculate the cost of one 

credit or more.  Program and course fees are also found on the College website to help students 

estimate the total cost of a program.  The College also includes additional wage and employment 

outlook information for its constituents on its program pages. (2B) 

 

The College clearly posts the Higher Learning Commission’ affiliation on its’ website and 

includes the mark in publications such as the College catalog.  Accreditation relationships with 

other third party program accreditors are clearly included on program webpages, and in the 

catalog and any program materials published.    

 

4R4. What are the results for ensuring institutional integrity 

The Executive Director of Human Resources tracks, investigates and works to resolve any 

complaint against an employee or student. The College has assigned a Title IX Coordinator to 

receive and investigate complaints which deal with Title IX – sexual violence complaints. Data 

collected from this process are kept in confidential and secure files in the HR department.  

Investigation and resolution are tracked by the HR office.  
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Annually, Iowa Lakes hires an outside CPA firm to conduct an audit of the College’s financial 

statements.  Iowa Lakes has received an unmodified opinion on its financial statements and no 

instances of non-compliance were found in regards to its financial statements. 

 

The College has been the recipient of numerous grants which require outside audits and 

oversight. Federal TRIO grants, Title III, and National Science Foundation grants have been 

awarded to Iowa Lakes for over 15 years.  Audits reveal that Iowa Lakes’ handles grant funds 

and data collection and reporting with diligent oversite.   

 

4I4.  What improvements have been implemented or will be implemented in the next one to 

three years? 

The College is currently creating an updated website to clearly present all accreditation 

relationships on one page for student, employees, community members, and others to access 

quickly.  A website is currently being updated to provide information on the relationship 

between the Strategic Plan, College’s Mission, and AQIP Pathways. 

 

AQIP CATEGORY FIVE:  KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT AND RESOURCE 

STEWARSHIP 

Knowledge Management and Resource Stewardship addresses management of the fiscal, 

physical, technological, and information infrastructures designed to provide an 

environment in which learning can thrive. 

INTRODUCTION 

The College has processes and results which provide evidence of strong resource management 

and institutional effectiveness. Since 2012, College enrollment has leveled, while the need for 

technology upgrades, increased security (physical and data) of all five campuses, and the need to 

raise the capacity in large and growing programs is key.  The College has capitalized on 

opportunities for state and federal grant funding and passed the bond, described in Category 

Two.   

 

Maturity of Processes and Results 

 

Maturity of Processes  Aligned 

Maturity of Results  Systematic 

Important Improvements  Title III-will hire an Educational 

Technologist 

 Increased wireless capability 

 24/7 managed services 

Affiliated AQIP Action Projects  Enhance the Use of Technology to 

Improve Teaching and Learning 
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5P1: Knowledge Management focuses on how data, information, and performance results 

are used in decision-making processes at all levels and in all parts of the institution.  

Describe the processes for knowledge management and who is involved in those processes. 

Selecting, Organizing, Analyzing, and Sharing Data and Performance Information to 

Support Planning, Process Improvement, And Decision-Making 

The College utilizes Ellucian® as its information management system, and the Entrinsik 

Informer® software to provide real-time data to support planning, process improvement, and 

decision-making.  Reports generated, analyzed and shared include:   1. NCCBP and IPEDS; 2. 

completion and retention information; 3. veteran, student group information such as first-time 

full-time, at-risk, part-time students; 4. course capacity and enrollment. Reports are generated by 

queries developed and updated by the Computer Center Director in conjunction with supervisors, 

administrators, and department staff.  Queries are also developed by Ellucian® or the College 

Alliance Sharing Technology Consortium (CAST).  CAST is a group of three Iowa community 

colleges that share Ellucian® resources in order to minimize costs and to disseminate information 

about system upgrades, modifications, and patches. 

 

The processes for selection, organization, analysis, completion and sharing of data and 

performance information are led by the Planning and Development Office (P&D).  P&D 

analyzes and makes sure data queries and reports needed for planning and decision making are 

accurate, reliable, and timely.  Access to data is limited by an employee’s function and role.   

  

Processes are in place to collect and enter data at various points from inquiry through completion 

and beyond.  Comparative and longitudinal data are available through internal sources that feed 

into the reporting system, including: 1. Survey of Entering Students; 2. Noel-Levitz; and 3. 

ACCUPLACER® assessment scores and CAAP testing.   

 

Planning and Development (P&D), Cabinet members, and Supervisors analyze student data and 

share with committees and departments for analysis. Data is distributed to the Board, the 

Cabinet, and campus deans and supervisors. Data is analyzed for accuracy before it is shared. 

 

Determining Data, Information, and Performance Results That Units and Departments 

Need to Plan and Manage Effectively 

P&D coordinates with and distributes data by department and College-wide.  In order to confirm 

progress towards planning and improvement efforts, the College annually collects data from each 

of its departments and academic programs.  Data is used to identify and prioritize department and 

academic program needs during the budgeting process. 

 

Making Data, Information, and Performance Results Readily and Reliably Available to the 

Units and Departments That Depend Upon This Information for Operational Effectiveness, 

Planning, And Improvements 

Most data sets and performance results are developed each term or at regularly scheduled times 

throughout the year.  Each recurrent data set is received and analyzed by P&D and/or the 

Computer Center Director. Queries are kept updated and analyzed by those who request data to 

provide timeliness, accuracy, and reliability of the data.   
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The Computer Center Director completes all individual and department requests for data and 

results. Turn-around time is typically within one week. Table 5R1-2 describes recurrent 

information, availability of the information, and operational effectiveness toward planning and 

improvements according to the strategic plan.  The Director also provides the timeline for 

knowledge resources and the data systems utilized to provide important data.  

 

Ensuring the Timelines, Accuracy, Reliability, and Security of the Institution’s Knowledge 

Management Systems and Related Processes 

To assure accuracy and reliability, the College provides training, new and ongoing, for 

employees tasked with entering data into the system. College processes pair new employees with 

seasoned department staff who are considered specialists within their area.  Student Support 

Services, Financial Aid, Human Resources, and Institutional Advancement Departments 

maintain manuals and process maps to assist with training.  Employees who enter student data, 

receive regular FERPA training, training on the importance of accurate entry and best practices 

to keep data accurate, elimination of duplicate records, and training which includes updates to 

the Ellucian® System. 

 

The Vice President of Administration is responsible for the College Technology and Computer 

Center, which maintain the security and updates of the College technology system. The Director 

of the College Computer Center takes the lead in keeping the Ellucian system updated and assists 

with maintenance on the system.  The Technology Department provides 24/7 security of the 

College’s network and servers through a partnership with OneNeck IT Solutions®. Any network 

issues are reported to the Iowa Lakes’ Technology Department and, if not resolved, forwarded to 

OneNeck® for immediate review. OneNeck® provides 24/7 support and monitoring for the entire 

network, along with critical servers and backup. The outsourcing arrangement has enhanced 

reliability and lowered costs for the network system. 

 

 5R1: What are the results for determining how data, information, and performance results 

are used in decision-making processes at all levels and in all parts of the institution? 

Outcomes/Measures Tracked and Tools Utilized  

As described above, the College utilizes a number of tools to track results.  Table 5R1-1 

describes the tools utilized for data, information, and performance results.   

 

Table 5R1-1   Tools and Outcomes/Measurements for Knowledge Management 

System Function Data 

Ellucian® Student, employee, financial information Course, Financial, HR, 

Foundation, Student  

Entrinsik 

Informer® 

Web based reporting tool to query and 

retrieve data from Ellucian 

Reports 

File 

Director 

Electronic filing and document imaging Forms, letters, transcripts 
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Table 5R1-2- Recurrent Data and Performance Results Available to Optimize Operational 

Effectiveness and Planning For Improvements 

Data Measurement Department/Entity 

in Receipt 

Outcomes Availability 

Entering 

Student Survey 

Issues/needs of 

freshman 

students 

enrolled 

Each department 

identified in survey 

and administration  

Accommodation of 

students—strengths 

and weaknesses to 

improve upon 

Summer 

orientation 

Before 

Graduation 

Survey 

Student 

success and 

career goals 

P&D Location data for 

future alumni; 

program strengths 

and weaknesses 

Spring, fall, 

summer 

graduation 

Employer’s 

Satisfaction 

Survey 

Graduation 

data after first 

two years of 

employment 

P&D; Programs 

Impacted, and 

Foundations 

Assists with state 

compliance; student 

placement after 

graduation 

Every two-

three years 

Graduate 

Follow-Up 

Surveys 

Graduate 

preparation for 

work place 

and/or 

additional 

education 

P&D; Foundations Program strengths 

and weaknesses; 

address state 

compliance 

Once per 

year (fall) 

Retention/Com

pletion/ 

Enrollment 

Enrollment, 

retention,  

completion 

employment 

info 

P&D; Programs; 

Administration, 

Admissions, EMT, 

Exec Dean of 

Students 

Enrollment/complet

ion 

Program 

improvements, 

program needs, 

state compliance 

Monthly, 

end of term, 

as requested 

Non-

Completers 

Reasons for 

leaving 

Student Services; 

P&D 

Program, student 

services weaknesses 

Each term 

CAAP® Testing Tests student 

collegiate level 

knowledge 

P&D; 

Administration 

College rank to 

improve course 

instruction/need 

Each March 

IPEDS/NCCBP Employee and 

student 

benchmarks 

P&D; 

Administration 

Critical 

performance 

outcomes:  

retention, 

developmental 

courses, work loads 

Each 

September 

Perkins 

Performance 

Benchmarks 

Program and 

classroom 

deficiencies, 

retention 

P&D; Programs State level 

performance goals 

Each March 
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Interpretation of Results and Insights Gained 

The College generates a large number of reports on a regular schedule. The College does not 

have an Institutional Researcher, which means coordination is a challenge, sharing may not be 

consistent, and analysis does not always happen.  The College will continue to address ways in 

which Planning and Development can analyze and disseminate key information with limited 

resources. 

 

Training helps keep data reliable and accurate.  Recent steps to formalize and create a regular 

training schedule will help the College reduce duplicate records and keep student information 

much more accurate. 

 

5P2:  Resource Management focuses on how the resource base of an institution supports 

and improves its educational programs and operations. Describe the processes for managing 

resources and who is involved in those processes.   

Maintaining Fiscal, Physical, and Technological Infrastructures Sufficient to Support 

Operations 

The Chief Financial Officer has primary responsibility for ensuring the fiscal health of Iowa 

Lakes Community College.  With an annual General Unrestricted Fund Budget of $20 million 

and an annual Capital Improvements Budget of $500,000, the College can effectively plan for 

the instructional resources needed to achieve its academic goals as well as the resources needed 

to sustain and support operations.   

 

With a $10.9 billion tax base, the College is a prudent guardian of public tax dollars with their 

Equipment Replacement Levy, Unrestricted Fund Levy, and Plant Fund Levy.   In February 

2016, Iowa Lakes brought forth to the voters a $16 million bond referendum, the first general 

obligation bond in the history of the College.  Table 5P2-1 provides bond project information on 

each of the five College campuses.   

 

Table 5P2-1- Bond Referendum Updates 

Campus Updates Costs 

Emmetsburg Campus Student Services One Stop Addition, Dining 

Service Renovation, Drainage, Security 

Access 

$6,215,021 

Estherville Campus Fine Arts Addition, Security Access $6,852,147 

Algona Campus Small Business/Entrepreneurial Center, 

Drainage, Security Access 

$1,836,400 

Spencer Campus New Roof, New Exterior, Security Access $2,599,944 

Spirit Lake Campus Renovation for non-credit technical & 

industrial education courses; Security Access 

$722,005 

 

Iowa Lakes Community College has been assigned an Aa3 bond rating by Moody’s which states, 

“The Aa3 rating reflects the College’s large and primarily rural tax base covering the Iowa Great 

Lakes region in northwestern Iowa (AAA stable); satisfactory financial operations and adequate 
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reserve levels; recent declines in enrollment partially offset by tuition increases to help stabilize 

revenues; and a low debt burden that is expected to remain manageable.” 

 

State and Federal statutes govern the financial policies and process of Iowa Lakes.  In addition, 

annual independent audits are conducted   The latest audit report dated January 20, 2015 states, 

“In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, 

the respective financial position of Iowa Lakes Community College and its discretely presented 

component units as of June 30, 2014, and the respective changes in financial position, and, where 

applicable, cash flows thereof for the year then ended in accordance with accounting principles 

generally accepted in the United States of America.” 

 

The College maintains a Facilities Master Plan, which allows the College to maintain its physical 

infrastructures to support operations. Goals for the maintenance of the physical plant are outlined 

in the Facilities Master Plan. They fall into three general categories: 1) New construction 

projects; 2) Campus infrastructure improvements; 3) Campus environmental upgrades. 

 

Technology is overseen by the IT Director. The Technology Department has a Technology 

Strategic Planning committee which meets twice a year to ensure the College’s technology 

infrastructure will support operations.  The Technology Strategic Plan closely aligns with the 

overall College Strategic Plan for the next three years.  The Technology Strategic Planning 

Committee members are faculty, staff, and administration.  Technology is funded by utilizing the 

general fund, equipment replacement levy, and student technology fees.  These resources are 

utilized to support the overall goal of enhancing student learning through the use of technology. 

 

Setting Goals Aligned with the Institutional Mission, Resources, Opportunities, and 

Emerging Needs 

The Iowa Lakes Community College Mission Statement and Strategic Plan provide the 

foundation for the goal-setting process.  Fiscal goals are set by the President who evaluates the 

CFO on four key areas:  1.  Maintaining a clean audit; 2.  Maintaining a balanced budget; 3.  

Identifying equipment, maintenance, and technology needs; 4.  Managing the College insurance 

program. 

 

The Facilities Master Plan provides the tool for decision-making for ongoing and emergent 

facility development planning.  The Facilities Master Plan Committee is comprised of the 

College President and Administration.  The Committee meets twice each month and holds two 

retreats each year.  The Committee facilitates discussions with faculty, staff, administration, 

students, community members, regulatory agencies, and the Board of Trustees.  The Committee 

periodically revises the plan to respond to changing needs that support evolving institutional 

goals. 

 

The Technology Director meets with the Vice President of Administration and the Planning 

Committee before the start of the fiscal year to discuss upcoming needs and goals. Every quarter, 

the Technology and Equipment (T&E) Committee, comprised of individuals representing 

administration, faculty, and technology personnel, meets to discuss requests for the purchase of 

technology and equipment.  Table 5P2-2 describes the process of the T&E Committee from 

employee request to approval or non-approval of the requested item. (5.A.3) 
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Table 5P2-2- Technology and Equipment Committee Process 

 
The budget process aligns resources to institutional and strategic priorities that support 

educational programming.  In prior years, a contingency fund ($60,000/year) was added for 

emergencies and substantial upgrades. However, in FY15, due to budget shortfalls, the money 

was not allocated.  In future years, the contingency allocation for technology will be dependent 

on the financial health of the College. (5.A.2, 5.A.3) 

 

Allocating and Assigning Resources to Achieve Organizational Goals, While Ensuring that 

Educational Purposes are not Adversely Affected 

The budget process allows for the allocation and assigning of resources to achieve organizational 

goals.  A continuous budgeting process is utilized whereby the previous year’s budget becomes 

the basis for the current budget.  Budget Managers have the opportunity to request additional 

dollars annually, and academic Program Coordinators have the authority to allocate their budget 

dollars to ensure that educational goals are achieved.   

 

Each year, a negotiating session is held to plan for competitive compensation and benefits for the 

full-time employees of the College.  This session concludes only after gathering insurance cost 

data and state funding data are known.   

 

There are processes in place to protect technology funding for educational purposes. Technology 

fees are used to support the learning technology environment for students and faculty. The 

technology budget is set by the CFO as part of the annual budget process.  Budgeted funds are 

allocated to support student success in the classroom. One major expenditure covered by 

technology fees includes the Microsoft Campus agreement, which provides students with a 

downloadable copy of Office 365 at no cost.  Funds are also used for infrastructure that enhances 

network connectivity via wired and wireless, printer availability in the classroom and labs, smart 

classrooms, active learning classrooms, and a variety of software applications specific to 

educational programs.  In addition to the $8 per credit hour student technology fee, Iowa Lakes 

has an equipment replacement levy. (5.A.2) 

 

5R2:  What are the results for resource management? 

Outcomes/Measures Tracked and Tools Utilized 

Ellucian® is utilized as the primary budget tracking tool.  The Enterprise Resource Planning 

(ERP) software includes applications for Human Resources, Financial, Student, and Institutional 

Employee 
contacts 
Campus 

Dean/Supervisor 
for approval

Employee 
submits request 
to Planning & 
Development

Request is 
submitted to T 
& E Committee

T & E 
Committee 
approves or 

denies request 

If approved, 
purchase is 

made
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Advancement.  The Colleague Financial Module is utilized to manage the financial resources of 

the College. 

 

The static budget is based on projected tuition revenue and known annual expenses. The Board 

of Trustees is presented with monthly budget information, including:  1.  General Unrestricted 

Fund Data; 2.  Two Years’ Comparative Statements; 3.  Revenue by Object Code; 4.  Expenses 

by Function.  The Board Budget Oversight Committee meets quarterly to review more detailed 

budget information.  

 

To track and measure effectiveness of new technology implementations, the College’s P&D 

office and the Technology Department survey staff and faculty to help assess and analyze 

strengths or weaknesses.  The Iowa Lakes’ Help Desk incident reports are reviewed for trending 

information on potential technology issues.  Contracted services maintain critical equipment 

24/7.  Reports are generated semi-weekly with incidents and outstanding issues.  The Director of 

Technology continually reviews the effectiveness of contracted services.   

 

Interpretation Results and Insights Gained 

Positive audit reports indicate the effectiveness with which Iowa Lakes manages its financial, 

physical, and technology resources.  In addition to the external audits, Iowa Lakes continuously 

monitors its practices and policies to ensure a high level of performance.  The institution 

continues to strengthen ways to gain feedback on how well the upgrades and new technologies 

are affecting students and other stakeholders. (5.A.1) 

 

5I2:  Based on 5R2, what improvements have been implemented or will be implemented in 

the next one to three years? 

The College has made several renovations to improve facilities on each of the five campuses, 

addressing the most pressing needs.  Table 5I2-1 describes some of the recent improvements to 

physical plant.   

 

Table 5I2-1 Facilities Improvements Since the 2012 Systems Portfolio Review 

Building Improvements 

Sustainable Energy Resources & 

Technologies Renovation (SERT Building) 

30,000 square foot building, purchased in 

2010, with renovations beginning May 2013.  

Constructed using the LEED rating with 

sustainable durable materials. 

Construction Technology Constructed a 10,890 square foot building for 

classroom and lab instruction 

Veterinary Tech Building Renovations included:  X-ray machine, 

surgery suite, pharmacy, two active animal 

service labs, small animal room, laundry, and 

kennel 

WOW Painting Project Painted college colors throughout all campus 

facilities. 

Weight Room Installed new floor, recovered vinyl on 

equipment 
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Auditorium – Emmetsburg Installed new lights, recovered chairs, 

painted, and installed new technology 

equipment 

College Farm Beef facility, grain bin, concrete for feed 

commodity area, new 250’ well, used-oil 

containment, tiling in 2003, 2005, and 2012.  

 

Table 5I2-2 describes improvements in technology since 2015.  Improvements in technology are 

made in accordance with stakeholders’ needs, faculty requests, staff surveys, Help Desk 

incidents, and complaints.  The College has allocated substantial resources to technology over 

the past five years.  In FY15 alone, Iowa Lakes spent $1,194,290 on technology.  Over the last 

five years, $4,511,190 has been spent on major classroom enhancements, upgrades, 

infrastructure and other technology items.  In FY15, Iowa Lakes Community College received 

$171,274 from the equipment replacement levy.  

 

Table 5I2-2- Technology Improvements 2015 

Improvement Completion Date Justification for Change 

Active Learning Classroom 

Implementation 

February 2015 Enhanced Classroom 

Experience  

Replacement Of Core And 

Campus Routers 

March 2015 Enhanced Features To 

Support Larger Bandwidth 

Requirements; Improved 

Campus Networking Speed 

And Reliability 

Increased Internet And 

Campus Bandwidth 

March 2015 Enhance Speed for Internet 

and Intercampus 

Performance.  

Upgrade Virtual Server Hosts August 2015 Improve Server Performance  

Upgrade Network 

Infrastructure 

September 2015 Improved Support Network 

Infrastructure and Body  

Expansion Of Wireless 

Access Points  

Summer 2015 – Continues 

Today 

Improved Student Access 

Around Campus  

Ups Upgrades December 2015 – Continues 

Today 

Improve Uptime (Without 

Power) Of Critical Equipment 

 

5P3:  Operational Effectiveness focuses on how an institution ensures effective 

management of operations in the present and plans for continuity of operations into the 

future.  Describe the process for operational effectiveness and who is involved in those 

processes. 

Building Budgets to Accomplish Institutional Goals 

Processes to build and maintain budgets are in place to accomplish institutional goals. The CFO 

works with the President and Budget Oversite Committee (BOC) to ensure the fiscal health of 

the College.  The BOC is made up of three Board members.  The CFO prepares a working 

budget each year and makes any necessary changes with guidance from the President.   The BOC 

reviews and discusses the presented budget. They recommend changes and then make a 
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recommendation to the full Board to approve the budget.  The Board of Trustees approves the 

Fiscal Year budget. 

 

Monitoring Financial Position and Adjusting Budgets 

The College has a firm foundation in place to monitor the overall financial position of the 

College and adjust budgets when necessary.  First, budget reports are generated monthly and 

distributed to Cabinet for review and analysis.  Second, budget managers regularly submit 

budget adjustments to their supervisors, approved by the CFO.  Third, the CFO and Business 

Manager review various programs, cost centers, and the overall College fiscal statements on a 

monthly basis. (5.A.5)   

 

Maintaining a Technological Infrastructure that is Reliable, Secure, and User-Friendly 

The College receives a tax levy of $0.09 per $1,000 valuation to help assist with technology and 

equipment needs.  As explained in 5P2, the College has staff that monitor, secure, and maintain 

the technology infrastructure.   

 

Maintaining a Physical Infrastructure that is Reliable, Secure, and User-Friendly 

A 2025 tax levy is used to help support physical plant needs of the College. The Executive 

Director of Facilities Management and CFO review plans, forecast revenues and expenses, and 

review the physical plant priorities list to ensure the physical infrastructure is reliable, secure and 

user-friendly.  New keyless entry is being installed to more adequately secure the five campuses.  

All outside doors can be locked with one step.  Iowa Lakes’ facilities are ADA compliant.  Iowa 

Lakes Community College has a master plan to provide guidance for all future maintenance and 

construction. 

Managing Risks to Ensure Operational Stability, Including Emergency Preparedness  

Table 5I2-3  Managing Risks for Emergency Preparedness 

Emergency Training/Tools People responsible 

Weather, fire, 

bomb threat 

Drills each term, NIMS training for 

supervisors, Internal alert systems 

Deans/Facilities 

Shooter or other 

intruder 

ALICE training, Keyless entry system, 

NIMS training 

Campus Deans/Facilities 

Campus closure-

power failure, 

water 

ALERT system  Deans/Technology/Facilities 

Illness/Injury HazMat training, First aid kits, AED Business Office/Facilities 

 

The College will be moving to zero-based budgeting.  Zero-based budgeting allows budget 

managers to plan for the expenses they anticipate each year and allows the finance office staff to 

plan the budget accordingly. 

 

In 2014, the College entered into a managed print services contract.  The contract gave the 

College a set cost on printing, copying and scanning, allowing the college to plan expenses 
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without drastic fluctuation in printing costs.  The print services contract allowed the College to 

upgrade their devices, providing better quality and performance to students and staff. 

 

In the past few years we have continuously evaluated and improved our safety and fraud 

processes to help reduce or eliminate the risk associated with our banking functions.  The 

College has implemented a double verification system with our bank to approve the sending of 

Automated Clearing House (ACH) files and bank wires.  A staff member will upload the (ACH) 

file and then verify that file with the bank by entering requested information.  A different staff 

member will then review the file and approve before it is sent.   

 

The College uses a system call Positive Pay.  After going through normal reviews and approvals, 

checks are written and sorted to be distributed.  After the checks are written, a file is uploaded to 

the bank, listing the checks, the date, and the amount of those checks.  If a check is presented to 

the bank to be cashed, yet has not been uploaded on a file, the bank notifies College finance staff 

for confirmation before accepting the check and processing.  Positive Pay has helped reduce the 

risk of check fraud from counterfeiters reproducing checks with banking information. 

 

The College has implemented a pressure-seal device for our check printing.  The device has 

allowed for storage in a blank form so that no banking information is left out and it has 

eliminated the risk of individuals seeing our banking information through the window of a 

mailing envelope.  The device will also help reduce the amount of staff time associated with 

stuffing checks, 1098-T’s, W-2’s, and 1099’s envelopes throughout the year. 

 

5R3:  What are the results for ensuring effective management of operations on an ongoing 

basis and for the future? 

Outcomes/Measures Tracked and Tools Utilized 

The College tracks results of several indicators to verify effective management of operations on 

an ongoing basis and for the future.  College outcomes/measures tracked and corresponding tools 

utilized are included (yet not limited to) the examples below. 

 

Table 5R3-1 Outcomes/Measurements Tracked 

Outcomes/Measures 

 Monthly Budgets/Financial Reports 

 Financial comparison report with other 

Community Colleges 

 Financial state of the college 

 Quarterly grant reports 

 Bond Rating 

 Printing usage cost  

Tools 

 Ellucian/ Entrinsik Informer 

 AS-15 report 

 IPEDS report 

 Audit report 

 Iowa Lakes Finance Office database 

 Moody’s Investment Services 

 Papercut 
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Table 5R3-2 Iowa Lakes Community College Fund 1 Unrestricted Balance 2006-2015 
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Table 5R3-3 Iowa Lakes Community College Two Years’ Comparative Statement – June FY16

 
 

Comparison of Results with Internal Targets and External Benchmarks 

Data not available. 

 

Interpretation of Results and Insights Gained 

The College has made significant strides in increasing and maintaining security.  The College is 

exploring more robust forecasting software to help analyze current data and see how changes 

could affect our financial position.  A formal process for training budget managers is in place. 

 

5I3:  Based on 5R3, what improvements have been implemented or will be implemented in 

the next one to three years? 

The College will be moving to zero-based budgeting, has managed to secure a contract for a flat-

fee price for printing services, enabling the purchase of better printing technology. 

Implementation of the Positive Pay system helps the College reduce the risk of fraudulent 

checks.  The College is exploring the use of Nextgen Dynamic Forms® to help automate work 

flows and eliminate paper. The College has implemented double-verification in banking system 

to reduce the risk of fraud on ACH and banking transactions. 
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AQIP CATEGORY SIX:  QUALITY OVERVIEW 

Quality Overview focuses on the Continuous Quality Improvement culture and 

infrastructure of the institution.  This category gives the institution a chance to reflect on all 

its quality improvement initiatives, how they are integrated, and how they contribute to 

improvement of the institution. 

INTRODUCTION 

The College is currently involved with many quality improvement initiatives, with new and 

exciting changes underway.  College Cabinet members continue to analyze and assess ways to 

improve quality measures throughout each of the five campuses.  College initiatives and quality 

improvement processes are listed below.   

 

Maturity of Processes and Results 

Maturity of Processes Systematic 

Maturity of Results Systematic 

Important Improvements  AQIP Systems Portfolio preparation 

process 

 Improved Program Review process  

Affiliated AQIP Action Projects  Conquer! 

 

6P1.  Quality Improvement Initiatives focus on the Continuous Quality Improvement 

initiatives the institution is engaged in and how they work together within the institution.  

Describe the processes for determining, and integrating CQI initiatives, and who is involved 

in those processes.  selecting, deploying, and evaluating quality improvement initiatives; 

aligning the systems portfolio; action project; quality check-up; and strategy forums. 

Selecting, deploying, and evaluating quality improvement initiatives 

The College selects quality improvement initiatives based on trend and data analysis, along with 

feedback from College committees, students, faculty/staff, community members, accrediting or 

third party organizations, and others.  College Cabinet members select from many of the quality 

initiatives that arise out of the academic and operational committees to become AQIP Action 

Projects.  The College utilizes faculty, staff, Cabinet, as well as students and/or community 

members, to coordinate quality improvement plans.  The College evaluates quality improvement 

initiatives in a variety of ways, including College-wide surveys, statistical and trend data, as well 

as evaluations/feedback, that committees analyze and use to make improvements.  

As an example, the College Strategic Plan Vision and Goals outlines the plan, data, and vision.  

Table 6P1-1 provides an example of the way in which the College selects a plan and evaluates 

the vision.   
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Table 6P1-1 Example of a Strategic Plan, Vision, & Goals 

Plan:  Iowa Lakes Community College Educational Learning Experiences will Exceed 

Student Expectations 

 

 

 

Relevant Metrics & 

Data Sources 

 Before Graduation Survey 

 Community College Survey of Student Engagement 

(CCSSE) 

 Entering Student Survey (ESS) 

 Student Focus Groups 

 Student Satisfaction Inventory (SSI) 

 Survey of Entering Student Engagement (SENSE) 

Vision Goals  1.1:  Student satisfaction rates will exceed student 

satisfaction rates of peer institutions. 

 1.2:  Entering and returning student satisfaction rates will 

consistently increase. 

 1.3:  Student engagement rates will exceed student 

engagement rates of peer institutions. 

 

The Assessment Review Committee is tasked with the new initiative to streamline academic 

program reviews, ensuring continued improvements and strategies to meet the needs within 

programs reviewed.  The overall goal is to continually work on opportunities within the five 

years prior to program reviews.   As a result, the Action Project, Recruitment Strategies, was 

developed.  A recommendation was made from College Cabinet for an AQIP Action Project to 

identify, implement, and analyze new recruitment strategies.   

 

Aligning the systems portfolio, action projects, quality check-up, and strategy forums 

The College aligns the systems’ portfolio, action projects, and all focus groups and forums 

(including the Higher Learning Commission).  Ultimately all initiatives relate directly to the 

College’s strategic plan, mission, vision, and values.  The College strives to have input from a 

variety of employees to develop the AQIP Systems Portfolio.  In 2015, over 75 employees from 

all classifications, volunteered to be part of six committees to work on the AQIP Systems 

Portfolio, led by College Cabinet.  All six committees reviewed the 2013 Systems Portfolio 

Feedback Report, and reviewed the new AQIP Systems Portfolio format, categories, and core 

components.  The development of this new quality improvement initiative, allows for more 

inclusion of the accreditation process, as well as a well-rounded approach from various 

departments and employees as to the AQIP pathways chosen. 
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6R1. What are the results for continuous quality improvement initiatives? 

As a result of feedback from the 2013 Systems Portfolio Feedback, the College has implemented 

five AQIP Action Projects.  Table 6R1-1 describes the Action Projects, as well as their status. 

 

In addition to the AQIP projects listed within Table 6R1-1, the College is improving areas of 

need in specific academic programs.  For example, Industry Training added an additional trainer, 

as well as additional programming (non-credit and credit) in Agriculture, Landscape, and 

CADD.  Full-time faculty on the academic credit side of programming are hired to teach 

additional non-credit courses during evening and weekend hours.  Industry professionals are 

trained via the experts within the field.  As an example, the College Electrical Technology 

Instructor is also teaching an electrical apprenticeship program for industry professionals.   

 

The College High School Equivalency Diploma Program has streamlined the process of moving 

program graduates from non-credit to credit coursework.  In 2015, 51% of students attaining 

their high school equivalency diploma, enrolled in college credit classes after their graduation. 

 

Table 6R1-1 AQIP Action Projects Since 2013 

Action 

Project 

Goal Status 

One 

Student at a 

Time 

Enhance pathways to 

enrollment, including credit, 

non-credit, and high school 

equivalency 

The following outcomes have been met: 

 An increase in continuing education 

offerings and enrollment 

 An increase in student transition 

between high school equivalency, 

non-credit, and credit 

 An increase in high school 

equivalency enrollment 

 An increase in student and stakeholder 

satisfaction with streamlined transition 

processes 

Conquer! Identify and implement 

operational strategies that 

pursue the College’s strategic 

plan 

The project was reestablished in fall 2016 as a 

result of personnel changes.  The project has 

been modified from having one office collect 

all data for the entire strategic plan, to having 

multiple areas collect data for their specific 

vision and goals.  The goal is to have a 

process in place to collect, review, and 

analyze data for established metrics by end of 

year.    

Ready, Set, 

Finish!  

Enhance student retention, 

persistence, completion, and 

success  

 The College hired a Completion 

Specialist to monitor, enhance, and 

implement new completion initiatives 

 Reverse Transfer Policies and 

Procedures Updated 
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 At-Risk students are identified sooner 

 Advisor assignments are streamlined 

in the semester 

 Success/Advising Centers created to 

serve as a drop-in advising center 

 Tutoring is now scheduled via the 

T.V. system on all five campuses, led 

by current and retired teachers 

Recruitment 

Strategies 

Targeted recruitment strategies 

to lead to increased 

applications and enrollment 

 Project began in 2015 

 Subcommittees formed to focus on 

best practices:  high school students, 

current students, and parents. 

Enhance the 

Use of 

Technology 

to Improve 

Teaching &  

Learning 

Selecting instructional 

technology and professional 

development to best serve 

faculty and students 

 Project began in 2015 

 An Educational Technologist will be 

onboard by November 2016 (Title III 

funds) 

 

6I1. Based on 6.R.1, what quality improvement initiatives have been implemented or will be 

implemented in the next one to three years? 

The College will continue to work on current, active AQIP Action Projects. In addition, the 

College continues with improvement initiatives to enhance technology needs throughout each 

campus and classroom.  Over 60 classrooms will be updated with new technology as a result of 

the Title III grant previously mentioned within this portfolio.  The College will continue to 

improve processes to gather, disseminate, and analyze information College-wide.  The overall 

efforts made to gather successes, opportunities, and needs throughout the College will continue 

as the College develops a new strategic plan. 

 

 6P2. Culture of Quality focuses on how the institution integrates continuous quality 

improvement into its culture.  Describe how a culture of quality is ensured within the 

institution.   

The College has integrated continuous quality improvement throughout the College within each 

department.  The culture of quality begins with feedback reported from the College clientele, 

including students, employees, employers throughout the region, and community members.  As a 

result of feedback from College constituents, College Cabinet and committees serve to take on 

quality improvement initiatives to address needs, concerns, and improvements throughout each 

of the five campuses. 

   

Developing an Infrastructure and Providing Resources to Support a Culture of Quality 

The College has developed a structure in which employees and students provide feedback on 

needs in many different ways, including surveys, focus groups, in-service discussions, and an 

open-door policy with College Cabinet, including the College President.  The President also 
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chairs the College-wide Improvement Committee which addresses quality improvement 

initiatives and priorities.   

 

Ensuring Continuous Quality Improvement is Making an Evident and Widely Understood 

Impact On Institutional Culture and Operations 

Continuous quality improvement is made evident in many ways.  The College has processes in 

place to document and analyze evidence and share the data.  Table 6P2-1 provides examples of 

how quality improvement is made evident and impacts the College culture and operations.   

 

Table 6P2-1 Evident and Widely Understood Impact on Culture and Operations (5.D.1) 

Quality Improvement Initiatives and 

Operations 

Performance Evidence and Impact 

Student Learning  CAAP Exam Data 

 ICCOC Student Online Success Data 

 Perkins Indicator Data 

 Regent Transfer Data 

 Student Completion Data 

 TRIO-SSS Data 

Admissions  Enrollment Data 

 Retention Data 

 Program Expenditure Data 

Financial  Monthly Financial Data 

 Annual Audits 

Human Resources  Professional Development Data  

 PESC/QFP Data 

 Meet & Confer Committee Data 

 

Ensuring the Institution Learns from its Experiences with CQI Initiatives 

The College commitment to a continuous quality improvement model is also evident through the 

Vision Goals within each of the Strategic Plan Objectives (refer to Table 6P1-1 as an example).  

The College actively engages constituents to determine quality improvement initiatives and 

actively engages in action projects to fulfill the AQIP Pathway.  The active engagement provides 

an inclusive approach to achieving and maintaining quality improvement initiatives, and actively 

engaging in new initiatives. Each committee oversees specific areas of quality improvement, and 

each committee is created with employees (and community members if necessary) from varying 

departments to ensure improvements and sustainability are made College-wide. (5.D.2) 

 

Reviewing, Reaffirming, and Understanding the Role and Vitality of the AQIP Pathway 

Within the Institution 

As mentioned within 6P1, the College has realigned the AQIP Pathway planning process to 

ensure feedback and knowledge-sharing is committed College-wide.  A group of six committees 

met to gather information, share knowledge, and streamline approaches to the 2016 Systems 

Portfolio.  The new approach to gather knowledge from departments outside of Planning and 
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Development provides an all-inclusive College-wide approach to ensure each committee 

provides the feedback necessary to provide a living document that will continue to represent all 

aspects of the institution.   

 

6R2. What are the results for continuous quality improvement to evidence a culture of 

quality? 

The College is dedicated to quality improvement, as well as a culture of quality and 

transparency.  The College shares initiative data, as well as operational data, in a timely manner, 

and acknowledges and acts on opportunities discovered.  The College will continue to streamline 

the process of documenting and sharing their stakeholder and employee satisfaction within the 

culture of quality initiatives.  The coordination of AQIP Project participation, Systems Portfolio 

Committee participation, and peer review preparation, provide evidence of a culture of quality. 

Employees embrace the culture of quality initiatives and continually seek opportunities for 

improvement. 

 

6I2. What improvements to the quality culture have been implemented or will be 

implemented in the next one to three years? 

As mentioned previously, the Assessment Review Committee (ARC) is actively working on 

improvements to the designated revolving five-year academic program review.  ARC will pilot a 

new plan to create mentor committees to follow through with all needs and opportunities within 

an academic program throughout each year following the program review.  Specific data sets 

will be captured for each academic program to ensure instructors are prepared to present 

transparency to the review committee and present strengths and opportunities.  ARC will be 

piloting and implementing this new process within the next one to three years.  

 

The College just instituted the new AQIP Systems Portfolio preparation process in 2015.  Going 

forward, the College will continue to work on improving the AQIP Portfolio preparation process 

by engaging the six committees designed to meet the criteria and core components of each of the 

AQIP categories.  The new design provided an opportunity for the Planning and Development 

office to gather data outside of their designated scope.  Moreover, the AQIP process is a 

recognizable process throughout the College, rather than designated specifically to the Planning 

and Development team.  As a result, employees from all departments have influence and an 

opportunity to contribute to the process of developing and writing not only the Systems 

Portfolio, yet also the strategic plan.   

 

The College has the opportunity to further the employee engagement process by inviting all new 

and existing employees to become involved in the Systems Portfolio process.  Through 

involvement, College employees are educated and energized as a collective community to 

contribute to many important processes, including accreditation, AQIP, strategy-planning, action 

projects, and many other aspects of planning for the future.  The College continuously strives to 

improve processes by revisiting current quality initiatives, launching new quality initiatives, and 

strengthening the culture of quality as a whole.   
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